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"The German Character is

one of the finest but most inconvenient developments

of human nature."

HAROLD NICOLSON





Foreword

w,HEN this book was conceived, the War in

Europe was still a threat, not yet a terrifying reality,

prosaic and at once apocalyptic. At the time that we

were busy with the preliminary work and first drafts,

the catastrophe had not yet broken. It was relentlessly

approaching, like a thunder cloud that darkens the

sky.

Can the situation which prevailed during these

ix



xii Foreword

plain of, and on occasion we shall have to indict it.

We shall go back into its history, to find the sources

for present happenings. We shall show the errors that

have been made, but we shall also show the good,

wherever it becomes visible. We shall be neither

ashamed nor afraid to point out the sinister and dan-

gerous aspects of the German character. "Let others

speak of their shame; I shall speak of mine." These

are the words of a German poet in exile, Berthold

Brecht. To this we add: "Let others speak of their

hopes; we shall speak of GUIS of our hopes for the

German people/'

This war, forced upon peace-loving nations by

Hitler, has been declared only against him and his

ruling clique not against the German people. This is

a fact of decisive importance. It is not "the Germans'*

who are to be destroyed; it is only the hysterical

tyrant and his ruthless gang who are condemned to

perdition. "The Germans/' on the other hand, far

from being consigned to destruction, are to be won

back, are to resume their place in the comity of civil-

ized nations. This is the admitted aim and purpose

of the embattled democracies; and any such concept

would be meaningless, were there no "other Ger-

many/'

We know that it existsthis "other Germany'*; and

it is our devout wish that it will soon make itself felt.

We speak here on its behalf and in its interests; for
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the sake of its honor and future. We are, as it were,

its representatives in a world which has not yet

become hostile to the German people. We only hope
that this "other Germany" in which we have such

great faith will not too long remain mute and in-

visible! Woe unto the German people if some day

they must collectively bear the hatred now concen-

trated solely upon Hitler and his ilk! If the Germans

participate to the bitter end that is to say, the com-

plete military defeat in the criminal insanity of this

war, then no fair-minded person can any longer

expect the democracies to care a great deal about the

difference between the German people and the Nazi

regime.

But things must not be permitted to reach such a

stage. The Germans themselves must prevent it. For

theirs is the decision; it is up to no one else. Germany

may be vanquished by the Powers; it can be liberated

only by its own efforts.

The fact that we have foregone going into the

details of Nazi-Soviet relations does not mean that

we are inclined to underrate the significance of this

aspect of current history, nor that we would hesi-

tate to pronounce clearly our perturbation at recent

Soviet policy. We could not include the Soviet prob-

lem for two simple and practical reasons. First of all,

this problem did not as yet exist in its new form when

we started writing this book; and even when we had
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finished our work, Russian tactics and intentions still

appeared obscure and mysterious far more so than

they do today. Our subject, moreover, is Germany,

not Russia. And the very problem of Germany, we

feel is involved and important enough in itself; we

did not wish to complicate it still further by intro-

ducing other crucial and delicate topics such as Bol-

shevism or the "Riddle of Russia."

This is no hour for prophecy. As yet no one knows,

nor can know, how long or short the struggle will be,

Who is still to be drawn into the fatal maelstrom

what nations, what individuals? And what awaits

those destined to survive the cataclysm? We are free to

hope, wish, calculate and guess; we can know but one

thing: that the present reckoning is a matter of deci-

sions the full extent and consequences of which we

cannot yet foresee. When this great struggle has passed

it may be in weeks, months or years then the really

great problems will still await solution, though the

stage will have been set for their solution; and this

time the solution must be final, or else all the sacrifices

demanded and made today will have been in vain.

Europe's youth has taken to the battlefields lest

"wicked Germany'
1

become the tyrant of the Conti-

nent and of the world. First and foremost it is a deter-

mined struggle in self-defense this is its most urgent

aspect; but the victory over evil will have true mean*

ing only if the good subsequently will succeed in
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organizing itself wisely and for all time. Europe
hankers after a new order. Such an order will come,

after Hitler has been overthrown. But a solid basis for

the building of a new European society will be pro-

vided only if the German people, our "other Ger-

many/' will joyfully join in its rearing.
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PROLOGUE

In the United States

VWV4M/WWVW*

H,.OW much do nations know about each other?

A little more, perhaps, than in times past, insofar as

certain externals of life are concerned though those

externals have come to resemble each other ever more

closely all over the world. But how slight, how super-

ficial is that knowledge when it comes to the more

intangible and complex qualities those that really

matterl How naive and unrealistic are the ideas which
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the "man in the street" and even the "intellectual"

entertains about conditions and problems in neigh-

boring countries! The radio, the airplane, the motion

picture and the telephone have changed those ideas

but little.

Europeans, in particular, are provincials; they do

not know their own continent. The average little man

in Berlin knows hardly anything about Paris, except

that it is the home of a legendary establishment called

"Moulin Rouge/' and that genuine French cham-

pagne flows freely there. Frenchmen, on the other

hand, often incline to the fallacy that all countries

are a wilderness, except those in which French cul-

ture and the French language prevail. And as far as

the British are concerned, most of them feel decidedly

farther removed from the European Continent than

they do from Canada or India. Yet only a narrow

body of water separates the coast of England from that

of France or the Netherlands.

Between the United States and Europe stretches an

ocean. That, after all, makes quite a difference, de-

spite Colonel Lindbergh and the newly inaugurated

air service. It still is a long way from the Statue of

Liberty to Southampton, and only a few Americans

are in the habit of making the fashionable annual

pilgrimage from Park Avenue in New York to the

Ritz in Paris or the Palace Hotel in St. MGlitz, It is a

question, moreover, whether it is really Europe which
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these smart adventurers get to see. The destiny o

Europe, unlike sables and jewelry, is not on display

In the lobbies of fashionable hotels.

In New York City European elements are still

strongly represented though the statement that

America's largest and finest city is "un-American" is

nothing but a shopworn paradox. It is true that the

gigantic metropolis, the enormous super-city, rises

above those qualities which are purely American or

national. New York possesses a certain charm as well

as certain almost monstrous features not to be found

elsewhere in the United States. As with every port, so

in New York the link with the coast across the water

can be felt almost as though it were a physical thing,

something in the air. So, in the atmosphere of Mar-

seilles, one smells Arab scents from Algiers, Biskra

and Fez; so, in San Francisco, the Far East is magi-

cally present; and so, in New York, one senses Europe.

When the Old World writhes in agony there is a reac-

tion in Manhattan nor is it merely Wall Street which

registers the rise and fall in the European state of

mind.

This vital contact with the destiny of Europe grows

fainter as we penetrate more deeply into the broad

reaches of America. The average man in Kansas City

or Portland, Oregon, has other things to worry about

than the endless complexities of European politics.

His European history and geography are often vague.
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This is hardly strange, for even the average educated

European Is likely to make some startling replies

when cross-examined about the capitals of the States

of Virginia, Texas or Illinois.

What did lue know of America, when we still were

such proud and assertive Europeans? In principle we

professed our allegiance to the "Spirit of Interna-

tionalism" ours never was the cause of German

Nationalism. We did, however, incline toward a

European Nationalism, no less dangerous in charac-

ter. The intellectual youth of Heidelberg and Oxford,

of Paris, Rome and Vienna was every bit as vain as the

arrogant youth of Athens, to whom "Greece" was

identical with "culture/* Many o us flattered our-

selves that Europe was culture, and that culture

ended with Europe. How thoroughly mistaken we

were!

America was very big and very far away. A few

names and messages had reached us from the "other

side/' from beyond the ocean. We listened to them

with respect and cold curiosity. When we were very

young, we heard the names of Washington and Lin-

coln, we read Uncle Tom's Cabin, The Adventures of

Tom Sawyer and the grand tales about Leather Stock-

inga name which even today sounds to us like a

clumsy translation of our own familiar Lederstrumpf.

We heard stories about President Wilson and his

Fourteen Points, and we were told that the bacon
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and potatoes we devoured so avidly in 1919 came

from certain good people in America. These people

were called "Quakers." We never forgot It.

A little later we grew enthusiastic over the

demoniac prose of Edgar Allan Poe and the mighty

streams ofWalt Whitman's lyrics.We loved Whitman

as we loved Holderlin and Nietzsche. That was a great

deal; but it was not enough.

Then we came to know Main Street and Babbitt

from the great and precise descriptions of Sinclair

Lewis; the Sacco-Vanzetti case, and others like it,

from the epic documentations of Upton Sinclair; the

American Tragedy from the famous novel by Dreiser.

We adored Charlie Chaplin, the demure gaze of

Lillian Gish, a few plays by Eugene O'Neill produced

in German, the Ziegfeld Girls, the gallant charm of

the legendary Valentino, and the fascinating rhythms

of jazz. And that too was a great deal; but it was not

enough.

In the winter of 1927-28, when we came to the

United States for the first time, we were still almost

children. We were extremely curious and naive, and

capable of great enthusiasm. Three times we traveled

"from coast to coast"; everyone was very kind to us;

we were allowed to lecture on "Recent Trends in

German Literature"; we were overwhelmed by so

much courtesy. Prosperity we took as a matter of

course America simply was rich; we had never heard
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anything elsenot dreaming that it was already

approaching its end with catastrophic speed. Prohibi-

tion we found absurd and the speakeasies very amus-

ing and interesting. New York enchanted us, as did

the fantastic forms and colors of the Grand Canyon.
For three days we stopped in a little Midwestern town

not far from Kansas City "to become thoroughly

acquainted with the American back country." Every-

thing seemed exciting to us the beauty of Greta

Garbo whom we met in Hollywood; Gershwin's

Rhapsody in Blue which we heard for the first time in

the studio of the artist Adrian; the tremendous

amounts of money our fat old Emil Jannings was

earning. We watched Conrad Veidt shoot JJHomme

qui rit, drank red wine with H. L. Mencken at the

Algonquin, visited the Chicago stockyards we could

not touch meat for two weeks afterward. We visited

the German colony in Milwaukee, the great dance

halls of Harlem, Harvard University and a revival

meeting of Aimee McPherson which seemed wholly
fantastic to us. The illuminated signs in Times

Square blinded us, we found Greenwich Village

somewhat like Montparnasse, Niagara Falls slightly

disappointing, San Francisco wonderful, the New
York subway faster than the one in Berlin, and famous

American writers less snobbish than their German

colleagues, It was a great adventure to be in America.

And all this was tremendously much, but it was not
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yet enough by far. We traveled to Honolulu and

Japan, and back to Europe by way of Siberia, We
wrote our Impressions. And we remained Europeans.

This America where we had enjoyed our stay so

much, where we had made so many friends no longer

seemed quite so far away as before. Now that we had

seen the "faraway land/' had come to know its people

a little, we had grown more receptive and sensitive to

many things that came from "the other side/' It was

at about this time that the young writers of Europe
became fascinated with the impressive staccato of

Ernest Hemingway's narrative style we all tried to

imitate him; we admired Faulkner and Dos Passos

and Thornton Wilder's Bridge of San Luis Rey and

the great American epic of Thomas Wolfe in which

we found solid realism blended in the most natural

way with a poetic and almost mystical rapture. We
learned many new things about America from these

books, or from the films, or from conversations with

young American authors whom we met in Munich,

Salzburg and Paris.

Then our life changed. We were severely pun-

ished for our "European arrogance/' our naivete

and vanity. The enemy whom we hated beyond all

others the Anti-Christ, the great adversary, the bar-

barianfell upon our continent, not from the outside,

as the Huns and Turks had fallen upon it; we recog-

nized and fought him right in our own countryand
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we had to see him conquer. Our homeland was lost to

us; for as long as the barbarian ruled, it could be our

homeland no more. We had no choice but to continue

abroad a struggle we had begun too late at home, a

struggle we had not taken seriously enough. Heartsick

with grief and shame, we left Germany with the burn-

ing determination to see it again, to win it again.

In France and the Netherlands, in Switzerland and

Czechoslovakia we were allowed to carry on our old

work In the new spirit. At first we believed that the

Continent had remained essentially unchanged, that

it still fitted our proud old arrogant concept of

"Europe." The tragedy of Germany was to us an iso-

lated event a nasty "incident" or "disturbance" of

which "free Europe" would make short shrift. You

see, we had not yet been quite cured of our naivet6,

despite the gravity of our experiences.

We left Germany, because we literally would have

suffocated in the poisoned atmosphere of the Third

Reich. By comparison we found the air very pleasant

to breathe in those countries of Europe which were

still free. But within a few years we felt that air too

grow steadily heavier and more oppressive. This Is

not to say that these countries abandoned their moral

standards and followed the example of Germany, But

it is a fact that during these years, from 1933 to 1937,

a series of tangible circumstances and psychological
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trends made it ever more difficult for an alien to be

politically or even intellectually active in Europe.

Thus began the exodus of the German anti-Nazi

intellectuals to America. In our own particular case it

would be more accurate to say that we returned to

America. We were still Europeans. We had, however,

discarded some of the more foolish European preju-

dices; we hope, moreover, that our bitter, serious

experiences have taught us a few valid conclusions.

For example, we had grasped the fact that "liberty"

is not a thing which one can "possess/' as one owns a

limousine or a bank account; but, instead, that lib-

erty is a goal and a problem and a task -our goal, our

task, our adventure. Our own concrete experience

had made us see clearly that ''democracy*' means a

great deal more than civilized amenities the quiet

enjoyment of electric light and central heating. True

democracy genuine and perfect does not yet exist

anywhere firmly entrenched. At best it is a hope, a

possibility, a distant vista. But even this hope, this

first real chance of making democracy come true,

must be guarded, protected, defended; it is in danger

all over the world it is threatened. Perfect democ-

racy remains, of course, the ultimate goal; but those

of us who would help in reaching that goal will find it

well worth their while to fight indeed, to risk their

very lives in defense of the imperfect democracy of

today.
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Had America changed during the nine years of our

absence? Indeed, it had; for so young a country Is con-

stantly changing and developing. It had not been

spared Its quota of bitterness and disappointment.

The Depression had brought the great, rich nation to

the brink of the abyss. To us the face of America

seemed more serious, more experiencedas it were,

more human and mature than we had known it dur-

ing the hectic times of prosperity. Or perhaps it was

merely that we had grown in experience and earnest-

nessperhaps even in humanity and maturity.

For now our eyes had been trained to see the cares

and problems of America. In those relatively serene

years of 1937 and 1928 we had had eyes only for the

"exotic," the "thrilling" aspects of the country. Now,

as refugees, enjoying the great country's hospitality

with profound and conscious gratitude, we were no

longer able to pass over the serious and menacing

aspects of American life. We began to take part in the

difficult and important questions, the settlement of

which may determine the future of the United States.

America had fascinated us; now we learned to love it

which means to take part in its destiny. For in every

love there is an admixture of concern and even criti-

cism, besides delight and gratitude* Our love for

America has never lost the ardor of a decade ago*

Today, when we travel "from coast to coast/* we are

as enchanted as ever. Our eyes are open with wonder
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how great the country is! We say to each other:

"Look, it is immense! And how empty! We have been

on this express train all day, and have seen hardly a

single human settlement/' And we think of Europe
our tragic, picturesque, beloved, insane, old Europe,

where one cannot travel for more than a few hours

without encountering one of those superfluous bor-

ders with their annoying passport control.

"What a relief!" we think, as we stare meditatively

through the windows of the thundering train. "The

train will roll on for a long timeand night will fall

upon a country that is empty still empty. Late at

night or early in the morning we shall reach a city-

one of the large or middle-sized settlements- and we

shall still be in the United States, though the train has

been under way for such a long time. The people will

still speak their American English, perhaps with a

slight provincial inflection. Some of these people will

look well fed and satisfied; the self-confident smile of

success will be on their faces. Others will betray worry

in their expressions; they have their troubles, as do

people everywhere. But none of these men andwomen

would dream of raving about the 'Decline of the

West/ as though it were a mystic vision; none would

have civilization destroyed today rather than tomor-

rowfor the sake of some dangerous and confused

ideal of 'heroism/ for the sake of some sadistic in-

stinct. The people of this city are unlikely to be fooled
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by some bellowing demagogue. Normal people, who,

for the most part, feel at ease in their skins, do not

clamor for 'salvation' through catastrophe; 'for lib-

eration* through a leap into the abyss. In this city

too there may be people whose thoughts are narrowed

into stupid prejudices; here too there may be coarse

men, heedless boys and silly women. But certain basic

moral concepts and essential values such as liberty/

'reason/ 'fair play/ 'comradeship' are here perhaps

more alive and have more reality than anywhere in

Europe today/
1

As the train rolls through the suburbs of this large

or middle-sized American city, we think of certain

encouraging events; the profound and spontaneous

indignation that swept the entire nation including

the citizens of this town in the face of Nazi atrocities.

At the express behest of his "Fiihrer," Dr. Goebbels

arranged a pogrom in November, 1938. And a great

cry of indignation resounded from Manhattan to Los

Angeles, from the Canadian border to Florida. Here

too it must have been audible and effective an over-

whelming expression of protesttestimony and proof

not only of a political, but, above all, of a human
attitude.

And now we have arrived* The Negro porter who
has watched over us on the way with stern paternal

care stacks our luggage at the exit door a number of

small, somewhat shabby suitcases and portfolios with
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books and papers. Soon he will open the door with a

practiced hand. On the platform we shall be wel-

comed by two young girls, or an elderly lady, or a

gentleman with spectacles, or an embarrassed stu-

dent. They represent the organization before which

we are to speak. For, as you may already know, we

have been on many lecture tours.

The surprising thing is that we enjoy this business

of traveling about and delivering lectures. We like to

do itit has become a pleasant habit. We invariably

ifrnd it exciting and amusing to win an audience. It is

always a small adventure a struggle to be conducted

shrewdly and tenaciously. Every audience whether

in the United States or anywhere else has the dia-

bolical tendency to cough or to fall asleep alterna-

tives that are equally impermissible. It is our job to

prevent them by means of sundry tricks threatening

glances or suddenly elicited laughs. It is a matter of

professional honor.

Such lecture tours afford the opportunity to come

in contact with many kinds of people whom one

would never see otherwise. On these trips we meet

men and women of every description and every age-
conservative club women and radical politicians,

rabbis and professors, college girls and journalists,

millionaires and priests, snobs and Quakers, "misun-

derstood geniuses/' real young poets and false

prophets, wise people and foolish, ambitious and con-
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fused, modest and clever. From all of these we have

something to learn something about men In general,

and something about Americans in particular. They,

for their part, all seem to be more or less genuinely

interested in what we have to say.

We stated before that knowledge of conditions in

foreign countries has everywhere remained relatively

slightindeed, astonishingly small in view of the fab-

ulous means of communication offered by modern

science. To that statement must be added the obser-

vation that in America interest in European affairs is

decidedly on the increase nor is this interest confined

to New York, Washington, and Boston. In every city

of the Middle West and South, in California and

Oregon, thoughtful men and women are disturbed

by this question: What is going to happen in Europe?
What manner of tragedy will take place there, and

how will it end? What will be the nature of the deci-

sion? Where will it all lead?

It is realized that a catastrophe in Europe that

catastrophe which has been in the air so long, which

has finally arrived that such a catastrophe cannot

leave the United States unaffected. Thus the feeling

of unrest, the anxious inquiries: What will become

of Europe? In what direction will things develop?

Germany lies in the heart of the Continent. Unless

Germany recovers, there can be no cure for a sick
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Europe. The question of Germany's future and

destiny is at once the question of Europe's future.

We take them very seriously these lecture tours of

ours. We believe that we have something to say that

may, after all, be worth listening to. We are of the

opinion that every German anti-Fascist carries with

him certain experiences and realizations worthy of

notice.

Our own message is of two kinds two warnings

which it is our task to present as plainly and impres-

sively as possible. First and foremost it is our duty to

explain tirelessly, time and again, what Nazism really

is; how it manifests itself and behind what masks it

hides; what it has destroyed in Germany; what dan-

ger it implies for the world. We must insist: Be on

your guard! Do not underestimate the shrewdness

and resourcefulness of this diabolical enemy who is,

in truth, the enemy of mankind! Watch over your

democracy, lest it be stolen from you, as our democ-

racy was stolen from us! The reports from the Ger-

man concentration camps have long lost the first

"charm" of ghastly novelty. Nevertheless, you must

not permit your indignation to slacken, for the suf-

ferings of the martyrs, far from having slackened,

have constantly increased. The tendency of reactions

to grow dull; the tendency to become gradually

habituated to terror as a matter of course; these are

human weaknesses that aid Fascism as much as do
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cowardice and graft. Under no circumstances must

you accept the monstrous thing that is Fascism as

something which "just happens to exist/
1

which "un-

fortunately cannot be changed/* It can be changed-
but only if the resistance to this evil remains as

strong as does the evil itself.

This is the first warning, which we must zealously

reiterate. The second no less important and hardly

less simple may be summed up in this short sen-

tence: There is another Germany! Hitler does not

represent the German nation; like a satanic carica-

ture, he merely embodies its worst and most danger-

ous qualities. Thus we call out to our American

Mends: Do not hate the Germans! Guard against let-

ting your just wrath against the Nazis become dis-

torted into blind prejudice against all that Is German!

No entire nation can deserve hatred let alone a

people to which mankind is Indebted for so much,

which has so many lovable and admirable qualities!

To be sure, there Is much to abhor in the German

people, and during the last few years they have shown

their most repulsive features. Fault and circumstance

may cause a nation to be humiliated, abused, and de-

based for a while. That is what has happened to the

German people. Do not, however, judge them to be

wholly bad, simply because they are ruled by their

worst elements. Believe us, there are millions of Ger-

mans who are ashamed of these miserable leaders, who
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hate them, and who wish only to be rid of them! Unite

with these millions against their evil leaders! So long

as Hitler retains power, there can be no peace even

the British Tories have grasped that fact, long known

to most Germans. Does that mean that the German

nation must be "destroyed'? That would be absurd

quite apart from the question as to whether it would

be desirable. Sixty million human beings cannot

simply be "destroyed"; they can, however, be helped

to regain their freedom and to reclaim their place in

civilized society. Our slogan reads: No compromise
with Hitler! No hatred of the Germans! Against

Hitler for Germany!
The thing that we are trying to do is to win sym-

pathy and friendship for that "other Germany/' that

is suppressed and silenced, while at the same time

arraigning and condemning the Third Reich. Our

audiences, in large part, seem to be impressed and

almost convinced; but others remain skeptical. And

thus the discussion begins.

These "discussions" after a public lecture belong to

the peculiarities of American life to which Europeans

first have to grow accustomed. In the beginning it

seemed a little embarrassing and confusing to be

crossexamined by the public in this manner. In well-

considered, carefully prepared sequence one has said

approximately what one wished to say and therj.

come the questions! A young lady wishes to know:
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"Why hasn't Hitler been assassinated yet?" How is

one to find a ready answer to such a question? Or, to

the inevitable question: "How long will Hitler re-

main in power?" Is one perhaps to reply that some

people consult the stars or tea-leaves on this matter?

How we envy those of such simple faith! We, on our

part, stand on the platform considerably flustered,

trying hard to keep a wise expression on our faces.

Occasionally, however, these public discussions be-

come interesting and even exciting. Our theory about

the "other Germany" provokes some listeners to op-

position nor are we here referring to the malicious

obstructionism offered by Nazi agents, though we

have had to deal with them also. No, our opinions are

sometimes challenged by well-meaning, sincere and

intelligent peopleAmericans who are profoundly

concerned about the future of Europe. In discussion,

in letters, and in private conversation they parade

their doubts and objections before us. They marshal

many different arguments; most frequently we en-

counter two extreme and mutually contradictory con-

ceptions. Both seem fallacious to us but worthy of

serious thought.

Let us attempt to reconstruct one of these lecture

evenings in the American back country. Our topic is

"The Other Germany.
1 ' The scene, a university, with

the,audience consisting in large part of young people.

During the question period the stock questions are
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first hurled at us: "Why doesn't Hitler like the Jews?"

"What would Stalin do, if Chamberlain provided

that France. . . .?" And with embarrassed mien we

play the oracle. But suddenly a blond young man asks

for the floor. (Later we learn that he is an American

of German descent, born in Brooklyn, a student of

chemistry and regarded by his schoolmates as a decent

and intelligent fellow.) His face flushes and he clears

his throat several times. Then he haltingly begins to

speak.

"I've never been to Europe/' he admits, the color

on his face deepening. "I know very little about poli-

ticsbut there are some things I have been thinking a

great deal about recently." And he promptly launches

into the results of his brainwork.

"I find," he declares, "that we here in America are

a little unfair toward Germany. We can hardly expect

Miss Mann and Mr. Mann to be quite objective as far

as the Third Reich is concerned; they have been

made to suffer a good deal at the hands of Herr Hit-

ler." His words have a certain mild austerity, and we

are forced to acknowledge the slight reproach with a

pained and dignified smile. The young man he

really is quite a handsome chap meanwhile con-

tinues with somewhat greater animation: "But we

Americans really ought to be more fair and cautious

in our own judgments! We criticize the Germans for

having fallen for a rabble-rousing demagogue like
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Hitler. We ask ourselves: What's the matter with the

Germans? Are they really as bad as all that? It seems to

me/
7

the young man's voice assumes an almost pas-

sionate tone, "that the Germans aren't bad at all; it's

the world which has behaved badly toward them. It's

not the Germans who are responsible for the frightful

conditions in Europe, but the French and the

British, too, and even we Americans! It's not the van-

quished who are responsible, but the victors! It's the

Treaty of Versailles that's responsible! President Wil-

son wanted it different and fairer; but M. Poincar6

spoiled it all. They tried to suppress a great people,

to eliminate them from world affairs; but sixty mil-

lion hard-working people cannot be suppressed or

eliminated for any length of time! It was impossible

for Germany to remain disarmed and helpless, while

the other countries gave no thought to disarmament.

There was bound to be a reaction to such national

humiliation. Well, National Socialism is the belated

but violent reaction of the German people against the

Treaty of Versailles. France might have spared the

German people and the world a Hitler dictatorship,

had she been more generous and trustful toward the

German Republic. But France, by her harshness and

anxiety ruined the Weimar Republic/'

The blond chemistry student wipes his forehead;

he has grown hot. In a low voice trembling with re-

strained emotion, he says in conclusion: "We seem to
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be making things just a little too easy for ourselves,

when we keep accusing the German people; first and

foremost we ought to search our own souls for evi-

dence of guilt."

Plainly this young man of German descent and

American education had not confined his studies to

chemistry. The subject of politics had interested him

a great deal more than might have been inferred from

his modest introductory remarks. He had formed an

independent opinion, and had found the courage of

defending it publicly. All this could not fail to im-

press us. His unquestioning sympathy for the German

people, his evident desire for justice this typically

American respect for "fair play" all these were of a

kind to dispose us most favorably toward him. Never-

theless we had to take issue with him.

We had to tell him this: Things are not quite so

simple, friend. Fairness can be pushed too far so far

that it ultimately leads into dangerous contradictions.

No error, which France may or may not have com-

mitted, is sufficient to explain or justify the moral and

intellectual aberration of the German people. A case

of collective insanity such as National Socialism has

deep roots in the character and psyche of the stricken

nation. Blame and responsibility cannot possibly be

passed on to others, to outsiders.

The discussion drags on. More and more argu-

ments in favor of Germany come to the mind of the
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eloquent chemistry student from Brooklyn; and we

we Germans are compelled to disprove them.

The very next day, before another Club in another

city we tangle with a questioner who defends an

opinion with the same fire and stubbornness as the

trim chemistry student. This time it is a lady. She is

no longer quite young, but still in very fine fettlea

clear, forceful face, surmounted by carefully waved

gray hair. Her bearing and speech bespeak self-confi-

dence and a certain training in public activity. She

might be headmistress of a progressive girls
1

school,

or perhaps woman's editor on a liberal daily. Where

the chemistry student had found us guilty of hating

the German people, this lady finds us too mild. She

says right off that she is sick and tired of all this talk

about the "other Germany.'' Her determination and

sincerity are obvious.

"There is no such thing as the 'other Germany/
"

she states firmly. "The Germans are a bad lot, all of

them. There are exceptions, as Miss Mann and Mr.

Mann here prove/' Her words have a certain rough

warmth, and we gratefully acknowledge them. But

the lady resumes her threatening tone. "They are

only the exceptions!" she cries scornfully. "Taken as

a whole, as a nation, the Germans are simply miser-

able hopeless 1" She shakes her head in anger. "Yes, I

too once believed in this so-called 'other Germany/
"

she continues. "During the World War I was very
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skeptical of all the atrocity tales about slaughtered

Belgian babies and sacked French cities. I told myself

then: the Germans aren't so bad no ordinary people

can be as bad as that! All we have to do is to lick that

crazy Kaiser and his horrible Prussian generals; then

the Germans will be grateful to us and come back

to their senses. Well, here we are!" There is honest

disappointment in her eyes which grow moist with

resentment. "We got rid of their crazy Kaiser; he has

turned into a harmless old gentleman in Holland

and what's the result? The Germans have picked

someone infinitely worse! After all, every nation ulti-

mately gets the kind of government it likes and wants.

The Germans started with Bismarck, then they had

the Kaiser, and now Hitler. Why not stop all this silly

talk about the 'other Germany? It's nothing but an

illusion, a wishful dream, this 'other Germany/ In

reality there is only one Germany. It's a very danger-

ous country and we must guard against it," Before

sitting down the lady adds this question: "Why
shouldn't they have made Belgian infants into sausage

in 1914, when they torture their own citizens to death

in 1939?" While we are still groping for a reply, she

concludes with a resigned shrug of the shoulders: ''I

regard the Germans as capable of anything. That's

what they've accomplished!"

Yes, that's what the Nazis have accomplished for

the Germans. If we now find it difficult to give quick
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and effective answers, we have Hitler to thank for it.

The young man who leaned over backward to be fair

to the Germans is an easy case compared with this

angry lady. Yet she too indeed, she of all people-

must be answered. For the truth is that the Germans

are neither devils nor poor innocent victims.

Let us not deny it: These insistent interlocutors in

our audiences occasionally make us a little impatient.

We are tempted to put them off with injured arro-

gance: ''How naive your questions are! Have you any

idea what you are asking? You are interested in the

'destiny of Germany/ Alas, that is abysmal and cha-

otic, and it would take too long to discuss it seriously/'

But we are careful to say nothing of the kind; and

such thoughts come to us only when we are very tired

and depressed. After all, do we not have every reason

to be grateful that our American friends are so seri-

ously and sincerely concerned with solving the

"puzzle of Germany'? Yes, we are grateful, and we

are only too well aware that this passing, nervous im-

patience toward individuals in the audience is a bad

and quite illogical habit common in those who are

publicly active and seek to influence people. It is

strange that often the very persons who are eager to

please the crowd, behave almost contemptuously to-

ward the individuals of which the crowd consists,

Let us avoid this fault! Let us take them both quite

seriously, the fair student and the scornful lady!
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Both of them, after all, are merely types not act-

ual persons whom we have encountered. To be sure,

there have been many whose attitudes and opinions

resembled those of our two examples. We have always

answered them to the best of our knowledge and our

conscience. But in the lecture hall we have only been

able to do so in abbreviated and fragmentary form.

Here in this book we shall try to do it at greater

length.

Germany today is the subject of more thought and

writing than any other country, a fact which by no

means does honor to the Germans, who seem to be get-

ting delusions of grandeur because they are baffling

the whole world what will these Germans be up to

next? Sometimes one feels like breaking off this whole

uneasy discussion about the "German character'
'

with

the dry observation that the Germans are human

beings like all others, neither very much better nor

very much worse than the human race in general. Let

us not make too much of the differences between

nations! Those differences are growing smaller and

smaller. A banker from Frankfort on the Main looks

almost like his fellow banker from Philadelphia; a

factory worker from Bochum is very much like his

fellow proletarian from Lyons, Milano or Birming-

ham. Germans have neither claws in place of finger-

nails, nor a glowing orb on their foreheads; and as far

as their famous "soul" is concerned, it is not very
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much different from poor, benighted souls anywhere.

But the uneasy world is not satisfied with such rea-

sonable words. The deep and general distrust that has

arisen in the face of the German phenomenon cannot

be erased so quickly and easily. There is always the

feeling that there must be some secret key to the

nation which causes so much trouble to other nations.

What is the matter with the Germans? All of us

would like to find out. Will they drive us once more

into the jaws of a World War? Why must that be?

Have the Germans always been like that? Will they

always be like that?

Is Nazism rooted in the German character, or has it

been foisted upon the Germans? Are there traditions

in German history to which Hitler can point? Shall

we hate the Germans? Or is there a Germany we can

love? Is there "another Germany"?
Are the Germans Nazis?

This last, simple question, the most important of

all, sums up all the others.Are theGermans Nazis?Ah,

if that question could simply be answered with:
<4No

they are not Nazis !" But that would not be entirely

true and honest. It is our good fortune that we need

not, on the other hand, admit: "Yes, they are Nazis!"

Such an answer would not only be horrible; it would

be false.

How much do nations know of each other? How
much can be communicated at all? But now we can
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no longer resort to excuses and general phrases. Ques-

tioning glances are directed upon us the eyes o the

blond student who holds the Treaty o Versailles re-

sponsible; the gaze of the angry lady who regards our

people capable of simply anythingand many, many
more. We have embarked upon a delicate subject.

Now we must face the facts.

Are the Germans Nazis?

Let us first take a deep breath, for it is a long story,

and not a simple one.
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Looking Backward
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German Fame and German Infamy

T HE history of the German people is rich in

glory yet burdened with guilt and misery. German

genius has decisively influenced the cultural struc-

ture of the West. In the spheres of religion, aesthetics,

and moral philosophy the boldest and proudest ac-

complishments often came from the Germans. Their

contributions to the development of modern science

and technology are imposing. And wherever in the

world the word music is mentioned and appreciated,
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the word Germany hovers Inaudibly in the back-

ground. Germany and music for millions of people

the two words mean almost the same thing.

In the roster of Germany's fame and splendor, what

are the names and the achievements that come to our

mind? There are the tenderly chivalrous songs of

Walther von der Vogelweide, and the Gothic figures

of Master Riemenschneider; the Bamberg Minster,

the Cologne Cathedral, and the mystic speculation of

the declining Middle Ages; Matthias Grunewald's

Altar of Isenheim, and Albrecht Diirer's
*

"Knight,

Death and Devil"; the supernational European life

and the pious thirst for knowledge of the philosopher

Leibniz; Protestant hymns and Catholic architecture;

the rich grace of the South German baroque style

and the passions and fugues of Johann Sebastian

Bach; Gluck, Mozart and Haydn; the virile human-

ism of Gotthold Ephraim Lessing: Kant's Critique of

Pure Reason; Goethe's gigantic work a universe of

its own, resting majestically in itself; The Theater as

a Moral Institution, as conceived by Friedrich Schil-

ler; the nine symphonies of Beethoven his "Fidelia"

and his last chamber music; the enormous intellectual

labors of Hegel and Karl Marx, pregnant with future

significance; the poetry of the Romantic Period, the

Shakespeare translations by Tieck and Schlegel; Scho-

penhauer's World as Will and Idea; the tunes of Schu-

bert, Schumann and Brahms; Wagner's music dramas
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and Nietzsche's intellectual vision; the Lieder by

Hugo Wolf and Gustav Mahler, and Bruckner's sym-

phonies; the manifold and astonishingly rich growth
and flowering of literature in the first quarter of the

present century; the courageous and fruitful experi-

mentation by modern painters, architects and com-

posers; the achievements of the new medicine, the

new chemistry, the new physics; Einstein's insight

into time and space; Sigmund Freud's expeditions

into the depths of the human mind.

We count them all off, we think of all these glories

which are but a selection from an almost infinite

wealth and our hearts swell with pride. To be born

in a country that has brought forth so much great-

ness; to speak its language; to feel in inner touch with

its best traditions truly, is it not an honor that rightly

and justly fills us with deep and devout joy?

Ah, if things were only so simple and clear! Every

aspect of human life, unfortunately, has its sinister

elements; and when it comes to the story of Germany,
we find ourselves beset by confusions, doubts and sor-

rows- No, to be born a German is by no means an un-

diluted joy. An enigmatic people, these Germans

the enigma par excellency we sometimes think: the

"bad boy" among th,e nations, at once melancholy
and aggressive. They know it well, our shrewd Teu-

tons, even seem to pride themselves upon it.

In a mixture of conceit and self-abasement they
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trumpet forth into the world: "Look at us! We are a

singular people. They tell us we resemble Prince

Hamlet. How profound and mysterious we are!

Verily, we are scarcely fit to dwell in this uncouth

earthly world. We have been called 'rich in thought

and poor in deed/ It has been said of us that, of all

the nations, we are the only one to be 'in love with,

death/ We constitute an arresting problem; for we

combine the noble melancholy of Hamlet with the

rebellious insatiableness, the ever-striving unrest of

Faust the doctor-magician who bore 'two souls

within his breast' one of them manifesting itself in

the guise of Mephistopheles. Yes, we too have

demoniac traits. The fascinating complexity of our

national character disturbs a world that would be

tiresome without us. Ha! we are strange and sinister

beyond all measure!"

There is more than a grain of truth in this con-

fession, to which a good deal might be added for

example, that the Germans show a resemblance not

only to Hamlet, Faust and Mephistopheles, but also

to Don Quixote, the "Knight of the Rueful Counte-

nance" who sallied forth to do battle with the wind-

mills. All this is most whimsical and touching; but

the world might react with even greater sympathy

and interest to this tragic eccentricity, were it not for

the fact that the Germans themselves proclaim it with

such frequency and insistence.
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Unfortunately the "German character" also ex-

hibits predilections and characteristics of which Dr.

Faust would have been ashamed and of which Hamlet

knew nothing. Melancholia and the inclination to-

ward "infinite speculation" combine to make up but

one side of that character. There are others. What
manner of man is this German? Is he young Siegfried,

hero of Wagner's operas, fair-haired and blue-eyed,

endowed with an irresistible tenor voice? Or is he the

simple-minded Michel in whose guise the Germans

love to see themselves a naive fellow, uncouth, but

with a heart of gold? Or is he, perchance, Hans Sachs,

"cobbler and poet as well/' the plain-spoken patriarch

of old Nuremberg? Somehow it all does not quite fit.

There are types of a very different kind whom the

world once regarded and still regards as representa-

tive Germans. There is the student with bloated and

scarred face; or the Prussian drill-sergeant, toadying

to those above him and dealing out kicks to those

below; or the provincial school teacher with his bad

manners, unpleasant dialect and beautiful soul; or the

gentlemen of heavy industry with bull necks, hard

chins and tiny, vicious eyes. These types are both

aggressive and sentimental, arrogant and suspicious,

domineering and servile. It is because of them that

the Germans grew to be hated, that they came to be

called Bodies and Huns.

How did the German people earn this fate? What
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were the shortcomings and vices that caused so much

resentment?

The Germans have suffered much and have

brought much suffering into the world. They are not

a happy people.

"Deeds of Valor"

We are often asked: are there two Germanys the

Germany of Weimar and the Germany of Potsdam?

Is such a distinction true and meaningful?

Truth is complex and rarely capable of reduction

to a formula. The character of a single individual has

a hundred thousand nuances and may develop along a

hundred different ways. It is never a rigid thing;

instead, it is a promise or a danger rather, a sum of

promises and dangers. How much more so the char-

acter of a nation let alone one so mixed, at once so

mature and so callow, so shrewd and so naive, like the

German nation! Who dare say: This nation has but

two possibilities, two paths. Its character is composed
of two dominant elements, let us call them Weimar

and Potsdam, the "good" and the "bad'
1

elements.

Things are not so simple and primitive as that, drawn

in sharp blacks and whites! Even were we to accept

two essential and diametrically opposed elements in

the German character, who is to say where they begin

and where they end? Who can define at which point

they flow, one into the other? Here we are face to
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face with problems in psychology, a sphere in which

nothing is finite, everything transition and nuance.

This "shifting line" of which we speak need by no

means be drawn between different individuals or

groups; often we recognize, or at least surmise, its

existence within the individual character. Thus we

find "Potsdam" elements even in those whom we

otherwise revere as representatives of the "Weimar"

tradition; indeed, we find them even in the august

Goethe, who initiated and perfected that tradition

and who has often been denounced as a "hireling o

princes" and a "lackey of power." Even he, the em-

bodiment of the German humanistic spirit, could be

inhuman. With his own hand he signed the death

warrant of a poor young woman who had become the

murderess of her own infant he, the creator of one

of the most famous young women of dramatic litera-

ture: Gretchen, the beloved and tender victim o

Faust, herself an infanticide! "I would rather tolerate

injustice," he said, "than disorder." Is this the word

of a great humanist? It sounds more like a Prussian

Junker or general. Question a non-German as to who

might have been likely to express so terrible a

thought, and he will venture that it was Bismarck

rather than Goethe.

On his part, Bismarck, the admired and hated sym-

bol of the aggressive Prussian spirit, had sensitive,

indeed, almost feminine traits. His outwardly robust
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constitution had highly nervous aspects that assumed

a distinctly pathological character toward the end of

his life. He was brutal and unscrupulous, though

never barbaric. He was clever, and, moreover, an

excellent writer a quality hardly expected in a

Prussian Junker.

And Martin Luther? The world counts him among
the "other," the "good/' the "productive" Germans.

And Indeed, his was a spiritual and moral heroism.

The Reformation thawed the frozen forces of faith,

making them fertile once more* Thanks to Luther

and his steadfast, bold faith, a new immediacy and

intimacy was created between Christian man and his

God.

But is the picture of Luther complete when he has

been described as steadfast, bold and brave? Were

there not other characteristics? Did he not have many
of those very German qualities that have done the

world so much harm?

Let us look at Luther! Everything about him is

hard his fists, his firm chin, his bull neck. It is not

the hardness of an ascetic (as in the case of Savonarola),

but the stockiness of a peasant. Are these the mien and

the build of a humanist? Are these the eyes of a revo-

lutionary?

He hated Rome luxurious, worldly-wise Rome of

the Renaissance Popes, Rome of the Borgias. Luther,

the plain German monk, found that Rome resembled
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sinful Babylon rather than a Holy City. His wrath and

his faith were so vehement that they succeeded in

doing the incredible they rent Christianity asunder.

What was it that rebelled? Was it only "true Chris-

tianity" rising against its "depraved" counterpart?

Was this but the "victory of the true faith"? Or was it

not also Germany itself the stubborn old Teutonic

spirit rising, in the extraordinary figure of the monk,

against Europe? The might of Germany here again
it rebelled against the culture of the Mediterranean,

the tradition of antiquity; for what this great and

bold German hated in Rome was aside from many
other thingsthe re-awakening of the Graeco-Latin

tradition, the Renaissance, the new, youthful and

hopeful humanism. What a complex and fascinating

process! The Reformation itself was part of the

"Renaissance," the European awakening after the

Middle Ages. Indeed, the Reformation may be de-

fined as the German form of humanism. Yet, con-

fusingly, it presents itself as a protest against Rome,

where this new and hopeful element, the Renaissance,

had its seat and inception. The German way of par-

ticipating in the awakening of Europe was a protest

against Europe: Protestantism.

Did the Reformation ultimately confer blessings on

Western man or not? Who dare decide? Here we are

no longer in the sphere of politics, but in that of re-

ligion. For millions of people all over the world
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Luther's faith has become the final and valid form of

Christianity. It was a German a rebellious, protest-

ing German to whom these millions owe their meta-

physical hope, their rituals of prayer and devotion.

But Luther's mighty deed has many aspects; it had

consequences that lie outside the religious sphere: the

apocalyptic visitation of the entire Continent by the

Thirty-Years' War an ocean of blood and tears; the

horrors of the Counter-Reformation; the disintegra-

tion and almost complete ruin of all cultural, eco-

nomic and human values; these too were conse-

quences of Luther's deed.

Luther was great, and great were his accomplish-

ments. Let us not forget that but for him, the transla-

tor of the Holy Scriptures into German, we should

never have had the language of Goethe. Luther's

genius "created" the German language, as the genius

of Dante created Italian. This alone would be reason

enough to admire him and to bear him gratitude for-

ever. Alas, our gratitude is clouded by the fact that the

great man was responsible for so much sorrow, misery

and destruction.

All great events of German history have a double

aspect, a problematical aspect. They are always

''deeds of liberation" and at the same time interfer-

ences with the development of Europe, obstacles on

Western man's path toward his goal. Germany's
heroes have often been Europe's enemies.
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One of the first German heroes was Arminius, the

Chemscan, a half-legendary figure. He vanquished
the Roman general, Varus, in the forest of Teuto-

burg, freeing Germany from the "Roman yoke." It

was a deed of importance. The Prussian poet, Hem-
rich von Kleist, has celebrated it in a bloodthirsty,

hysterical and very effective drama. It was a terrible

deed; for because of Arminius, the Cheruscan, Latin

civilization was prevented from spreading further

across Europe. It was forced to stop at the German

forests.

At long last the Continent did reach unity; under

the patronage of the Catholic Church it was almost

achieved. The Holy Roman Empire that universal,

supernational State which included Burgundy, the

Provence of Southern France, and Bohemia; which

stretched from Italy to the Netherlands and Den-

markit was almost Pan-Europe. And then came

Luther and the schism of the Christian faiththe de-

struction of European unity.

Great were the deeds of King Frederic II of Prus-

sia too great, if you will; their greatness was terri-

fying, morbid. Some students and critics of Germany
hold Prussia responsible for all the harm Germany
has done herself and other nations this Spartan and

ambitious, ascetic and militant Prussia that grew

mighty and was never loved even by the other Ger-

man tribes. Without Frederic whom we prefer not
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to call "the Great'' there would be no "Potsdam

Tradition/'

Paradoxically, Frederic intensely disliked every-

thing German. He had no interest in German cul-

tureindeed, he did not even believe in its existence.

Of the Nibelungen Saga, the national epic of the Ger-

mans, he wrote: "I would never tolerate such mis-

erable stuff in my library. I would throw it out." In

his own collection of books only the French classics

were represented. He preferred to speak French, and

the man whom he admired most of all was Voltaire.

It was in the spirit of Voltaire that King Frederic

wrote his Anti-Machiavelli, a polemic for "toler-

ance" and "enlightenment/' He abolished torture

and declared himself for religious freedom. In his

state, he proclaimed, everyone "might achieve salva-

tion in his own fashion." It was an utterance betray-

ing not only broadmindedness, but a certain cold,

almost sneering skepticism toward all religion.

With all his theoretical enlightenment, his own

state policy was rigidly conservative. As a youth he

had played the flute passably well, written miserable

verse, worn silk lounging robes, and made his father,

the "Soldier King" Frederic William I, nervous with

his effeminate extravagances. But when he became

monarch in his own right, he put an end to all softness

and day-dreaming. The sentimental Crown Prince
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became an autocrat; the flutist developed into a mali-

cious tyrant.

Official legend has handed down to the world and

the German people a simplified, harmless picture of

Frederic: the "Great King of Prussia/' venerably

limping along on his stick, quarrelsome yet paternal,

his heart in the right place, a wise folk-saying on his

lips. He is called "Old Fritz," though he himself pre-

ferred to hear himself called "Frederic." He was

neither patriarchal nor heroic in the ordinary sense

of the words. His character was highly complex, con-

tradictory, and mercurial. He was a truly Mephis-

tophelian a typically Germancharacter.

Voltaire's patron, the witty lord of Castle Sans

Souci, where charming dinner-table conversation was

made, has entered into history as the incarnation of

Prussian militarism. For years he was the scourge of

Europe. He conducted his wars tenaciously and merci-

lessly, for the greatness of Prussia. The Empress

Maria Theresa of Austria regarded him simply as the

Anti-Christ. Versailles and St. Petersburg passed simi-

lar judgments, as did the smaller German courts,

where the mediocre, pleasure-seeking, cruel and care-

fully dressed princes held forth. In spirit and courage

Frederic was the superior of the whole lot, as Luther

was superior to his Roman adversaries. Nevertheless

or perhaps precisely because he was their superior

the Prussian King drew the hatred of the world,
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while the elegant petty princes have sunk into limbo

with all their sins.

Which of the "two Germanys" does he represent

this sphinx-like philosopher and warrior? He pushed

the "Spirit of Potsdam" to its ultimate conclusion,

while at the same time anticipating in part the "Spirit

of Weimar" the European spirit. How much more

fortunate and less ambiguous are the great figures of

French historysay, Henry IV, who wanted "a

chicken in every pot/' There are elements of cynicism

even in Henry. He temporarily betrayed Protestant-

ism, for which he had once taken the field, because,

as he put it, "Paris was well worth a mass." But we

can still feel the benevolence, the wholesome kind-

ness that speaks from such realistic ingenuousness.

Henry IV really liked his people, especially the

women. He was a good king the simple fairy-tale

designation becomes meaningful in the case of this

lovable character. Frederic, on the other hand, did

not like people. He thought particularly little of the

Germans. And insofar as women were concerned, he

had no interest in them whatever. He was lonely and

bitter. (What merriment reigned, by contrast, at the

Bourbon court!) The single Hohenzollern monarch

with a claim to greatness was surrounded by an at-

mosphere of infinite sadness. Unhappy himself, he

failed to make the world a happier place. The' thought
of him is frightening rather than inspiring.
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Was Prince Otto von Bismarck a "Great Man'?

Let us not quibble over words! In the face of this im-

posing figure the laudatory adjective comes to our

lips almost against our will. He was great let it

stand and his work, the creation of the German

Reich, was no small matter. But we who love free-

dom and progress who among us can love Bismarck?

In his case it is no longer possible to speak of "anti-

humanist aspects" or
'

'tendencies," as in the case of

Luther and Frederic II. Despite his intellectual

superiority, the 'Iron Chancellor" stood against all

humane and progressive values and traditions with

the full weight of his impressive person.

The details of his foreign and domestic policy are

often admirable; occasionally they served the cause of

peace and public welfare. Yet, all in all, Bismarck de-

stroyed more than he built. He stifled the spirit of

German freedom. As a type he was the mightiest and

most dangerous representative of "Prussiandom."

Bismarck united Germany. But did he not unite it

against France and Europe? The Franco-Prussian

War of 1870, provoked and won by Bismarck, was

the prelude and premise for the founding of the

Reich. It was the military victory over the "arch-

enemy" the civilized neighbor which had to prove

to the Germans that they were actually a "nation of

brothers." The collapse of France put the German
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nation in the proper frame of mind for the solemn

celebration of the founding of the Reich.

And was it only the French whom Prince Bismarck

conquered in 1871? Did he not also win a war against

Germany the "other Germany"? Prussia achieved

absolute hegemony within the Reich. Ever since, it

has been Prussia's ambition to achieve absolute hege-

mony over the entire Continent.

The German Reich had been ardently longed for

and spiritually prepared for by the free, progressive

Germans. But it had to be a Prussian Junker who

made a reality of the wishful dream of liberal patriots.

So the empire was founded and ruled in the spirit

of reaction.

Toward the end of his career Bismarck exhibited

clinical symptoms of megalomania. As a personality

he was beyond doubt the superior in the conflict be-

tween himself and the young Emperor which led to

the Chancellor's resignation. In many respects it

seems plausible, however, that Wilhelm II desired

to be rid of the terrible old man. Toward the end

Bismarck had lost his inner balance, to a consider-

able degree, partly because of too much power, partly

because of alcoholism. He was no longer capable

of distinguishing the line between that which was

possible and that which was not. The laws directed

against the Social Democrats which he had intro-

duced had barely been within the realm of the
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possible. They accorded with the mentality and the

interests of the German ruling class. Later, however,

Bismarck toyed with distinctly fantastic plans. Laws

no longer seemed to satisfy him. He wanted to have

the workers fired upon, to have a "bloody reckoning/'

The young Emperor, on the other hand, desired

above all else to be popular. Bismarck's cruelty went

too far for him. Europe, still exhibiting a vigilant

moral conscience, would have been outraged in the

face of such atrocities. As it was, there were enough

alarming rumors about Bismarck in circulation. In

Paris the question was seriously debated whether the

German Chancellor was not about to go insane. A
brilliant monster, made of iron rather than of flesh

and blood, terrorized the Continent. His angry out-

bursts, his threats and intrigues frightened govern-

ments and nations. "Who is this creature in Berlin?'
*

the people of Paris, St. Petersburg and London asked

themselves. Similarly, they had asked themselves, in

the case of Frederic II; "Is this a man? His counte-

nance seems made of stone! And in place of a quiver-

ing heart he seems to have only a 'Will to Power/ He

is our enemy. Why must great Germans always be the

enemies of Europe?"

Nation Without Frontiers

The "union" of Germany had been long overdue.

When the belated founding of the Reich finally took
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place, it was almost an anachronism. For a long time

the Germans had raised a loud clamor that they de-

sired to be "free and united/' Actually they re-

mained, and are to this day, unfree and disunited.

Perhaps the true secret of the Germans and the ulti-

mate reason for all the bitter complexities of their

history is the following:

The Germans are not a nation. There is a German

language and a German culture. But where does the

nation of the Germans begin and where does it end?

Everywhere Germany bursts through its own borders

which means that actually it has no border.

Yes, there are people who speak French outside the

borders of FranceT-in Belgium, in the French-speak-

ing cantons of Switzerland, in Canada. Yet the con-

cept "France" is incomparably more firmly limned

than the concept "Germany/' which retains a pecul-

iarly fluid character. Who is German? What is

German? The questions will not down, and the very

fact that they are asked at all is significant.

Paris will always remain the center of France,

ideally situated by nature, splendidly developed by

history. But the German people do not take to cen-

tralization. Germany's structure is regional. The

Germans do not care to, and do not actually, accept

.dictation from Berlin. There are* moreover, simply

too many Germans in Europe for one state. An em-

pire comprising all Germans would always consti-
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tute an implied threat and a source of unrest for the

Continent, quite apart from the fact that by no means

all the German-speaking people wish to be "united/*

The German-speaking Swiss, for example the free

citizens of Zurich, Basel and Berne are proudly

aware of their national integrity. They stress their

political independence of Germany at least as much

as their allegiance to the German cultural sphere.

There is no question that the great representatives of

Swiss intellectual life, such as the writers Conrad

Ferdinand Meyer and Gottfried Keller, belong to the

culture of Germany, by which they have been en-

riched and to which they in turn have made signifi-

cant contributions. Yet it was none other than

Gottfried Keller who approached with profound seri-

ousness his "Swiss Mission," the dignity and obliga-

tions which his Swiss origin placed upon him. Since

the founding of the German Empire in 1871, and

even more since 1933, Swiss national feeling has

shown a very impressive growth. The nation of Wil-

liam Tell has, with calm determination, taken stock

of its own liberal traditions which are irreconcilable

with the doctrine and practice of National Socialism.

At the same time Switzerland has begun to seek po-

litical and intellectual contact with the democratic

West more than ever before. Its sympathies in this

direction stem from the World War.

There has been talk, too, of an "Austrian Mission";
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nor did the last tragic leaders of Austria, Dollfuss and

Schuschnigg, invent this term. The Prussians have

never been popular in Vienna. Outwardly they were

feared, privately they were jeered. Vienna never was

a German city. Balkan influences have always been

felt in this charming, supernational capital,
and the

Viennese way of life shows many resemblances to that

of Paris. Indeed, Austrian intellectuals and politi-

cians have often leaned more toward the West or the

East than toward the "German brothers in the

Reich."

The great writers of Austria Grillparzer, Nestroy,

Hugo von Hofmannsthal and Arthur Schnitzler

belong as much, or as little, to German literature as

do those of Switzerland. The prose of Hofmannsthal,

who is known abroad solely as the author of librettos

for the operas of Richard Strauss, is among the loftiest

of the century; his verses will be remembered as long

as the German language lives. But it is precisely in the

essays and the lyrical poetry of Hofmannsthal that the

variegated character of Austria becomes apparent. In

his work Spanish, French and Italian elements are

strangely blended with the Slavic mood. There we

find an atmosphere of the Thousand-and-One-Nights

Vienna always was "the Gateway to the East" as

well as the Roman baroque and the semi-Arabian

magic of Venice. Only one element is lacking, was

never included: the Prussian. Austria's great poet
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sings the praises of Napoleon and of Prince Eugene,

and he loves Maria Theresa, the matriarchal mon-

arch. But the streams of his eloquence find no words

of praise for Frederic II or Bismarck.

Hofmannsthal died before Hitler came to power.

He was spared the experience of witnessing the at-

tempt to make of Vienna a German provincial city.

He escaped having to see Hitler hold his triumphant

entry into Vienna, or Propaganda Minister Goebbels

into Salzburg. The Salzburg Festivals that typically

Austrian yet supernational institution were Ho-
mannsthaFs felicitous idea. Mozart and Goebbels

what would the author of the "Rosenkavalier" have

said to so perverse a juxtaposition? Alas, his answer to

this humiliation of his beloved homeland could only

have been a cry of indignation or a sorrowful silence.

The great Viennese satirist, Karl Kraus, superlatively

witty and malicious all his life, was stricken silent

when Hitler had established himself as the "Czar of

all Germans/' Asked why he had failed to make the

"Fuhrer" the butt of his famed mockery, the old wit,

whom words had never before failed, admitted:

"Hitler gives me no ideas."

Hitler himself comes from the Austrian back-

country. He hates Vienna with the sour envy of the

provincial who never entered the charmed circle of

the "city folk/' Thus it was left to the vicious small-

town Austrian to deliver his own country to the Prus-
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sians. Their popularity in Vienna has not increased

since they have been in the saddle there. Austria in

the role of the
'

'Eastern March of the Empire of

Greater Germany*
'

is simply a falsification of history.

Austria might well have joined a free, federated Ger-

many of her own volition without sacrificing her own

character. But instead of Anschluss came brutal an-

nexation. Vienna now must accept dictation from

Berlin and Berchtesgaden. Not that it will stay that

way. Hitler's "Greater Germany" will crumble and

Austria once again be free.

The Italian historian and writer, G. A. Borgese,

states in his brilliant book Goliath: "There is no

Italian race. Many bloods are intermingled in the

population crowded between the ridge of the Alps

and the shores of the African sea. Even the geo-

graphical concept of Italy is comparatively recent."

Statements of a similar nature might be made about

Germany, while they would be absurd in connection

with England, France or Spain. Neither Germany nor

Italy has a clear geographical or cultural center. The

peculiar charm and cultural richness of these two

countries depends upon their decentralization. Like

Germany, Italy has many "centers/' or none Venice

and Naples, Milan and Florence, Palermo and Padua

are anything but "provincial cities" in the sense, let

us say, of Birmingham or Lyons, compared with

London and Paris. Munich and Dresden, Cologne
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and Frankfort, Hanover and the towns of the Han-

seatic League, even Weimar and Heidelberg have

their own history, their own dignity, their own life,

quite apart from the Prussian capital, Berlin, which

did not become the capital of the Reich until com-

paratively recently. The forcible centralization of

Germany, the destruction of its regional multiplicity

in the interest of "rigid organization," belongs to the

great errors, the great crimes of National Socialism.

It is remarkable that the two countries lacking a

"center" turned out to be the easiest prey for the

fascist germ. Germany and Italy the two countries

that are as "untotalitarian" as can be imagined now

noisily palm themselves off as the representatives of

the totalitarian principle. For the sake of the

totalitarian state every sacrifice is to be accepted no

butter on the bread, no human dignity. The totali-

tarian state demands these sacrifices as a matter of

course and, in return, enjoys divine honors. Indeed,

the service of the state is the sole legitimate divine

worship. Would a more mature, a politically more

experienced nation have stood for such things? Of

what nature is the inferiority complex which the

Germans and Italians need so much to compensate?

Why do they conduct themselves with such arrogance

and blatancy? Why do they keep pointing with such

hectic pathos to their immense strength and might

and to their even greater frightfulness to come?
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Let us pass over the question of Italy. It Is the

business of the Italian anti-Fascists to analyze the

mental aberrations of their own nation; and men like

Borgese, Salvemini or Ferrero are fully able to do

the task justice. Insofar as the Germans are concerned,

we suspect that the qualities and values about which

they make the most noise are, for the most part, those

which they lack. Why does it happen to be the Ger-

mansof all the nations, they! who have become

completely ensnared by the "totalitarian state"?

Could it be that certain tendency toward anarchy,

want of moderation and recklessness which is inherent

in the German character? And why all this unseemly

outcry about "race/
9

on the part of the Germans, of

all people? Their own racial composition, as a matter

of fact, defies definition. Europe is filled almost ex-

clusively with mixed races; but the most mixed of

all is in Germany. And there, of all places, we witness

the sorry pretense of the
'

'blond lord and master"!

It would really be funny, were it not so repulsive and

frightening.

The Germans have many fine endowments; yet, to

an amazing degree, they lack all talent for politics. It

is almost as though it were a physical handicap, just

as certain individuals may have the misfortune to be

born blind, or clubfooted, or tone-deaf. Right down
to the present, the Germans have always lacked a

sound instinct, indeed, even an interest in politics.
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They lack the calm self-confidence of the British or

the reasonable enthusiasm, the rational elan of the

French. They never feel quite at home in reality.

Their arrogance stems from a deep sense of inse-

curity. And it is because of their profound contempt

for politics, their failure to grasp its essential signifi-

cance, that they believe everything to be permissible

in the political sphere, even violence and viciousness.

They copfuse realism with brutality.

Because of their well-known ''efficiency" a trait

which often takes on a peculiarly false and provoca-

tive character their snide tactics and principles may
for a while meet with success. But the bitter end

must inevitably follow. The "nation of poets and

thinkers" now permits itself to be ruled and repre-

sented by a scoundrel from nowhere who earns it

nothing but hatred; and all the while it has a very

bad conscience. Then come decline and fall and

afterward the hangover. Finally the poor Germans

will retire into their Hamlet-Faust complex to nurse

their injuries until a new "savior" in shining armor

appears on the horizon. Like Elsa, the maiden in

Wagner's opera Lohengrin, the German people hurl

themselves frantically upon their savior in his swan-

drawn barque. Once more the nation without a cen-

ter, without frontiers, without Lebensraum is about

to "conquer the world."
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Self~Criticisni

Looking backward with the intention of discover-

ing whether National Socialism actually has its roots

in the German character, we have asked the simple

yet vital questions: Are the Germans Nazis?

Our answer is short and to the point: No. The

Hitler movement has no real roots in German his-

tory. Not only does it lack all contact with the Ger-

many that we simply lump together under the name

of "Weimar"; Hitler cannot even invoke the author-

ity of "Potsdam." It is difficult to find words of suf-

ficient force to describe the intellectual distinction

that separates men like Frederic II and Bismarck

from Hitler, Goring and Goebbels.

In its "philosophy" as well as in its practical con-

sequences, National Socialism is completely anarchis-

tic and destructive. It has been aptly called "the Revo-

lution of Nihilism." The Prussian spirit, with all its

lack of loving-kindness, did have constructive force.

It sought to maintain order. For the old-style Prus-

sian officer or civil servant, concepts such as "honor"

or "discipline" carried a living reality. The Nazi, on

the other hand, utilizes his ideology, including his

pet slogans, such as "race" or Volksgemeinschaft,

solely as propaganda and blackmail tricks. The Nazis

are swindlers, rather than fanatics. There can be no

resemblance between the Nazi Weltanschauung and
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any other tradition, German or non-German, for the

simple reason that there is no such thing as a Nazi

Weltanschauung. The Third Reich has no tradi-

tionwhich does not by any means imply that it is

"revolutionary." True revolutions are characterized

by the ability to create their own traditions one has

only to think of the French or the American Revo-

lution. But it takes something that is actually new,

that has something new to offer, in order to rebel suc-

cessfully against superannuated, rigid and trouble-

some tradition.

The Nazis are no more revolutionaries than they

are conservatives. They grasp at every subterfuge,

every weapon for their purpose, which is always

their own power. Germany today is governed not by

"tradition/* but by the ruthless interests of a few

adventurers. Who was it helped these adventurers

to power? Who has permitted them to retain their

power so long?

Hitler does not represent the German people-

that much is certain. Yet the Hitler catastrophe could

not have been possible except for certain qualities

and deficiencies of the German people. These quali-

ties have always existed, a& our brief survey has

shown. We need add only that Germany's great have

always known and passionately fought the dangerous

tendencies and elements in the character of their

compatriots.
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No "enemy" of the Reich, no foreigner, has ever

voiced statements about Germany so damning as

those of some of our own great creative writers; nor

has any other nation ever had to listen to such bitter

indictments by its own representatives. The humor-

ous or bitter attacks upon their own countries by

American, British and French authors seem almost

innocuous compared with the outbursts of fanatical

hatred of Germany we find so frequently in our lit-

erature. We may take these angry or sorrowful re-

marks of important Germans concerning the char-

acter of their own people as a good sign or as a bad

one. On the one hand we are clearly made aware that

certain unpleasant tendencies, come into full flower

under National Socialism, were not unknown to the

Germans themselves even before Hitler. On the other

hand these very plaints are an impressive manifesta-

tion of national self-criticism. In the psychology of

Christianity the concept of repentance is linked to

the more illuminated notion of regeneration. He who

rues his sin has already taken the path toward the

better life; he comes nearer to God. This is the wis-

dom and truth of Christianity.

One might object that the German people have

never really indulged in ''self-accusation. It was

always their loftier spirits who did the accusing. It is

true, moreover, that these same lofty spirits, by the

very fact that they fell into the role of accusers, iso-
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lated and separated themselves from the national

community. At the same time it cannot be denied

that these purer, better Germans did, biologically

and culturally, belong to Germany. They, even more

than others, are willy-nilly part and parcel of the

German character. No artist can produce a work that

is greater than himself; just so no nation can pro-

duce a genius who outranks itself. It is, after all, no

accident when a genius happens to be born on the

Rhine or the Danube, rather than in Finland or on

the Bosporus.

The great minds of Germany knew and condemned

the base qualities of their own nation; but rarely did

they undertake a serious effort to change them. Their

educative efforts always dealt with the individual,

never with society. They exerted no influence on the

political and social evolution of their people. There

never was any productive contact between German

genius and the German masses. Both are at fault; the

suspicion was always mutual. For the German, fine

art and poetry were pleasant holiday preoccupations,

lacking all social function; while mixing in the prob-

lems of politics was "beneath the dignity" of the Ger-

man creative genius. There is a characteristic old

German saying: Politisch Liedgarstig Lied. "A

political songa nasty song." It could never have been

coined in France.

The very cult of genius, of the "great man/' which
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was always popular in Germany, merely serves to

prove that there never was any democratic, free and

easy contact between the creative spirit and the com-

mon people. Shakespeare and Balzac, Tolstoi and

Whitman were "men of the people" in a quite dif-

ferent and much more direct sense than ever any

great German. Few of Germany's great ever became

truly popular. And when their fame ultimately did

reach the broad masses, the result seemed almost like

a complete misconception. How much falsity and

naive interpretation lies, for example, in the popu-

larity of the "national poet of Germany," Friedrich

Schiller! He is hailed enthusiastically as "our Schil-

ler!" by every high-school teacher in Breslau or Leip-

zig, hardly one of whom has any idea to what extent

the pathos, demeanor, and even the language rhythm
of the great dramatist are un-German, or super-Ger-

man. As a brilliant technician in theatrical effects and

as a rhetorical lover of freedom, he is French rather

than German; and as for the topics of his plays, he

drew most of them from the history of other coun-

tries. The most famous heroes of our "national"

dramatist are Joan of Arc of France, William Tell of

Switzerland, Mary of Scotland, Elizabeth of England,
Don Philip and Don Carlos of Spain, Fiesco of Genoa,

etc.

Goethe was able or compelled to do without

national popularity. His German contemporaries
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regarded many of his works as unreadable. He, on

his part, said terrible things about the Germans,

though he was definitely and proudly conscious o

his German allegiance. He regarded all nationalism

as absurd and atrocious. In his famous conversations

with Eckermann the culture of antiquity, of the

Orient, of France, England and Italy, predominates

over matters German. His journey to Italy became a

central experience of his life, and the man whom he

admired perhaps most of all his contemporaries was

Napoleon. During the "War of Liberation" against

the French Emperor, when the Germans were beside

themselves with patriotism, Goethe remained indif-

ferent, cold, almost hostile. His public and his friends

were shocked at his lack of patriotic enthusiasm. He
made himself so unpopular that he actually stood in

fear of his life not at the hands of a French soldier,

but of a Prussian patriot. In the end he forbade his

son to enlist in the war, making young August impos-

sible in the eyes of Weimar society.

The greatest of all Germans, the creator of Wer-

ther, of Faust, of Hermann and Dorothea, time and

again expressed himself skeptically and sorrowfully

about his own people. In his writings we frequently

encounter utterances such as the following: "I have

often felt a sharp pang at the thought of the German

people, so estimable as individuals, so miserable in

the whole. . . . Germany is nothing, but every single
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German is a great deal, and yet they fancy the very

reverse to be true. Like the Jews, the Germans ought

to be transplanted and dispersed throughout the

world, to bring out the best in them for the good of

all nations/*

Goethe knew that the German spirit could grow

fruitful only if it approached the wide world without

prejudice; that, on the other hand, it languished,

and grew brutish, when ignorantly and arrogantly

turned in upon itself. Goethe himself was by no means

out to create ''national literature." It can hardly be

chance that his very first literary success, The Sorrows

of Young Werther, bore a worldly-sensational char-

acter. "World literature is the call of the day!" he

cried out. He knew, incidentally, that by becoming

super-German he remained German in the best and

most representative way.

Goethe is at once the most imposing witness for

and against Germany. In his own character, his work

and his personality, the best potentialities of the Ger-

man nature find expression. Yet in Germany as it

actually was he always conducted himself as a for-

eigner. He warned the world of Germany just as did

Heinrich Heine with other, more modern and more

nervous methods. Heine, from his exile in Paris, never

ceased to occupy himself with the German homeland

mockingly, longingly and sorrowfully. Night
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Thoughts is the title of one of his most famous poems

dealing with Germany:

Denk ich an Deutschland in der Nacht,

So bin ich um den Schlaf gebracht,

Ich kann nicht mehr die Augen schliessen,

Und meine heissen Tranen fliessen.

Thinking of Germany by night

Sweet sleep takes flight;

A hot tear flows

From eyes I cannot dose.

His were the charm and the melancholy of the mid-

dleman; for he was, on the one hand, the mediator

between Hebraic and Western European values, and,

on the other, between the German and the French.

Through the polished verses of Heine Parisians grew

to know the German Romantic Period; they even got

an inkling of the philosophies of Kant, Fichte and

Schelling. At the same time, however, Heine found

it necessary to exhort his French public to "Guard

against the Germans! They are inordinately dan-

gerous, and at bottom hostile to you. You will be

destroyed unless you are vigilant!" Graphically and

impressively he described the Furor Teutonicus.

Some of what he had to say of the wild, bearded Ger-

man patriots of his time sounds strangely prophetic.

Indeed, one might almost believe that Heinrich

Heine was familiar with the Nazis. Thus in his book
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about Borne we come across this humorous and awe-

inspiring description o a nationalist festival at ro-

mantic Wartburg Castle:

"Here at the Wartburg the obscure croakings of

the past were resurrected and in the torchlight imbe-

cilities were voiced and enacted which were worthy

of the darkest Middle Ages! . . . Here at the Wart-

burg reigned that narrow-minded Germanomania

which maundered about faith and love, but whose

faith consisted solely of lack of reason, resorting in

its ignorance to nothing more than the burning of

books. . . . Strange! Despite their ignorance, the so-

called Old Germans had borrowed from German

scholarship a certain pedantry, as repulsive as it is

ridiculous. With what petty quibbling and hair-

splitting they discussed the marks of German nation-

ality! Where does the German begin, where does he

end? May a German smoke tobacco? May he wear

gloves? Yes, but only if they are made of ox-hide. But

beer a German may drink; indeed, as a true son of

Germany, he must do so. ... Once, in a Gottingen

beer cellar, I was an amazed witness of the thorough-

ness with which my Old-German friends were pre-

paring a blacklist against the day when they should

seize power. Whoever was descended in the seventh

generation from a Frenchman, a Jew or a Slav, was

condemned to exile. Whoever had written the least

word . . . against the Old-German absurdities could
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expect deathdeath by the ax, not by the guillotine/'

The accuracy of the vision is frightening. Clearly,

everything is there: the burning of the books, the

racial laws, and death by the German ax.

In Ecce Homo Nietzsche wrote: "The loftiest im-

age of a lyric poet was given to me by Heinrich Heine.

In vain I search the reaches of the centuries for a

music as sweet and passionate/' It is a bold sentence,

like many judgments in Nietzsche's last works. Let

us disregard the question whether Heine actually was

"the greatest lyric poet of all times." Certainly he

wrote the most brilliant German prose before Nietz-

sche. Nor is it merely as a stylist that Nietzsche is

deeply indebted to Heine. Heine's influence is ap-

parent in Nietzsche's psychology of Christianity and
of Germany, though Heine lacks those outbursts of

an almost maniacal hatred of everything German
that is such a frightening characteristic of Nietzsche's

last books.

The misinterpretations to which Nietzsche's phi-

losophy was subjected at home and abroad, especially

during the World War, are astonishing. His concep-
tion of the "Will to Power" was in many respects

completely misunderstood. In Nietzsche's case it is

always dangerous to take opinions and doctrines too

literally. He was more important as a critic and psy-

chologist than as a doctrinaire. And his greatest value

lay in the almost superhuman fire of his thought, not
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in Its actual content. His "doctrine" often bears a

rather hectic and dubious character. Life was agony

to the professor, who was afflicted with stomach trou-

ble; yet he romantically demanded its "eternal re-

turn/' He becomes slightly ridiculous when he occa-

sionally represents the "blond beast
"

as the ideal

human type. He himself, incidentally, was neither

bestial nor particularly blond. The "blond beast/'

which makes so unpleasant an appearance in his

works, must not be confused with the "Superman."

The "Superman/' the representative of a biological

and intellectual elite that some day is to rule over

Europe, is certainly not to be imagined as a German

barbarian. Rather he is a somewhat cynical, highly

cultivated gentleman, a mixture, say, of Cesare Bor-

gia and Voltaire that "Grand Seigneur of the Spirit"

with whom Nietzsche loved to compare himself.

As for the "Will to Power," the author of Zara-

thustra by no means meant this to be some vague
German Drang nach Ostenthe push eastward, or

elsewhere for that matter. Rather, he had in mind

the proud vitality of a highly developed and culti-

vated free race of men. The real power aims of the

new German Empire, the founding of which he re-

garded with cold dislike, not only left him indifferent;

he actually despised them. "The price of power is

always high. Power stupefies," he said in Gotzen-

dammerung, in a section entitled: "What the Ger-
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mans Lack/' "The Germans/' Nietzsche continues,

"were once called the nation of thinkers. But do they

think at all today any more? Today the Germans . . .

distrust the spirit. Politics engulfs all interest for

things truly spiritual. Deutschland, Deutschland

uber allesI am afraid that was the end of German

philosophy. . . . 'Are there German philosophers?

Are there German poets? Are there good German

books?' These are questions I am asked abroad. I

blush; but with the courage I find even in desperate

cases I reply: 'Yes, Bismarck!
' "

Nietzsche despised Bismarck. He could not bear

the atmosphere within the Empire. "I am still search-

ing for a German with whom to be serious in my own

fashion; how much more so one with whom I might
be merry!" What an infinite feeling of loneliness

resides in this arrogant and pitiful sentence! He pre-

ferred to live in Sils Maria, Nice or Genoa, rather

than in the "cultural centers" of the Reich.
*

'Shame

upon you/' he cried out, "who now brazenly proffer

yourselves to the masses as saviors! or to the nations!

We are exiles. . . /' The sentence might have been

written today; one of us might have written it.

Nietzsche liked to call himself a "good European"
and was proud of his Polish descent. He inclined to

the opinion that in Germany the Jews alone under-

stood himwhich may have been somewhat opti-

mistic. "In Vienna/' he said with bitterness, "in St.
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Petersburg, in Copenhagen, in Paris and New York,

everywhere I have been discovered. I have not been

discovered in Europe's flatlands, Germany/' And in

Ecce Homo he states with angry contempt: "The Ger-

mans are incapable of any concept of greatness/'

Ecce Homo, written immediately before Nietz-

sche's mental collapse, is his most sincere book his

testament. It is the monument which this utterly

lonely man wanted to set himself, and it is there that

we find the cruelest and most grandiose outbursts

against everything that is German. Here is one of

many:

"There is no reason here for me to mince words,

I am in a position to tell the Germans a few harsh

truths- who else will do itf ... I feel a desire, in-

deed, a duty, to tell the Germans for once how much

they already have on their conscience. They have all

the great cultural crimes of four centuries on their

conscience and all for the same reason, because of

their innermost cowardice in the face of reality which

is at the same time cowardice in the face of truth;

because of their untruthfulness which has become

distinctive; because of their 'idealism* . . ." Where-

upon he enumerates the "great cultural crimes," the

last of them the war of liberation against Napoleon
for which Goethe could work up no enthusiasm and

which Nietzsche damned in these words: "Just when,

at the juncture of two decadent centuries, a force
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majeure of genius and will-power came into view,

strong enough to weld Europe into a political and

economic unit just then, the Germans, with their

'War of Liberation/ robbed Europe o the marvelous

meaning of Napoleon's existence. Thus they have on

their conscience everything that ensued, everything

that exists today this anti-cultural disease and insan-

ity, our present nationalism, the nevrose nationale

that ails Europe; this perpetuation of Europe's petty

principalities, of petty politics have robbed Europe
itself of its meaning and reason. They have driven it

into a blind alley/'

It is with reverence and awe that we read these sen-

tences today these sentences written in the year 1 888,

forty-five years before the outbreak of National So-

cialism. What would Nietzsche have said to the Ger-

many of Adolf Hitler? With prophetic exaggeration

he expressed many things about the Second Reich

that did not achieve their full significance until the

Third. When Germany was still mightily proud of

its civilization, Nietzsche wrote: "It is well known

everywhere today: In the things that matter and

that means culture the Germans no longer count."

Such a statement can hardly be improved upon. As

for the "Fuhrer/* Nietzsche, to use his own jargon,

would have had for him "not a word, merely a look/'

We may rest assured, it would have been a withering

look.
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Nation Without Revolution

The German philosophers-Kant, Hegel, Schopen-

hauer-always sought merely to interpret the world,

not to change it.The French Revolution, on the other

hand, was prepared for by philosophers. The great

Germans meanwhile were occupied with the Critique

ofPure Reason, rather than with the critique of social

life. With Nietzsche, it is true, we do find the desire to

change our earthly order. But the vision of the

"Superman" has no reference to reality; it remains

abstract, grandiosely non-committalthe wishful

dream of one isolated from the group by genius and

malady. Karl Marx, whose philosophy had a realistic

content as well as realistic aims, became an outcast

from the "cultured middle class" which then deter-

mined the political and intellectual evolution of Ger-

many. His concept of the "class struggle" earned him

only hatred; "dialectical materialism" got a hostile

reception from the Germans, perhaps in part because

of that "cowardice in the face of truth," that "instinc-

tive untruthfulness," which Nietzsche thought he had

discovered in the Germans. It is significant, moreover,

that the very nation which gave the world the greatest

theoretician of the economic process and its revolu-

tionary consequences has, on its part, never had a

revolution of its own to this very day.

This historical fact that the Germans have never
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had a revolutionis o vast significance. In American,

French and British history revolutionary events play

a central role. It was revolution that gave the decisive

turn to the fate of the Russian people. Smaller na-

tions, such as the Netherlands and Switzerland, owe

their independence to struggles for freedom strug-

gles not lacking in social aspects. Even in the union

of Italy the revolutionary element the spirit of Maz-

zini and Garibaldi had its significant part, though it

was soon to be neutralized.

In Germany the middle class and the working class

were united, on the barricades and in purpose, on

only one occasion. This happened in the year 1848.

It was something like a miracle, and it did not last.

The German bourgeqisie, arrogant, short-sighted and

selfish, parted ways with the workers. The thing that

the "little man" dreaded more than anything else was

to be taken for a proletarian. The sterile conceit of

Germany's "cultured" bourgeoisie can be explained

as an expression of its feeling of insecurity just as the

aggressive arrogance of Germans among the other

nations generally sterns from an inferiority complex.

The solid type of the citoyen was never known in Ger-

many. The German burgher, lacking self-confidence

and pride, all-too-often abased himself with almost

masochistic zeal in the presence of "might" whether

it were represented by the sword or the money-bag,

whether exercised by a monarch or a dictator. In
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truth, the German burgher was always the Untertan

the subject and surely it is no accident that this

German term defies accurate translation into almost

any other language.

Der Untertan is the title of a great novel in which

Heinrich Mann portrays and mocks the German

burgher of the Wilhelminian era. The book had been

finished in the Spring of 1914. The outbreak of the

World War forced postponement of its publication.

But during the post-War years, Heinrich Mann's real-

istic-satirical masterpiece became one of the most

famous books in Germany and in Europe. In

America, strange to say, it remained almost unknown.

Perhaps this is a propitious moment to devote some

attention in this country to the Untertan attention

it failed to receive then. Today, more than ever, it is

a timely book. It describes and attacks the very traits

in the German character which made National Social-

ism possible. The average small-town German, the

Untertan who worships "his Kaiser/' is at once

hysterical and efficient; arrogant and without dignity,

sentimental and smart. He is an impossible fellow. It

is the same type indeed, often the very same individ-

ualwho today lies prostrate before the "Fiihrer."

He is the purest embodiment of everything that

decent people detest in Germans.

Germans love to stress the difference between their

own concept of Kultur and the Western concept of
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"civilization." Civilization, the Germans remark, is

somewhat superficial and "materialistic/' while

Kultur with a capital K is above all "profound."

What, as a matter of fact, does this far-famed Kultur

really amount to? It is in reality civilization without

the political instinct, without civic pride, without

love of freedom. It is imperfect civilizationciviliza-

tion without the courage to defend itself; civilization

which always tends to give up and relapse into bar-

barism.

When the land of Kultur and of the Big Bertha had

lost the World War and the Hohenzollern Emperor
had fled to the Netherlands, German leftist intellect-

uals thought: "Our hour has come. This is revolu-

tion! Something new is in the air/' One of them

wrote: "On November 9, 1918,! felt as though I were

in heaven/* The author of this remark which be-

trays joy over the newly won republic, and by no

means over the lost war was later decried as a traitor

to his country. The generation of young writers which

was then seized with humanitarian enthusiasm was

soon to be disillusioned. "Activists" they called them-

selvesthese young writers meaning that literature

was now to bend its efforts toward a better life, a life

of greater dignity for man. "Man is good!" the young
writers confidently proclaimed, and everywhere they

saw the dawn the dawn of a better day.

Alas, despite all their political and humanitarian
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passion, these young men were only to prove once

more that Germany's education in political realism

had not been completed, had barely begun. It was

not a revolution that took place in the Germany of

1918-19 merely the sad and confused result of a

military defeat. The German Untertan had not yet

died; the German citoyen had not yet been born.

In the year 1918 Germany cheated herself and the

world of a great opportunity.
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The German Republic

I. COUNSEL FOR THE DEFENSE
HAS THE FLOOR

IT is tempting to think of nations and peoples as

though they were individuals. It simplifies things to

think of them as having definite qualities, good and

bad; as reacting to given situations in the same way
that a trained psychologist or even a layman might

expect an individual with similar qualities to react.

The situations, however, in which an individual finds

himself enmeshed, have much to do with his inner-
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most qualities not every individual gets into the

same situations. Thus if we accept the invitingly

simple concept that a nation, like an individual, has

its own character, we must accept the companion idea

that its destiny and evolution are shaped by that same

national character, over and above circumstances

imposed from without.

In the preceding pages we have tried to determine

the character of the German people by projecting

from the past examples of their conduct, their sayings,

their desires, dreams and peculiar emotions. Now we

shall examine this character in the light of certain

events that have come to jeopardize its very existence.

"The German" as we knew him had a certain rela-

tionship to the world in which he lived, a relation-

ship to God, to the spirit, to himself! There were cer-

tain reasons why he fell or was cast into the bloody

adventure of the World War. After the World War-

but here we come to the period in the life of "the

German" now up for discussion. "The Rise and Fall

of the German Republic'* is its title. And we had a

part in it.

Did we learn from the errors that haunted it? Do

we remember the good that perished with it? And can

others learn, both from the good and the bad? If one

individual can learn from another and what else

forms the basis of education? nations ought to be

able to learn from each other.
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What is it in my neighbor that I like? a man asks

himself. What should I emulate? And what do I dis-

like? What faults should I avoid? What was it that

served him in his life? And what might prove of use

to me? What phase of his development corresponds

to my present one? How did he conduct himself, and

was it good that he behaved in just that fashion? How
should I behave in similar circumstances? On the

whole, should this neighbor of mine serve as a warn-

ing to me, or should I follow his example?

The German Republic can no longer testify on its

own behalf. It lies buried with all its faults and vir-

tues. Its assassins slandej: it and spit upon it. It can-

not appear before the ordinary bar of justice. How

great were its sins of omission and commission? How
fruitful were its efforts? In what respects was it pre-

cept and example and in what respects a terrifying

warning?

These are the things we seek to fathom, as truth is

tried in a court of law. But let not the judge have the

floor the judge who must be more than merely a

man; nor even the prosecutor, whose sorry task we

leave to others. No, let counsel for the defense have

the floor. Let him present the case for his client who,

despite all misfortune, was neither wicked nor of ill

will. Let him omit none of the mitigating circum-

stances that may serve to exonerate his client, nor any

of his good deeds that shine through guilt and failure.
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It is o supreme importance to us that this client, who

is as close to us as our own mother, find justice. Coun-

sel for the defense has the floor.

Faults, Weaknesses

and Mitigating Circumstances

j. The Face of the Revolution

The German Revolution of 1918 was rooted in col-

lapse rather than in rising. It sprang from the nation's

yearning for peace rather than from its desire for

self-government. The people had been defeated,

finished; they could not, would not go on. Did they

wish for something new? Did they feel the strength to

do away with the old for good and all, to create a new

orderbetter, juster, more in tune with the times?

There were groups and individuals who felt they had

sufficient strength for such a task. There were Ger-

mans who saw their country rising from the ashes of

defeat like a shining phoenix. But the people? A
mutiny by a handful of sailors had fanned the fires of

revolution. It had found a response among the com-

rades in uniform and behind the front. The rebellion

became general, though the rebels had not even

dreamed of toppling the regime. They refused to

obey their officers, tearing shoulder-straps and deco-

rations from field-gray uniforms. In these things alone
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they were agreed. The general dissatisfaction, starva-

tion and exhaustion were a unifying element. The

Germans knew that things could not continue as they

were. A general strike on the part of the people broke

outbut it was not a revolution. Where were the de-

mands and aims that gave rise to the mutiny? Where

was the revolutionary program that was to be

achieved? Where was their hatred of the powers that

were, their desire to destroy those powers and quench
their own insatiable thirst for power? Nothing of all

this was felt. Aims, program, power? They wanted

peace, only peace, within and without. This is impor-

tant to remember. With all the sins of omission on

the part of the first Government of the German Re-

public, the fact that domestic peace appeared endan-

gered as soon as comprehensive revolutionary meas-

ures were instituted must be reckoned as a mitigating

circumstance. Even the mutinous soldiers shuddered

at their own deeds of derring-do. They had refused

to obey orders while facing the enemy that stamped

them as revolutionaries. Together with their com-

rades in the factories, they had established "Councils

of Workers and Soldiers'
1

that made them the

holders of power. But now they shuddered. Too much

blood had been shed during the War they wanted to

see blood no more. There had been too much injus-

tice and despotism now they desired neither injustice
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nor despotism any longer. True, as "revolutionaries"

they looked to the example of the Russian Revolution

and took over many of its slogans and tactics. Actually,

however, it was not oppression by their Kaiser and

their rulers, thralldom to a capitalist economy against

which they were rising. They wanted above all to end

the War and make peace. Thus it is not surprising

that the German Revolution brought about fewer

changes than any other. Even those among the new

leaders who did have radical intentions and precise

plans rightfully hesitated to proceed with their real-

ization. The people were tired how could they con-

tinue to fight since they were tired unto death? The

German Republic, born in such revolution, obtained

its first Government on November 10, 1918, in the

form of six People's Commissars, drawn from the

ranks of the two left democratic parties, the Majority

Socialists and the Independent Socialists. One of them

was named Ebert and soon after became the first

President of the Republic. Those who had actually

lost the War the feudal nobility, the heavy indus-

trialists, and the big land-ownersseemed to be out

of the picture for the moment, while the radical left

the left wing of the Independent Socialists and the

"Spartacus Leaguedmet with the disfavor of the

majority of peace-loving people. Thus it was the Social

Democrats who came into the heritage a sorry

heritage, exceedingly difficult to administer. The
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tasks with which they were confronted were great.

Perhaps they were insoluble. German Social Democ-

racy, at any rate, proved incapable of solving them.

In order to understand how powerless this party

was in the face of its own power, one must know its

traditions. Since the failure of the Revolution of

1848, and especially since the death of Ferdinand

Lassalle, founder of the "Social Democratic Party of

Germany/' it had lost the true revolutionary spirit,

both in the leadership and in the ranks. There was no

more struggle for power, no more desire to seize the

reins of government. The sole aim was better living

conditions within the framework of the existing

order. Lacking an all-inclusive political program, the

Social Democrats ceased being a political and became

an economic party, foregoing even such ambitions as

related to the national economy as a whole. It was the

job interests of the industrial workers which stood in

the foreground of the party's policy and work. To

guard these interests effectively, it fought for the uni-

versal franchise. It never dreamed of setting itself

new goals, once the old ones had been attained of

gaining control of foreign policy or the armed forces.

It did not even seek to affect the administration of

justice and education. And now, on November 10,

1939, it was faced with the task of governing the

country!
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2. "Peace and Order"

"I hate revolution like poison!" What arch-con-

servative may have uttered these words, what ruler

threatened with rebellion? Well, it was Friedrich

Ebert, first President of the German Republic, who

voiced this sentiment. He was not a bad man, this

Ebert, neither coarse nor stupid. He was weak and

timid, a worshiper of the powers that were, especially

the military whom he held to be irreplaceable. He was

a Social Democrat of the majority wing who hated all

radicalism, partly from an innate and acquired dis-

like of subversive intrigue, partly from lack of faith

in his own ability to replace the old with something

new. He never forgot for a moment that "peace and

order" had to prevail, rather than he, Ebert, and

his people. It would be unfair to blame Ebert and his

Ministers for all the faults, errors and omissions per-

petrated in the very first half-year of the Republic

and destined to have fateful consequences. Events

marched to their doom as in an ancient Greek tragedy.

The German Republic, offspring of a revolution that

hated itself, matured in the shadow of the lost War. It

had no faith in itself, could have none, since it had

learned so little and suffered so much unnecessarily.

It had many enemies, this young Republic. There

were the enemies from without, dictating the Peace

Treaty which had to be accepted if complete annihila-
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tion was to be avoided. And there were the enemies

within, who were held to be harmless, since they had

relinquished power so unceremoniously and now
seemed to expect the worst. With fear and trembling
the Junkers of the East awaited expropriation of their

enormous holdings, the captains of industry the social-

ization of their plants. Who can describe their won-

der, their amazement, when nothing whatever hap-

pened? Nothing was "expropriated." There was not

the least bit of
*

'socialization/' The new rulers

decided that the shattered German economy had to

be treated gently, that there must be no "experimen-
tation" in times so difficult. The "old boys," more-

over, were to recognize that they, the new rulers, were

generous, peaceful and civilized, not wild and bar-

barous like other revolutionaries. For the rest-

though this was not admitted in public the republi-

cans were simply afraid that they were not up to

actions of such far-reaching importance. Why not

"utilize" these gentlemen who knew how to adminis-

ter their property, since they were kind enough to

allow themselves to be utilized? Who can decide

whether radical reforms in agriculture and economy
would have been necessary, useful, or even desirable?

The fact is that the Republic lost prestige because it

remained inactive. The old-style gentlemen them-

selves quickly forgot their fear and trembling and

began to despise the Government to which they were
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so deeply indebted. That was fateful. Even more fate-

ful than this absence of activity in the economic

sphere such action, in view of all the circumstances,

might in the end have done more harm than good-

was the complete failure to make any changes in the

administration of government.

The old generals the gentlemen who had lost the

War had placed themselves at the disposal of the new

State. Hindenburg himself, Old Faithful straight from

the Nibelungen Saga, had sent his Kaiser packing to

the Netherlands, when he saw that neither the Kaiser

nor the princes had a leg to stand on. In Social

Democracy's lack of military ability Hindenburg saw

a chance for himself and his colleagues. He was to

prove right. Technically it would have proved

possible beyond a doubt to develop those among the

younger officers who were serious about democracy

into leaders of a people's army carefully selected from

the ranks of the troops flooding back into the country

from the front. But the Republican Government and

above all our Ebert himself tenaciously held to the

conviction that only the old generals would do. A
secret telephone line linked the President of the Re-

public directly with the headquarters of the Supreme

Army Command at Kassel, where Generals von

Hindenburg and Groener were stationed. It was a

symboland hardly a good one of the attitude of a
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man who had promised the people that he would

fight the old and struggle with them for the new.

The generals on their part were not all determined

from the very beginning to sabotage the new order.

Like the bourgeoisie, they waited which way the wind

would blow. Their sympathies with the working class

were slight. With their old enemy of pre-War times,

Social Democracy, they had for the sake of the Father-

land concluded a truce for the duration of the hostili-

ties. But they never trusted it, and its gentleness, now

that it held power, inspired contempt rather than

loyalty.

It was bad enough that the Government depended

upon the "old boys" in matters military; however, it

failed also to secure effective control of the police. A

strong, dependable police force under good demo-

cratic leadership could have prevented much mis-

chief, averted many dangers. But that would have

meant acceptance startlingly absent in those who

exercised power that dangers did lurk within, and

not from the 'left/' The left was inept and torn by

dissension. It used slogans that had little meaning to

Germans. It fought among itself with greater bitter-

ness than against the enemy to the right. The left was

unrealistic, Utopian and harmless. With the help of

the people, the moderate left which held power-
could have easily disposed of the extreme left. It is a

question whether the extreme left could have been
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won over. In any case, hatred does not win over, and it

became clear in the very first months of the Republic

that the extreme left was hated with far greater bitter-

ness than the extreme right. When the left demon-

strated, the Army was called out. And it is only nat-

ural that the workers all the way to the moderate left

and the center felt a twinge when the old generals, at

the behest of the Republican Government, fired upon
their striking or revolting comrades. They felt that

the generals wrought their vengeance upon the

workers for the Revolution "they would dearly like

to shoot us all." We shall have more to say of the

failure of the police, which, anti-republican by

nature, felt no firm hand from above.

It was the German civil service, however a rock of

ages which has successfully withstood all storms and

the only element to emerge from the War almost un-

injuredwhich became the most active grave-digger

of the Republic. One must visualize the people that

make up German officialdom eminently correct

gentlemen, all of them, with gold-rimmed pince-nez;

good patriots chafing under the German defeat as if

it were physical pain; men knowing but one emotion

over and above their love of country love of their

own, secure, middle-class position in life. They hated

Socialism, not because they begrudged the workers a

better life, but because they understood it to mean

the fall from their own class position. They did not
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for anything in the world want to become "prole-

tarianized." As the crisis deepened, the standard of

living fell, and unrest increased throughout the

country, the worthy officials understandably began to

hate their democratic Government, which they

blamed for all their troubles. Since the Government

itself hesitated to blame anyone else, the heavy bur-

den of guilt fastened its clutches around the unfor-

tunate Republic, finally dragging it into the abyss,

One of our teachers at a Munich high school,

Studienrat X, was a typical representative of this

blind and worthy German officialdom and bour-

geoisie. Whenever we think of those years, his image

appears before us. Obviously Studienrat X could not

respect a Government which was "socially inferior"

to him. He did, however, retain a healthy respect for

power under any and all circumstances. He might
have yielded and knuckled under, had he ever felt the

strong hand of power. But the Government, its hands

full with insoluble problems in foreign policy, and

its head full of timid worry about how to stem the

impending threat of economic catastrophe, simply

accepted Herr X's declarations of loyalty, and for

the rest left him to his thoughts and his students to

his teachings.

StudienratX taught us to despise the Republic and

to see in democracy the root of all evil. The Treaty of

Versailles, the "shameful peace dictate" which dis-
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honored and ruined us, was the work of democracy.

How simple, how natural it would have been for the

Government to tell the truth and to defend itself with

spirit! The generals had been far too clever to do the

signing of the Treaty themselves, leaving that sorry

business to the republicans who thereby drew abuse

and vilification at the hands of such as Studienrat X.

Whenever he spoke of the State, he called it "this

worthy Republic/' It was his voice we heard when-

ever Hitler, in one of his drolleries which freeze the

smile in the merriest, used to speak of the "worthy

Western democracies/' the "worthy British states-

men/' the "sluggards" and "weaklings" who "would

like to but cannot" and who "ought to go to bed in-

stead of playing at ruling the world."

There was, in the attitude of the successive German

Republican Governments toward the "enemy to the

right," a mixture of ignorance, impotence and sub-

conscious sympathy, a respect of the enemy's dash and

a profound misconception of his murderous aims.

Studienrat X and his friends in the schools and

courts of law were tireless. They spoke, taught, passed

judgment and acted against the State whose bread

they ate. And all the while they were "patriotic"

oh, far more "patriotic" than the "worthy Republic"
that was fighting for the very life of the country, while

HerrX and his ilk generously broadcast their fine and

noble words.
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3. The Little Men

Little men stood at the head of the great German

Reich; yet "the German" loves greatness even false

greatness rather than sincere littleness. The Govern-

ment was pusillanimous. Objectively, it may have had

good reason, for its situation was dangerous; but the

people are a delicate and sensitive instrument, and

faint-heartedness is catching. The people were

promised nothing by their sincere little leaders, and

they began to lose heart and to mutter. German

economy was in desperate straits; yet, since improve-

ment was sought, improvement should have been pre-

dicted. Instead, government decrees and proclama-

tions bespoke fear and despair. "Things are bad/'

they said, "but just wait. They will soon be even

worse. We plead with you, we beg of you, therefore,

to 'tolerate' us; help us in our weak efforts to avert the

worst. Cease complaining and refrain from striking,

or else we shall all perish!"

That was the tone in which the "worthy Republic"

spoke, yet it was bitterly disappointed when Stu-

dienrat X continued his mutterings, and the workers

their strikes!

Occasionally we visited the Studienrat in his official

residence, where he was wont to display his "War

souvenirs" to us decorations, photographs, and the

like. Red plush furniture, bric-a-brac, plaster busts
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and heavily carved furniture crowded the X living

room, which was papered with pictures of the Kaiser

and of Hindenburg. Beside a portrait of the one-time

Kaiser, radiantly uniformed as Grand Admiral of the

Fleet, there hung a photograph of President Ebert,

clipped from a magazine and quite inappropriately

gilt-framed. The stocky, corpulent figure of the Presi-

dent was encased in a pair of scanty swimming trunks.

His good-natured face bore an embarrassed, fatuous

smile. He obviously presented an absurd spectacle,

undignified and unlovely. Beside the splendiferous

image of Wilhelm, a portrait of a serious Republican

might well have stood upthe earnest and dignified

representative of the people that Ebert undoubtedly

was. But this nasty and almost indecent lump of flesh?

No doubt about it, Studienrat X had put up the

picture as a bit of biting mockery.

How did he get hold of this picture? What anti-

German propaganda sheet would publish it? Well, it

was the leading, liberal, German publishing house of

Ullstein, which should have been an important educa-

tional and propaganda instrument on behalf of the

Government it was this publishing house that plas-

tered the naked and indecorous picture of the Presi-

dent across the front page of its illustrated weekly, the

Berliner Illustrirte Zeitung. A Republic with so little

self-esteem invited the contempt of its enemies. The
case of the house of Ullstein is typical; nor can this
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firm be reckoned among the "enemies" of the regime.

Publication o the picture violated no Government

policy. The Government did not blink under ridicule

and closed its ears to the malicious laughter it

unloosed.

Opposite the ill-matched pair in the living room of

Studienrat X hung another photograph the portrait

of a handsome young man in uniform. It was X Jr.,

who had been but a boy during the War. What uni-

form could he be wearing, since the Reichswehr con-

sisted exclusively of front-line veterans?

"My son," the Studienrat said proudly, "was with

the Free Corps and fought valiantly in the Baltic. No
matter how much our worthy Government encour-

ages the Bolshevists, that is one place where they

won't kick over the traces for a long time. Ours is a

democracy. The people decide. And the German

people are a bulwark against Bolshevism. That is our

historic missionto save European civilization from

Bolshevist barbarism! What if these Nazis are a little

wild and uncouth?" the Studienrat inquired mildly,

adding with profound conviction. "There's one good

thing about Adolf Hitler whose education unfor-

tunately leaves a great deal to be desired. There can

never be any question of his making up with the Red

Devils, the Muscovites! That's beyond discussion and

compromise with him. In that he is adamant."

How much confusion there is in these words of the
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Studienrat, who was undoubtedly sincere! It Is worth

while to examine the contents of these words care-

fully, to show the actual state of affairs and why they

assumed such a strange form in the father's mind.

4. Neither Fish Nor Fowl . . .

The German Reichswehr, with its strength of

100,000 men permitted under the Treaty of Ver-

sailles, was commanded by the old generals; but thou-

sands of high-ranking officers had lost their livelihood.

According to the Treaty, much war material, such as

munitions, guns, etc., was to have been destroyed.

Actually this was carried out to only a small extent,

while captains and majors simply cached the rest. The

Government tolerated these irregularities for several

reasons for fear of appearing "unpatriotic/' for the

purpose of using these arms against the domestic

"enemy to the left," and in order to create a border

patrol against Russia. The Allies, too, who were only

too glad to see a "bulwark against Bolshevism/' shut

their eyes. They remained shut even when the unem-

ployed officers proceeded to organize so-called Free

Corps which operated in Poland and the Baltic, and

which were often used by the generals against the left

inside Germany. The Government, afraid of being
left out in the cold, could hardly pretend not to know

anything about the existence of the Free Corps. While

publicly repudiating these illegal formations, it stu-
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diously refrained from interfering with them, let

alone dissolving them, actually providing them with

funds and documents. The Free Corps troops that

took the field in Upper Silesia were supplied with

passports directly from Berlin.

Is it any wonder that Studienrat X spoke with such

contempt as he stood before the portrait of his son?

The fanatical anti-Bolshevism which characterized

the bourgeois and petty bourgeois sympathizers of

extreme nationalism was quite genuine. To the lead-

ing Nazis, on the other hand, the anti-Communist

slogan meant no more nor less than any of the other

slogans they used to confuse the people at home and

abroad a cool and calculating demagogic trick.

The Reichswehr on its part naturally favored the

continuation and growth of the Free Corps, which it

regarded as a potential war reserve useful whenever it

seemed inadvisable to call out Government troops

against the workers. And the Government itself was

of the opinion that the young "Defenders of the

Fatherland" were "constructive forces" a little un-

ruly, to be sure, but it should be possible to "educate"

them to gentleness.

Were they refractory and insubordinate? Were they

in open opposition, not to individual measures taken

by the State, but to the State itself? Did they desire a

return to the monarchy or a move toward military

dictatorship? Did they have treasonable intentions?
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Had they been repeatedly proved to have such inten-

tions? Had they often openly rebelled against the

State?

As they themselves put it, this was all done for

patriotic reasons and it would have been dangerous

to punish "patriots/* When workers, on the other

hand, went out on strike, they did so for purely selfish

reasons, certainly not from "patriotism." Nor were

they foolish enough to pretend that their demands

dealt with anything more than wages and hours. It

was a good thing, therefore, for the Government to

demonstrate its own idealism and impartiality by put-

ting workers behind bars. That did a lot to "educate"

the unruly elements to the right.

Young X, whose photograph we had been admiring

with the proud Studienrat, thus had led a merry and

adventurous life. He served in succession in the Free

Corps, the Black Reichswehr, the Stahlhelm,, and

finally the Nazi Storm Troops. He received his uni-

form and his pay from the Reichswehr and later from

the Hitler Party, subsidized by the rich to whom these

illegal armed forces seemed to be useful.

In the face of all this intrigue, the Republic
remained passive and good-natured. German youth
which had suffered so much, physically and mentally,

under the war economy forced upon the Reich even

after peace had been concluded, must not have its

pleasant little game of playing at war spoiled. Youth,
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moreover, must be reconciled to the Treaty of Ver-

sailles and its consequences, for which it particularly

blamed the Republican Government. Instead of set-

ting youth aright on these matters, the Government

left uncontradicted the fiction of the shameful Treaty

of Versailles, signed by the Republic because it lacked

"honor" and a "patriotic heart in its breast/'

Thus, instead of claiming "patriotism" as its own,

instead of itself spreading a little national splendor,

pride and color, the Government left all this to the

"enemy to the right," remaining passive itself and

hoping to appear "patriotic" by the very fact of toler-

ating this self-same enemy. It might well have been

possible for the Republic itself to take up the struggle

against those provisions of the Treaty of Versailles

which were fatal and incapable of fulfillment. But the

struggle was left to those who did not have to bear the

responsibility for its consequences. It was not taken

up by the Government until the confidence of the

nation had been lost. Instead of uniting the entire

German people in strong and sound self-confidence,

all matters relating to "national honor" were left to

those who seemed to be particularly sensitive on this

score, the old officials and soldiers and their sons. The

rest remained indifferent; but they too sooner or later

came to recognize that the Government had failed

here and began to join those who seemed to have a

monopoly on "national pride." The intent of the
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German Government to live in harmony with its

World-War enemies at all costs was eminently cor-

rect; but it was as eminently incorrect to give this

basic pacifist mood the appearance of yielding and

knuckling under, while "black rearmament" at the

same time inspired the European partners with dis-

trust. A sincere and "patriotic" attitude toward the

"victorious powers/' accompanied by truly effective

domestic peace measures, would have shown results.

Even if it had been unsuccessful without, it might

have been utilized within. As it was, the record of the

Republic, at home as well as abroad, was one of

failure. Within this "national failure" even seemingly

unimportant mistakes assumed significance.

There was the "Flag Problem," for example the

"Battle of the Flags," a typical symptom of Republi-

can failure. The black-white-and-red flag, symbol of

the German union created by Bismarck a union

which was meant to continue and flourish was abol-

ished under the Republic. In its place the black-red-

and-gold flag, emblem of 1848, was proclaimed the

national symbol. This in itself was a mistake. The
colors black-red-and-gold no longer had much mean-

ing for most Germans. In the abolition of the old

Reich flag they saw a slap at the idea of the Reich, an

insult to the memory of their sons who had fallen

under it. In school, under the influence of Studienrat

X, we never called the new colors of our country any-
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thing but "black-red-chicken-crut." It was difficult

for the Government to "put over" the new flag. Yet,

once it had been decided upon, it should have been

put into effect at all costs. Here as always the official

attitude was timid, passive and uncertain. On flag

days we in Munich evaded the problem by hoisting

the blue-and-white colors of Bavaria instead of the

national "black-red-chicken-crut." Soon the black-

white-and-red began to appear again beside the indi-

vidual flags of the States. The Government which had

been bold and short-sighted enough to abolish the old

colors officially, did not find the strength to outlaw

them altogether. Such action might have been re-

sented as "unpatriotic." The Government was com-

pletely at sea. It was "neither fish nor fowl." . . .

5. Unpunished Murder

Early in the life of the Republic the "enemy to the

right" began to engage in murder. The first act was

committed on January 15, 1919, when a few officers

shot down Rosa Luxemburg and Karl Liebknecht,

the two leaders of the so-called "Spartacus League/' a

Communist organization. If any two people were able

and willing to soften the unrealistic and often utterly

irresponsible radicalism of the leftist opposition and

to lead its adherents toward a lawful and democratic

policy it was these two. Rosa Luxemburg, author of

the program adopted by the Communists on Decem-
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ber 30, 1 9 1 8> had placed her brilliant mind, her supe-

rior gifts and all her sense of reality behind this task.

The workers were to come into power that was her

idea. Three-fourths of the German people were AT-

beitnehmer, "work-takers," workers and employees.

Should it not be possible to win over these numeri-

cally superior masses of Arbeitnehmer by proving to

them, step by step, where their interests lay? "Never,"

she wrote in her program, "will the Spartacus League

take over power except by the clear and unmistakable

will of the great majority. ..." And to her noisy

comrades at the Party congress who desired the boy-

cott of elections and an outright bid for power, she

called out: "Comrades! You take your radicalism just

a little too easy. With all our militant urgency we

must not lose the necessary earnestness and calm de-

liberation!" She then proceeded to explain to the

radicals that it was senseless to emulate the Russian

example. This was Germany and they had to take a

realistic account of German conditions. She failed to

win over the most excitable of her friends who already

saw the "Counter-Revolution" on the march. On

January 5 and 6, the Spartacus League took to the

streets and occupied the publishing plant of the

Vorwarts, the Social Democratic Party organ, as well

as a few adjoining publishing houses. It was a foolish

and irresponsible beginning, certain to meet with

bloody defeat. The Government called out the Free
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Corps and the adventure was quickly over. Rosa

Luxemburg and Karl Liebknecht, who were com-

pletely innocent, might have fled. Indeed, they should

have fled, to preserve their moderating influence for

the future. But they thought it only fair to stay on

the spot. After their arrest they calmly awaited Re-

publican justice. It never got that far. A group of

officers shot down the two of them, as one shoots

down mad dogs. And the Government handed over

the assassins to a court-martial which completely

acquitted some of them, while it allowed others to

escape. To be sure, the Government did not desire the

murder of the Spartacus leaders. But it did not find

the courage to punish their murderers. As a result it

now had to reckon with the hatred of the entire work-

ing class not only the radical left while the affair

had immensely encouraged the "enemy to the right/'

On February 21, 1919, just five weeks after the

murder of Rosa Luxemburg and Karl Liebknecht,

the Bavarian Premier, Kurt Eisner, was shot down in

the streets of Munich by a young extreme-rightist

student, Count Arco. Eisner enjoyed the confidence

of the workers (though he too had neither "socialized"

nor "expropriated/') as well as that of the Bauern*

bund> the Farmers' League, of greatest importance in

the agrarian regions of southern Bavaria. In contrast

to the men of the national Government, Eisner was a

man of courageous energy and inspiring optimism.
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Studienrat X and his ilk, of course, hardly cared for

the man who made it difficult to abuse the "worthy

Republic" in Bavaria. Eisner cleverly met them half-

way and agreed to concessions whose consequences he

hoped to soften at the decisive moment. He did not

live to see that moment, any more than Rosa Luxem-

burg and Karl Liebknecht lived to hear the verdict

of a Republican court. His foolish and fanatical young

murderer was let off with a mild term of incarceration

in a fortress. Eisner's Bavarian successors were un-

able to stem the tide of confusion that followed. As

early as April 7, 1919, Eisner's avengers in southern

Bavaria, determined upon swift action, proclaimed a

hopeless and stillborn Soviet Republic. The Bavarian

Premier, Hoffmann, had fled to northern Bavaria,

and from there the Free Corps marched upon Munich

under the leadership of General Epp. On May i and

2 the Soviet Republic was finished. There were hun-

dreds of punitive executions. A club of Catholic

journeymen, twenty young fellows who had nothing

whatever in common with the Soviets, was massacred

despite all their protestations of innocence. Beyond

doubt the "enemy to the left" had deserved punish-

ment, and he received it to the full extent of the law

and beyond. He always received it, in every case and

there were feW cases in which he really deserved pun-

ishment. They wished to wipe him out, not to "edu-
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cate" him as was actually the aim with the utterly

unregenerate ''enemy to the right." Yet one can

hardly wonder that the people of Bavaria, after the

bloody adventure of the Soviet Republic, wanted no

more of 'leftist experimentation." Those were great

and splendid hours that began for Studienrat X. He
had openly honored the feudal Count Arco, assassin

of Eisner, as a hero, ordering our schoolroom deco-

rated with photographs of him. Now that the

"worthy" Soviet period was over, he was completely

in his element. "If we had only done away with all of

them in time, those revolutionary gentlemen," he

exclaimed. And there were more detailed discussions

of the "stab in the back," the "shameful peace/' and

the "November criminals."

Kurt Eisner had been a Jew, and "we" the Stu-

dienrat and his Bowling Club had always been mod-

erately anti-Semitic. In all of "our" speeches against

the Republic "we" had always utilized anti-Semitism

wherever possible. Unfortunately the gentlemen of

the national Government were almost exclusively

non-Jews. But there had been many Jews among the

Soviet revolutionaries. That gave impetus to "our"

anti-Semitism. As for the rest, "we" simply killed off

those whom "we" happened not to like, especially

those who were gifted and who had influence with

the people, "We" had no moral scruples. Times were

hard and morality was a luxury.
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In June, 192 i, the "enemy to the right" in Munich

murdered the Socialist Deputy Gareis who threat-

ened to become dangerous to the illegal armed forma-

tions. In August of the same year he killed the Catho-

lic Minister, Erzberger, one of the few energetic and

highly talented men of the Republic; he too had been

an enemy of "black rearmament/' His assassins, two

Free Corps members, escaped, and with them the

Republic escaped the unpleasant task of having to

bring two "patriots" to trial. Their successors, the

murderers of the German Foreign Minister, Rath-

enau, whom they "rubbed out" in June, 1922, were

not so fortunate. The police prevented their escape,

but before they were arrested they committed suicide,

thus escaping Republican justice.

Perhaps you have heard the well-known story of the

business man and his employee. One day the business

man called the employee into his office and said: "My
dear friend, we have now been working together for

three years. The very first year you began to pilfer

considerable amounts of money from me; a little later,

in the second year, you deceived me with my wife;

and now, quite recently, you have seduced my six-

teen-year-old daughter. I warn you! Do not go too

far!"

This is the tone which the Republic used with its

"employee," the "enemy to the right." "We warn

you," it exclaimed after the murder of Walter Rath-
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enau. "Do not go too far!" Rathenau was dead. The

murderers, both members of the notorious Erhard

Brigade, were dead. But something had to be done

now. The Reichstag passed a rigorous emergency law

"for the protection of the Republic." A special court

was created to try future conspirators. It was too late.

The terrible refrain "too late" carne back to haunt

the German Republic like a funeral dirge. The emer-

gency law did yeoman service in the struggle against

the "enemy to the left." Unruly workers filled the

prisons by the hundreds, while the "enemy to the

right," protected by his powerful ally, the Reichs-

wehr Ministry, had nothing to fear at the hand of

our "worthy Republic." The only ones he feared

were the killers in his own ranks. They were con-

sistent, these gentlemen of the right. They did away

with everyone who appeared troublesome or danger-

ous. Those who did any talking about the secrets of

the illegal formations, as well as those who looked as

though they might do so some day, were finished off

"laid out," as the technical term went. The armed

organizations of rightist-radical complexion devel-

oped Vehme courts, secret kangaroo courts which con-

victed and executed dozens of their own comrades,

whose corpses were then found in the woods and

rivers. Profound obscurity rested over these events,

and one thought twice before penetrating into this
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bloody darkness. Had all power deserted the Repub-

lic? Perhaps that was already true at this early stage.

Too much had been accepted uncomplainingly. Too

much territory had been nibbled away without resist-

ance. The sins of omission of the first half-year had

come home to roost. The military were not Republi-

can; the police were not Republican; the courts were

not Republican. They all were hand-in-glove with

the "enemy to the right'
7

-

eager to embalm the Re-

public. Whenever there were clashes between "Dem-

ocrats" and
'

'Nationalists/' the police intervened on

the side of the "Nationalists/' Whenever the subver-

sive intrigues of the rightist radicals came before the

courts, a leniency prevailed which often could hardly

be reconciled with the Constitution.

When the "enemy to the right/' whose name even

at this early date was Adolf Hitler, took to the street

in open, armed rebellion, declared the Government

deposed, and engaged in a battle which left twenty

dead on the pavement, the traitor was sentenced to six

years' incarceration in a fortress. But after only nine

months he left his comfortable, flower-decked room in

the charmingly situated fortress of Landsberg, to

resume his labors at overturning the regime. His

Putsch had been abetted by the "Republican" police.

After the Putsch he was spared by the "Republican"

court.
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6. Crisis Subverts the State

The inflation cost Studienrat X his savings. His

little fortune dwindled away into nothing. The salary

he received on the first day of the month no longer

sufficed to purchase a single book on the seventh. He
received thousands o marks, hundreds of thousands,

millions, billions, not even worth the paper on which

the dizzy figures were engraved. Unable to pay for

even the most necessary imports of raw materials and

foodstuffs, the Reich could defray the cost of the Rep-
aration demands made by the Allies only by pur-

chasing foreign exchange with paper marks. The

value of these paper marks thus constantly declined.

The finances of the Reich were thrown into disorder.

To defray current Government expenses, the Reichs-

bank discounted Government paper. The more this

paper flowed into the Reichsbank, the more bank

notes had to be printed the deeper sank the value of

each note and the more sinister grew the whole sorry

business. In 1919 the average value of the German

paper mark was one-fourth that of the gold mark. In

1 920 it fell to one-thirteenth, in 1921 to one-twenty-

second. At the beginning of 1922 it stood at one-

fiftieth; by October of the same year it had sunk to

one-thousandth of its gold value. On January 11,

1923, the calculated value of the paper mark had

dwindled to one four-ten-thousandth of the gold
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mark. Not until then did the Government begin to

stem the tide of insanity. Why so late, since it did

have the power to take action? Why, again, so very,

very late? The Government itself was one of the chief

sufferers in the tragedy. During these years its prestige

was threatened with all but complete disappearance.

The taxes, moreover, which it collected were worth-

less even before they reached the treasury. From its

own highest officials, by way of such as Studienrat X,

right down to the workers, the people the great

masses of salaried employees and wage-earnersbe-

came impoverished to an unprecedented degree. And

who profited? Whose counsel, threats and warnings

did the Government heed in allowing disaster to take

its course? It was those who were in debt, on the one

hand, or who had things for sale, on the other it was

they forwhom inflation came as salvation. Debts, paid

off in paper marks, were cleaned off the slate like

magic. Things such as agricultural products could be

sold each day at a new paper mark price. A veritable

boom began for German heavy industry. Thanks to

the inflation it got rid of its burdensome debt load

almost overnight, while it hardly paid taxes any

longer. Instead, it borrowed money from the accom-

modating Reichsbank, ran its plants at full capacity,

paid its workers miserable wages, dumped its prod-

ucts on the export market, and grew in power and

prestige to such an extent that the Government dared
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not disregard its advice. Even the big banks rejoiced.

Though devaluation hit them as creditors, the rich

vein of speculation which it opened up more than

made up for the losses. The people starved, un-

nerved, goaded beyond enduranceidentified the

impotent Government with the parasites and

profiteers. Hatred and rebellion were rife.

The German economic crisis was accompanied by
a crisis in foreign affairs. Since the Reich was unable

even to come near meeting the Reparation demands

of the Allies, the victors of 1918 resorted to reprisals.

Their troops first occupied the German Ruhr district

and, a little later, the Rhineland. The Government,

for the first time in a long while at one with the masses

of the people, decided upon a national and patriotic

course of action to meet the "enemy from without'*

with a program of sabotage and "passive resistance."

But again we hear the refrain of death, "too late!"

Despite all their clamor about patriotism, the coal

barons of the Ruhr were far more attached to their

profits than to our "national honor." They in turn

sabotaged sabotage, permitting their mines to operate

for the "enemy" without interference. Though the

Government this time was backed by the people, it

had no other course but to capitulate. There began

the period of the "Policy of Fulfillment," which was

supposed to prove Germany's good will to the vic-

torious powers, putting them in a lenient frame of
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mind in the inevitable case that good will should

prove insufficient and Germany unable to continue

payments. But even this "Policy of Fulfillment,"

whose chief advocate was Walter Rathenau, proved to

be fruitless.

In August of 1923 Dr. Gustav Stresemann had be-

come German Chancellor and Foreign Minister. He

resigned as Chancellor within a few months but re-

mained Foreign Minister until his death in 1929*

This man, the ablest leader the German Republic

ever had, performed several miracles in his time, but

"wt"Studienrat X and his kind gave him little

gratitude for his pains. It was he who banished the

specter of inflation as though by magic. It was he who

obtained the tremendous American loans embodied

in the "Dawes Plan" which set Germany economy
back on its feet to such an extent that the Reparations

problem was temporarily solved. At the same time he

brought about a reconciliation indeed, a friendly

collaboration with France while simultaneously, by
the Treaty of Rapallo, making his peace with Russia.

The Treaties of Locarno which he signed bound

Germany, Belgium and France to respect each other's

borders and provided that Germany should join the

League of Nations. For the first time the Reich en-

gaged in an active policy of European peace. The
Ruhr district and the northern half of the Rhineland

were evacuated by the French; but since this evacua-
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tion was the result of efforts by the "worthy Repub-
lic" rather than of rightist-radical clamor, Studienrat

X was unable to derive much satisfaction from it. And

despite the growing political and economic prestige

of the Reich, the economic plight of the people deep-

ened. To industry the end of inflation meant an end

to the era of unlimited possibilities. Production de-

clined, wages were cut, unemployment increased.

All the same, "peace and order" prevailed, and

Studienrat X received a slight setback. The actual

"enemy to the right," the illegal armed formations,

fell upon lean times. A great nationalist and anti-

republican but law-abiding organization, the so-

called Stahlhelm (steel helmet), swallowed up most

of them. At about the same time (i 924) Social Democ-

racy founded its own democratically minded pro-

tective corps, the Reichsbanner (Reich Flag). Too

late, too late! Gone was the period of Putsches from

the right, against which the Reichsbanner might have

been used. The "enemy to the right" seemed deter-

mined to seize power by "legal" means, and soon

there was to be no one to stay his hand any longer.

Had President Ebert been too weak to meet him effec-

tively? Had his hatred of "unrest and disorder," of the

"enemy to the left," got the better of his dislike for

the "enemy to the right"? Well, the President died in

1925, and the German people elected as his successor

Field Marshal General von Hindenburg who, unlike
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Ebert, was not weak; instead, he proved himself in

the course of time to be a powerful and outspoken ally

of the "enemy to the right/' though the elections that

brought him to power were dominated by Germany's

successful foreign policy and by the slogan of
'

'stabil-

ization." The "enemy to the right" received the mag-

nificent total of 300,000 votes!

Who, then, was responsible for the victory of the

aged Field Marshal? We can readily understand that

the "moderate right," the old-time soldiers and civil

servants, voted for their World-War hero. His elec-

tion promised much for
*

'peace and order" and for

the promotion of "national interests." We can under-

stand equally well that the "moderate left," Social

Democracy, did not desire to have Herr von Hinden-

burg as President. It still had that much sense of self-

preservation. Since it had no candidate of its own who

was sufficiently popular, it surprisingly supported the

representative of the Catholics (Center), thereby

ruining his chances; for the Catholics, especially those

in Bavaria, deserted their own candidate, resenting

his support by the Social Democrats; and as for the

"radical left," it committed here as often before the

error of pursuing its party line rigidly and dogmat-

ically, without regard to the realities of the situation.

Actually it was working counter to its avowed aims.

Instead of favoring the election of the candidate of

the Center as against that of the Field Marshal, the
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Communists put up a candidate of their own, draw-

ing away 2,000,000 votes from the Catholic.

Hindenburg was elected. It was Studienrat X who

elected him, together with the "enemy to the left"

(though Studienrat X did not know that). Yet at first

Studienrat X would seem to have bitterly rued his

choice; for the Field Marshal disappointed his con-

stituents by his republican bearing. He was not

nearly so anti-democratic as they had hoped. He
seemed to be not very much "better" than Ebert, who,

incidentally, had been one of his ardent admirers all

his life. Even so the new President did concentrate

all military power in his own hands.

And the Reichswehr, after Ebert's death under the

control of Hindenburg rather than of the civilian

Reichswehr Minister, maintained the most cordial

relations with the Stahlhelmthat same Stahlhelm

that was the citadel of the "enemy to the right."

The defeat which the Republic sustained with the

election of the new President is illustrated most

clearly by the popular referendum held in June, 1 926,

on the question of the demands for huge indemnities

made by the former German princes in return for

their lost properties. Imagine a Republic, eight years

after the Revolution that created it, in an extremely

precarious economic situation, voluntarily tossing

fabulous sums after its dethroned princes whose fall

thus became a highly profitable business! True,
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14,500,000 votes were cast against the bargain, but

the majority, supported by the feudal President of

the Republic, declared for the princes. They did so

out of general respect for private property which

surely was in no danger even had the deposed prince-

lings received no belated premiums for their abdica-

tion! But the Reich paid. Once more it financed its

own mortal enemies. In celebration of the event,

Studienrat X remitted us a Latin study period, and

read us some stories teeming with nobility. He spoke

of the German world empire of the Middle Ages, and

tf a sixteenth-century German emperor whose arms

bore this inscription: "I am Lord of the World. All

power has been given to my sword. And all must obey

my laws/'

Many of our older friends who were already in col-

lege now belonged to the "national movement." We
could understand that middle-class youth which had

undergone sufferings and become rebellious pre-

ferred to cast in its lot with the revolutionaries of the
'

'right
"
rather than of the "left/' especially since the

"left" had by no means discarded or even recognized

its old errors, and continued to persist in internal

discord. These student friends of ours, like our

teacher, the Herr Studienrat, had gained possession

of a murderous weapon against the Republic they

laughed. In wicked merriment they ridiculed and

mocked everything they could not not yet destroy:
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the Government, democracy, and, above all, the

League of Nations. Not a cabaret, night club or

musical show, but had its quota o doggerel pointed

at the League. The singing and laughing became gen-

eral. No longer were republican rallies invaded by
armed gangs who declared the Government deposed.

The new tactics were far more effective. In April,

1928, Stresemann delivered a speech in the Munich

Burgerbraukeller in which he quite appropriately

spoke of a "silver lining" to the dark clouds on the

horizon. This figure of speech became the particular

target of "patriotic" laughter. From then on "we"

never called him by any other name but "Silver-

Lining Stresemann," and "we" thought up many

ways of rubbing it in. Some five hundred young

people from the ranks of the "enemy to the right"

appeared at a meeting, their heads completely encased

in tin foil, in order to ridicule the German Foreign

Minister. His speech was frequently interrupted by

sarcastic hecklers: "Where's the silver lining, Mr.

Stresemann?" "Here comes the 'Spirit of Locarno'!"

But Stresemann remained master of the situation,

though there was no police guard of any kind to be

seen around him. He was an excellent orator, quick-

witted yet cool-headed. The hecklers seemed to meet

with no success, until the tin-foil heroes rose in the

middle of Stresemann's speech and broke out into the

German national anthem. Stresemann continued to
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speak. But suddenly a figure at the speakers' table on

the platform, a former general, sprang to his feet and

joined in the singing. The chairman himself rose and

fell in. Not until then did the entire audience take up
the song, and Stresemann's speech was at an end.

Pale with anger, humiliation and disgust, he had to

stand by as the "enemy to the right/' actively abetted

by his own friends, Party comrades, and even the

sponsors of the event, drowned him out. "We simply

couldn't allow them to monopolize the German

national anthem," his friends explained to the irate

Minister. "It would have been unpatriotic to refrain

from joining in." That same night Stresemann

suffered a severe attack of his kidney ailment. He died

the following year, on October 3, 1929, as a result of

the collapse he suffered on this frightful night. The

only true leader of the German Republic succumbed

to the new weapon with which the "enemy to the

right" now sought to seize power "legally."

When the world-wide economic crisis broke out in

the Fall of 1929, Germany's pseudo-boom, which de-

pended entirely upon the international, and espe-

cially the American situation, was at an end. Foreign

capital in the Reich was precipitately withdrawn.

German export trade sank into a bottomless pit. Un-

employment, the most sinister specter on the German

horizon, spread its dark wings, bringing masses of new

converts to the opposition parties, both to the left and
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to the right. Even in 1929 there had been 2,000,000

unemployed. This grew to 3,000,000 in 1930, only to

rise to 7,000,000 in the decisive winter of 1932. The

very cautious methods of the Reich Minister of

Finance, Hilferding, were directed toward placing a

heavier burden upon the employers, in favor of the

workers who had been bled white. They failed be-

cause of the plain-spoken veto of these self-same em-

ployers, whose unlimited power had the protection of

the President and his army. The Minister of Finance

had to go. The people had eyes for nothing but their

own misery for which they held the Government com-

pletely responsible. Every last crank who at that time

sincerely fought "the system" found green pastures.

During the municipal elections in the winter of 1929

demagogues whom no one had ever heard of before,

appeared in the field only to receive more votes than

the representatives of the most powerful established

parties. In the city of Erfurt a journalist by the name

of Schmalix ran away with the election, though he

could list no assets except an uncompromising hatred

with which he attacked "the system" in his articles. In

Osnabriick another demagogue received enough

votes to have elected seven councilmen. The Germans

seemed ready to go along with anyone who promised

to make "an end/' regardless of what new beginnings

he stood for. And who was it that promised speedy

and far-reaching changes? Both the "enemy to the
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left" and the "enemy to the right"! And during these

months both groups, the Communists as well as the

National Socialists, greatly increased their numbers.

But while the Communists, still predominantly

drawn from the working class, could hardly surmount

a certain top limit, unlimited possibilities opened up
before the "enemy to the right," who played himself

up as "revolutionary nationalism," as the protector

of the Fatherland, as helper of both rich and poor,

and above all, as German, German, German! The

"moderate right" had not yet openly gone over to

National Socialism. The opinion still prevailed there

that one must not openly profess allegiance to the

"radical right" though it must be supported, and,

above all, not interfered with. Apart from its inherent

"constructive" forces, it was held to be ideally suited

to paralyze the "enemy to the left." Of course one

would, if possible, keep it from seizing power. But

meanwhile one certainly had to use it. As we can see,

the idea of utilizing rather than fighting a powerful

and unscrupulous enemy was still ghosting about in

the heads of Germany's rulers.

In March, 1930, President von Hindenburg ap-

pointed a new Government. In accordance with the

desires of the "moderate right," it was formed by
decision of the President rather than through "parlia-

mentary maneuvers." The conservative bloc was now
determined to take comprehensive measures and,
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upon the advice of
'

'business/' to stem the catastrophe

by placing additional burdens upon the workers and

the middle class. But the Constitution stood in the

way of such dictatorial intervention! Well, "emer-

gency decrees" were simply issued, seemingly justified

by the seriousness of the situation. It was the new

Chancellor, Dr. Briining, a Catholic and a representa-

tive of the Center, who had to enforce the "emer-

gency decrees" issued by the President. Wages had

to be cut, social insurance to be restricted. An

economy program of Spartan severity had to be put
into effect. To be sure, "business" could hardly profit,

only lose, if the people were no longer able to buy.

"Business" had already become a little uncertain and

confused, which in part explains the longing glances

it cast in the direction of the "radical right," just as

Ebert's attitude toward the generals can be explained

by his uncertainty. Dr. Briining, a highly intelligent

man, but not a "man of the people," was in a difficult

position. At the cost of great self-denial, he issued one

unpopular decree after the other, destroyed one exis-

tence after the other. And all the while this sensitive

man of great personal integrity, this faithful servitor

of "business," showed more and more clearly that he

was a most capable politician; for he steered the ship

of state surely and nimbly through a thousand cliffs

and hazards lurking on the way. Above all, he enjoyed

confidence abroad. Had he not taken part in the maso-
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chistic and suicidal flirtation with National Socialism,

because he regarded the impotent "enemy to the left"

as mortally dangerouswho knows? He might have

succeeded in forcing improvement, despite the emer-

gency decrees, not because of them. Unfortunately

the proclamation of ''emergency decrees/' It has been

established, was a clear case of violation of the Con-

stitution.

Article 48 of the Weimar Constitution, which the

"emergency decrees" invoked, empowered the Presi-

dent to take swift action in case of violent disturb-

ances. It had no reference whatever to economic

calamities. But after all it is Hindenburg whose

robust conscience must be charged with this constitu-

tional violation, not Dr. Briining, the executive

organ. When, in July, 1930, the "emergency decrees"

became intolerable, the Reichstag demanded their

immediate abrogation. Briining was defeated, but he

dissolved the Reichstag, and on September 14 there

were new elections. It was in these elections of Sep-

tember, 1930, that Republican weakness reaped the

whirlwind from the wind it had sown. The "enemy to

the right" produced 6,500,000 votes 5,700,000 more

than he had obtained in the last Reichstag elections.

7. Feeding the Trojan Horse

Studienrat X, of course, had voted National Social-

list. Though still nominally an employee of a Govern-
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ment whose majority was by no means National

Socialist, he now wore, still carefully concealed under

his lapel, a graceful swastika in token of his convic-

tions. Our Studienrat had moved from the "moderate

right" to the "extreme right." He had never denied

his sympathies for the Nazis those sympathies which

even years ago had been on the side of the Free Corps
in which his son served. Now he placed himself with-

out reservation in the service of the "Fiihrer." Had
he no inhibition to overcome in so doing? Was not the

intellectual sphere in which he had been reared, the

atmosphere of the school in which he taught were

they not radically different from the barbarous, noise-

laden air in which the Nazis thrived? Did he not

sense from every one of their words, from every page
of their newspapers and pamphlets, that he did not

belong to them? Yes, he did sense it. But he calmed

himself and his doubts with soothing commonplaces:
"You can't make an omelet, without breaking an

egg-" "Boys will be boys." "Their bark is worse than

their bite."

Now the "Fiihrer" would come to power, so

thought the impoverished Studienrat. Even in his

hours of doubt, when his "Fiihrer" seemed too sinis-

ter, too wild, and too rebellious to him even then he

had faith that the "Fiihrer" was inexorably racing

toward power; and he wanted to be present; at any
rate he wanted to place his bet in time and on the
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right horse the Trojan horse. Of this much he was

certain the
"
worthy" Republic was fast declining.

He had been right from the start with his use of the

heavily underscored adjective "worthy." He had been

right from the start in his enmity for the Republic.

Margarete Ludendorff, first wife of the General, in

her book, When I Was Still Ludendorffs Wife, writes:

"The greatest folly of the revolutionaries of 1918 was

their leniency toward us and the fact that they let us

live." She insists that she is quoting her husband. The

identical words could, of course, have come from

Studienrat X, who was quite equal to such thoughts.

X Jr., on the other hand, Baltic veteran and new

member of Hitler's storm troops, never dreamed of

anything of the kind. From the very start he had been

convinced that the State existed only to be duped,

and that it was the very essence of democracy to pro-

tect and finance its own mortal enemies. All democ-

racies, he thought, were bound to perish by this their

most democratic quality. Germany was simply more

fortunate than others (and its democracy less for-

tunate) in that it had Hitler. He would clean up out-

side too, once the work inside Germany was done.

The tragedy of the German Republic, in the un-

folding of which so many figures had knowingly or

unknowingly participated, rapidly neared its finale.

The confused scenes and episodes of the closing act

have often been described. The world still remem-
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bers that Hitler was a candidate for the Presidency in

March and April, 1932, opposing Hindenburg; and

that Briining, who had passionately conducted the

campaign for the aged Field Marshal General, was

soon afterward brusquely kicked out by his own vic-

torious candidate. Nor has the memory of Herr von

Papen faded von Papen who executed a coup d'etat

against the Prussian Government of Braun and Sev-

ering with the aid of a few policemen, and whose

intrigues deposed his own short-lived successor, Herr

von Schleicher. Schleicher got into the bad graces of

the clique around Hindenburg and of the old gen-

tleman himself. Herr von Papen and a few others of

his stripe spun their net of intrigue in all directions.

They fooled the senile President into believing that

a new Cabinet of "national unity" could be formed

if only Schleicher were sacrificed and Hitler made

Chancellor. Though Hindenburg, a Prussian officer,

looked down with deep contempt upon Hitler, the

"Bohemian Corporal," he finally gave in to the

shameful deal. And in January, 1933, the hysterical

house-painter from Braunau, Austria, became Chan-

cellor of the German Reich.

II. COUNSEL
FOR THE DEFENSE SUMS UP

In politics, they say, it is "success that counts" a

statement equally true of other fields of human en-
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deavor. The common people judge every event, every

new thing, by the success which it has, or seems to

have. Whether it be a statesman, a banker, or a film

star, it is success that counts possibly a "realistic"

viewpoint, but hardly a generous one.

The Weimar Republic has been destroyed. Does

this prove that it was altogether bad? No; merely

that it was not good enough; that it had weaknesses,

as we have seen. But with all its faults it was by no

means altogether worthless. Before the world and the

German people it was constantly slandered and be-

littled. The Fascist and semi-Fascist demagogues

talked so much about the "fourteen years of infamy"

that the people at last began to believe they had been

abased by democracy. Actually it was during those

very fourteen years that the Germans had the best

chance of reclaiming their human dignity, or of truly

winning it for the first time. The Weimar Republic

has been described as a "red chaos," though it was

neither "red" nor "chaotic." In truth the Republic

was guilty of but one cardinal sin: It failed to defend

itself firmly and decisively against these brazen and

mendacious charges.

And now we, the exiled citizens of the vanquished

Republic, must undertake what it neglected so long.

Somewhat tardily we must sing its praises, since, on

its part, it never mustered enough self-confidence to

refute even the vilest slanders. It is for us now to
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indite a melancholy apologia for the Weimar Repub-
lic. It is a matter of honor; a matter, moreover, that

belongs within the purview of this book.

Are the Germans Nazis? No; for they had a Repub-
lic. It was a weak Republic not precisely the kind

of government for which we can entertain a profound

enthusiasm; but still, it was a Republic. Not all of its

leaders and representatives were geniuses or heroes;

but for the most part they were men of sincere good
will. Their accomplishments have been underrated,

their faults exaggerated. The German Republic was

in an exceedingly difficult position. It has never been

judged fairly, neither abroad nor even in Germany
itself. Let us at least try to be fair to its memory! For

the sake of justice, for the honor of the German peo-

ple, we state once more: The German Republic was

far from bad. We acknowledge our indebtedness to

it. Until we are shown a better one, we shall insist

that the Weimar Republic was the best form of gov-

ernment our country ever had. (The second German

Republic to come will be even better, we hope.)

As for ourselves, our youth under the German

Republic was happy. We saw little of "infamy" or

of "red chaos/'

During the War we never had quite enough to

eat, and when we were eight or ten years old we had

to stand in line for hours at the shops to get a quarter-

pound of butter or three eggs. But that was not the
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fault of the Republic. Kaiser Wilhelm, or rather,

General von Ludendorff was still in the saddle. At

last peace came. We had almost ceased to believe that

there was such a thing as "peace." Surely it must be

something like Santa Glaus! The grown-ups like to

speak of it with a mysterious little grown-up smile,

and we children are too tactful to tell them: There's

no such thing!

Well, suddenly word went around: The War is

over. There was no festive spirit at all. We were quite

disappointed. Why didn't the grown-ups rejoice?

Wasn't it an occasion for joy when something quite

fabulous and improbable suddenly came true? Alas,

it could not long be kept even from the children! We
had lost the War. That was why peace lacked its fes-

tive character.

When we reached the ages of sixteen and twenty,

did we thrill to the Republic? Alas, no! We raved

over a book, a film, or a new piece of music; but not

over a new form of government. And President Ebert

was hardly the kind of figure to set the imagination

of young people like ourselves on fire. Still, we dis-

liked hearing the Republic reviled.

In school those teachers who abused the Republic

most loudly generally happened to be the ones who

were most disliked for their pedantry. We clashed

with them, as we did with those of our schoolmates

whose patriotism manifested itself as hatred of the
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Jews, the French, the "Reds." We on our part were

quite innocent in political matters. But we did sense

that men like Rathenau and Stresemann were better

Germans than Herr von Ludendorff and Adolf Hit-

ler, of whom the people in Munich had just begun
to talk. After the attempt to set up a Soviet State had

failed, Bavaria became the center and citadel of reac-

tion. During this period radical Berlin weeklies like

the Welibuhne used to print Munich dispatches un-

der the heading "From Enemy Territory."

As a matter of fact, while we were attending back-

ward Bavarian high-schools, we often felt as though

we were in a hostile foreign country. Our relations

with our anti-Republican schoolmates and teachers

finally grew so strained that we had to be taken out

of school. Our parents sent us to a modern rural

boarding school in central Germany, a so-called "Free

School Community/*
The Republic tolerated and favored experiments,

in every field including that of education. The "Free

School Communities'
'

had created an international

stir among educators. The best known of these insti-

tutions was named Wickersdorf. There children were

formed and educated according to new, radical prin-

ciples. Discipline, instead of being forced upon the

young people from the outside, was organized and ad-

ministered by themselves. Together with the teachers

the children constituted a sort of parliament, called
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Schulgemeinde (school community), which had the

power to decide important questions, such as the cur-

riculum and the form of community life. Today the

degree of freedom allowed the more mature students

by their humanely minded educators seems fantastic,

compared with the regimentation that characterizes

the student bodies of present-day German schools.

For a while we attended an institution situated

near Heidelberg and called Odenwaldschule. It was

an almost ideal school, conducted in the spirit of

humanistic tolerance. The little villas in which boys

and girls lived with their teachers bore honored

names, such as Goethe, Humboldt, Lessing, Herder

and Kant; and the Odenwaldschule was a credit to

these, its august patron saints. The director of the

institution, Paulus Geheeb, a dignified gentleman

with large eyes and a beautiful long beard, was

neither a Jew nor a Socialist. Politics was hardly ever

mentioned in this school, though a definitely pro-

gressive viewpoint was taken for granted. Any ten-

dency on the part of students and educators toward

exaggerated nationalism was precluded by the fact

that members of the most diverse races and nationali-

ties lived and worked together at the Odenwaldschule.

When we look back over our schoolmates of the time,

the faces of young Frenchmen and Chinese, of Ital-

ians, Americans, Russians and Japanese come to our

mind's eye. It was a motley company at the Oden-
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waldschule, and we were thus at an early age ini-

tiated into the ways and thoughts of foreign youth.

Yet these diverse and manifold elements were har-

moniously united and held together by an element we

are proud to call German. We are sure that Goethe

would have smiled upon the Odenwaldschule with

respectful interest and paternal benevolence. He
knew that to be a good German one had to be more

than "merely a German."

Well, that is how we were educated. Those were

the things that happened in Germany. Those were

the things that were German. No greater contrast can

be imagined than between the "educational" meth-

ods of the Nazi youth leader, Baldur von Schirach,

and the serious pedagogic efforts of a Paulus Geheeb.

Such an institution, in the spirit and style of the

Odenwaldschule, truly represents the "other Ger-

many." It is unthinkable in the Third Reich.

The German Republic was lacking in boldness and

was little inclined toward risky experiments. But

it was neither a barrack nor a prison. Men of ideas

were permitted to voice them and act in accordance

with them. There were many such men in Germany.
Some of their ideas were good, some bad; some

shrewd, some inane; some reasonable, some crazy.

Whatever serious objections may be made against

the Weimar Republic, it cannot be said to have been

tiresome. From the end of the War to the establish-
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rnent'Of the Nazi regime, cultural life in the Reich

was colorful and varied. Some things were in bad

taste; but there was never monotony. If boredom be

the worst sin implying, as it does, the death of the

mind our Republic was not guilty, while the Third

Reich is literally "bored to death." In practice the

"dynamic principle*' of National Socialism amounts

to absolute inanity. Nothing duller can be imagined

than a Nazi newspaper, a Nazi film, a speech by a Nazi

leader. Our Republic, while questionable in many

respects, was at least amusing. Something was always

happening in Germany. We young intellectuals had

a good time.

The question remains whether we utilized this

"good time" as we should have. We are afraid too

many of us were playful and superficial. Some of us

struck a pose of sterile, orthodox radicalism; others

inclined to an effeminate and vacillating tolerance;

still others simply wanted to make money. We made

mistakes yes, we too! But still, it was a stimulating

good time for us. Why shouldn't we admit it? Why
shouldn't we dwell upon it with pleasure? Why
shouldn't we be grateful for it?

We were more interested in cultural than in politi-

cal matters probably one of our cardinal sins. So

let us first of all discuss these cultural matters we

know so well.

We were part of them; indeed, we were right in
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the middle. At the ages of seventeen and eighteen we

went to Berlin, almost directly from our rural school.

And the Berlin of 1924 to 1927 overwhelmed us,

shook us up and delighted us with the wealth of

what it had to offer.

Today, in 1939, Nietzsche's terrible words again

hold good: "In the things that matter and that means

culture the Germans no longer count/' But during

the decade from 1920 to 1930 Berlin deserved its

reputation as a world center of culture. As for music

and the theater, Berlin was practically tops. Even

German provincial cities, such as Munich, Frank-

fort, Hamburg and Dresden, could well bear com-

parison with foreign capitals, insofar as their scien-

tific, dramatic and musical life was concerned.

Max Reinhardt, the great dramatic director, stood

at the peak of his career. He had productions running

in several Berlin theaters simultaneously, and in

Salzburg and Vienna as well. He even carried the

fame of the German stage to America. Like Stanis-

lavsky in Russia, Reinhardt was the great authority,

the classic master, the uncrowned king of the theater.

But there were other, younger and more radical

directors of great stature at work in Berlin, Vienna,

and the provinces. Leopold Jessner, now in Holly-

wood, turned the Berlin State Theater into one of

Europe's most interesting stages. Erwin Piscator, to-

day in New York, created a stir and a scandal with
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his bold and resourceful scenic experiments. Erich

Engel, who is still in the Third Reich, created some-

thing like a new theatrical form of art with his highly

original production of the Beggar's Opera by Ber-

thold Brecht and Kurt Weill.

What a wealth of great acting talent Germany had

in those days! Fritzi Massary, queen of the operetta,

had achieved the same royal rank as Mistinguette of

Paris; Elizabeth Bergner celebrated triumph after

triumph; Emil Jannings and Werner Krauss were

character actors of great stature until they were

granted the title "State Councilor" by the grace of

Goring; Fritz Kortner's intelligent and passionate

characterizations held audiences spellbound. It is a

joy and a pity to recall the Berlin theater of that

period a joy because it was so excellent; a pity be-

cause it is dead beyond recall. Fortunately the accom-

plishments of German actors and directors are well

established. One only has to compare a German film

of that period with a present-day UFA production.

One can hardly believe one's eyes. Is it possible, one

asks oneself, that the two films, the one dated 1927,

the other 1939, come from the same country? That

some of the artists appearing in both are the same?

One is forced to the conclusion that there are indeed

two Germanys, of which only the worse makes its

appearance under the dictatorship, while the better

was openly permitted to show itself during those
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of infamy." The productions of Reinhardt can

never be reproduced. They have died away like the

concerts and operas conducted by Bruno Walter or

Otto Klemperer. But the films are preserved. Seeing

them today, after so many years and in such changed

circumstances, one can well understand why many
of them were international sensations, discussed on

five continents. From the silent films of the first post-

War years The Cabinet of Dr. Galigari, Dr. Mabuse,

and Murnau's The Last Laugh, down to the famous

Mddchen in Uniform what an impressive array of

brilliant performances! Lubitsch's great pictures with

Emil Jannings and Pola Negri; Asta Nielsen of Den-

mark, in a thousand unforgettable scenes; the work

of y%bstKamerad$chaftj Die Freudlose Gasse and

The Beggar's Opera; Metropolis and the exciting M,

by Fritz Lang; Eric CharelFs Congress Dances; and

many, many more. What impressive testimony for

Germany's high artistic level in those days!

Nor need we depend solely on the testimony of the

motion picture. If proof be required that Germany
was a true source of culture in those days, when "red

chaos
"
was supposed to reign, it is furnished by the

catalogs of the great German publishing houses of

the years between 1919 and 1932. No one dare deny

that German literature of that period had a world-

wide influence, while itself subject to world-wide in-

fluence. During the World War the Reich had been
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cut off from other countries, though It was not nearly

so isolated as it is today. After the War it hungrily

opened to the influences from North and South, East

and West influences that stemmed from Paris and

the Congo, from India and New York, Moscow and

Hollywood, Spain and Scandinavia. Germany re-

ceived them all, utilized them and made them fertile.

It was a good thing. It was as it should be; for our

Reich is the middle realm, and it is not meet that it

should isolate itself from the great, rich world.

A German writer can absorb the influence of

writers in foreign tongues without thereby ceasing

to be completely, indeed typically, German. To men-

tion but one example: Alfred Doblin's Alexander-

platz Berlin represents a genuine and valid epic of the

German capital; yet this famous novel is actually

something like a Berlin version of John Dos Passos's

Manhattan Transfer. The creative methods of the

American were adopted, but they were filled with a

new and different life the life of Germany, the

mighty streams and movements of Berlin.

A novel like The Magic Mountain has a European,

yet at the same time unmistakably German character.

The same thing is true of most representative Ger-

man creations of that period: the poetry of Rainer

Maria Rilke and Franz Werfel; the music of Paul

Hindemith and Arnold Schonberg; the dramas of

Georg Kaiser and Ernst Toller; the painting of Max
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Liebermann; the draftsmanship of Georg Grosz and

Kathe Kollwitz; the great social novels of Heinrich

Mann and Jakob Wassermann; the psychological

prose of Stefan Zweig; books like Arnold Zweig's

The Case of Sergeant Grischa, Remarque's All Quiet

on the Western Front, Emil Ludwig's Napoleon and

Goethe; the architectural radicalism of the Bauhaus;

the great journalism of the Frankfurter Zeitung, the

Berliner Tageblattand the Vossische Zeitung. All this

was German, precisely because it was more than

merely German. Those to whom culture was "the

thing that mattered" to use Nietzsche's phrase-

could find joy and stimulation aplenty in the Ger-

many of the Weimar Republic. The claim that this

culture was "Jewish" rather than German is so absurd

as to hardly merit consideration. No one denies that

the Jews have played an important role in Germany's

creative and scientific life since the beginning of the

nineteenth century. It is entirely to their credit, nor

was it to the disadvantage of our culture. But the

spiritual development of Germany was never "domi-

nated" by the Jews. The intellectual and political

influence of the Jews was no stronger under the Re-

public than it was under the Government of Wilhelm

II. Actually there were a good many more "Non-

Aryans" in the immediate entourage of the Kaiser

than around Presidents Ebert and von Hindenburg.

The assertion that Jewish brazenness suppressed and
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pushed into the background "genuine German" tal-

ent is nothing but a bare-faced lie. It was often Jewish

critics who came out strongest for "pure German"

writers long before the general public took notice.

The great critic Alfred Kerr conducted a fanatical

struggle over several decades to gain recognition for

the dramatist Gerhart Hauptmann. The Frankfurter

Zeitung, then still in Jewish hands and edited on a

high intellectual levelj "discovered" poets such as

Fritz von Unruh and many others. Most of the first

sponsors and disciples of the great poet Stefan George

were Jewshis publisher too was a Jew, as was his

most famous protagonist, the literary historian Prof.

Friedrich Gundolf, who, incidentally, was the teacher

of the unsuccessful journalist, Dr. Paul Joseph Goeb-

bels. Jewish publishers like Samuel Fischer per-

formed eminent and lasting services in the develop-

ment of our literature. It was Jewish art dealers such

as Flechtheim and Cassirer who kept German paint-

ers from starving. What would have become of Rich-

ard Wagner and his Bayreuth, except for the Jewish

conductors Mottl and Levi? And what would have

become of the German composers Hans Pfizner and

Richard Strauss, but for Bruno Walter?

The Jews served German culture with their talent

and zeal. Their contribution emphasized the Euro-

pean and cosmopolitan tendencies in the German

spirit. That is why the German anti-Europeans
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charge the Jews with having sabotaged German cul-

ture. They are the same who slander and revile the

Weimar Republic because it followed the road of

civilization rather than barbarism; because under its

regime Germany was a normal European country

rather than the forest primeval.

Things were not at all bad in the Germany of

1925 and 1930, at least culturally speaking. Pick up

any number of a literary magazine of those days the

Neue Rundschau, the Querschnitt, the Weltbiihne

or the Simplicissimus. Remember the broadcasts ema-

nating from Berlin, Munich or Cologne; the lectures

delivered at the Universities of Heidelberg, Frank-

fort and Bonn. It was a pleasantly high level. Things

were thought, said and written in the Reich during

that time which reflect honor rather than discredit

upon the place of our nation in the world. \

Now it may be objected and we know that many
of our readers have this criticism on the tip of their

tongue that we are inclined to overestimate the im-

portance of culture. We are told that we speak of

standards and events that are of importance only to

an intellectual and social elite. What does a Hinde-

mith symphony or a Reinhardt production matter

to the man in the street? Is such highbrow fare all

that your Republic had to offer the masses? There

is a distinct note of biting sarcasm in these remarks
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by our critics. Well, they add with a shrug, it must

have been a pretty poor sort of a republic after all!

We might answer in many ways. We might answer,

for example, that culture as we understand it is incom-

parably more than a delicacy for snobs. Far from an

ornament embroidered on the hem of public life, cul-

ture is its vital expression, its very essence. A nation

whose spirit and moralitywhich constitute its cul-

turehave gone into a decline, as has been the case

with Germany since 1933, is in a bad way generally.

But let us pass on. We do not insist on trying to prove

merely by examples from the cultural sphere that the

Weimar Republic was far from worthless. To us the

chief value of Germany's creative work in art and

science from 1919 to 1932 lies in the fact that it con-

stitutes a symptom. And this great, fine symptom

compels us to recognize that Germany was not bad in

those days. The outlook was anything but hopeless.

The Reich had recovered with surprising speed

from the terrible blow which it, like all other coun-

tries, had suffered in the World War. And with a

speed no less surprising Germany had succeeded in

regaining the respect and favor of the world. In 1956

Germany entered the League of Nations, thus becom-

ing a member of a civilized international community
on which Hitler brusquely turned his back in Octo-

ber, 1933. As Frederic L. Schuman correctly states in

his Europe on the Eve:
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"The dream of Wilson caught the imagination of

German Liberalism. The German Republic under

Stresemann's leadership joined the Volkerbund at

Geneva in 1926. But the Volkerbund of Wilson and

the Volkischer Stoat of Hitler are antithetical. , . .

The way of Wilson . . . was a way toward order and

justice. . . . The way of Hitler was the way toward

anarchy and violence. ..."

Countless foreign observers and statesmen have

acknowledged that the German Republic led, or

could have led, Germany on the "path of order and

justice." Stresemann, above all, enjoyed international

confidence and general sympathy. "Herr Strese-

mann," say Brown, Selwyn and Blount in their The

Road of Power, "a man of vision and capacity, was

prepared to face odium in his own country for the

sake of the peace of Europe." And in another book

on politics, Zero Hour, by Richard Freund, we find

these remarks:

'Tor ten years after the War more precisely, up
to the death of Dr. Stresemann in October, 1929

Germany followed a genuine policy of peace. There

was wide popular support for the foreign policy pur-

sued by Dr. Stresemann, a statesman of Bismarck's

caliber, who realized that the best interests of the

German nation were served by a firm understanding

with France and Britain, and cooperation with the

countries east of Germany. . . . Until the untimely
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death of Dr. Stresemann in 1929 these aspirations

(solution of problems in a manner favorable to Ger-

many, and thus an assurance for Germany to be able

to live in peace) were subordinated to a pacific pol-

icy."

This is merely a random bit of testimony for Strese-

mann, picked from many of a similar nature. We

might also quote many words of commendation, in

every language, applied to Walther Rathenau and

Chancellor Briining. In Inside Europe John Gun-

ther has this to say of the latter:

"Dr. Heinrich Briining was Chancellor of Ger-

many from May, 1930, to May, 1932. He was the most

enlightened and civilized statesman that modern

Germany has produced. . . . Even Junkers like

Oldenburg-Januschau grudgingly had to call him the

'best since Bismarck/ He devotedly defended the

Weimar Constitution . . . took the bold step of out-

lawing the Brown Shirts, exiling them for a brief

period from the streets; sensibly sought to give Ger-

many the victory in foreign policy it needed by pro-

posing the Austro-German customs union; brought

the Reparations problems almost to a settlement. . . ."

In his book, Hitler, Emil Lengyel quotes Briining's

high-minded, confident statement: "We are firmly

resolved to proceed along our chosen path, awaiting

the time which must come, when international co-
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operation will save the world from sinking into mis-

ery and chaos/'

The Reich of Kaiser Wilhelm II had been partly

jeered, partly feared; but it had never been liked.

The German Republic was at least respected.

In theory the Germany of 1919 to 1932 was the

"world's freest republic/' The Weimar Constitution

was simply too good to be true. With Prussian thor-

oughness and German idealism, experienced and

well-meaning constitutional lawyers had worked out

something like a "perfect constitution/' There is no

question that Germany was never governed accord-

ing to the true spirit and intent of this constitution;

that militant reaction from the very beginning did

everything to sabotage the spirit and the letter of this

fine document. Nevertheless nothing could be more

unreasonable and superficial than to dismiss with a

smile or shrug this earnest and sincere effort of the

German people to give themselves a humane, demo-

cratic constitution. It is a hopeful sign that our peo-

ple, even though only "in principle," ever produced
and accepted so consistently progressive a constitu-

tion.

We are proud that the Weimar Constitution opens

with the simple, forceful sentence: "The supreme

sovereignty rests in the people." Until the fall of the

Empire, Prussia as well as other German states had

had the so-called Three-Class Electoral Law. With
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"Weimar" the universal, equal, direct and secret

franchise for men and women, according to the prin-

ciple of proportional representation, was introduced.

This principle, which found one of its first important

applications in the United States but a few years ago

in the municipal elections in New York City, makes

every single vote count.

Among the provisions of the Weimar Constitution

are these:

The President of the Reich is to be elected directly

by the peoplethe freest form of presidential election

in the world.

At any time during his seven-year term, the Presi-

dent may be recalled by popular vote upon petition

of the Reichstag. This provision is found in no other

democratic constitution in the world.

The Chancellor and his Cabinet must resign when

a vote of confidence in the Reichstag goes against

them. Even the American Constitution is more con-

servative in this respect.

The Reichstag may impeach the President, the

Chancellor and his Ministers before the Supreme
Court.

The enactment of a law must be postponed for two

months upon petition of one-third of the Reichstag.

Investigating committees must be instituted upon

petition of one-fifth of the Reichstag. It was such a

committee which uncovered the notorious Osthilfe
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scandal, involving Hindenburg's son and some o his

best friends.

The President as well as Reichstag minorities may
force a law passed by the Reichstag to popular refer-

endum, a progressive provision found only in the

Weimar Constitution.

The State is prohibited from conferring medals

and orders. No German may accept a title or a deco-

ration from a foreign power a revolutionary inno-

vation as far as German tradition is concerned.

Every citizen throughout the Reich is solemnly

guaranteed his freedom and security of person.

The free development of foreign-language sections

of the population is guaranteed in law. By contrast,

compare the old Prussian policy of expropriation

toward the Poles.

All residents of the Reich enjoy complete freedom

of religion and conscience. Up to 1914, "emergency

measures" after the fashion of Bismarck's
"
Anti-

Socialist Laws" were taken as a matter of course.

No one is required to declare his religious persua-

sion; no one can be forced to take a religious oath.

The stock question of religion on official question-

naires thus fell into limbo.

Article 118 represents the peak of Weimar's liber-

tarian legislation: "Every German has the right to

express himself freely by word, writing, print, pic-

ture, or in any other way." This was to put an end
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to trials for les majeste and blasphemy; to the spirit

of regimentation; to the Untertan.

Through its involved legalistic phraseology shines

the lofty spirit of Article 151 of the Constitution:

"Economic life is to be ordered according to the

principles of justice with the aim of guaranteeing

everyone a livelihood consistent with human dignity.

Within these limits the economic freedom of the indi-

vidual is to be secure/'

As for social legislation, the Weimar Republic ac-

complished a great deal, in practice as well as in

theory. Workers and employees were guaranteed

equal rights with employers. To safeguard their eco-

nomic and political rights, they were given legal rep-

resentation in shop councils and in a Reich Council

of Workers. Such institutions were utterly unknown

in Germany before 1914.

Old-age and health insurance were organized in

exemplary fashion. The insured themselves had a

decisive voice in the formulation of laws for health

protection and job fitness; for maternity care; for pro-

tection against the consequences of age, debility and

accidents.

Regional economic councils and the Reich Eco-

nomic Council were given the right to petition for

enactment of social and economic bills. Even if the

Government rejected such petitions, the Reich Eco-

nomic Council could submit them directly to the
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Reichstag. This high degree of social and political

initiative down to the actual drafting of laws by
economic councils on which employees had equal

representation was a special characteristic of the

Weimar Constitution.

A promising beginning was made in settling small

farmers and in creating homesteads. In Prussia,

where the large land-owners had been particularly

powerful and reactionary, more of this re-settlement

work was undertaken under the aegis of the Republic
than during the preceding five hundred years. Great

communities for workers and "little men" rose on

the periphery of the large cities. The "Homestead

Law/' with its clauses favoring war veterans, guaran-

teed decent, healthful housing to the poor. Idle

land was expropriated for settlement and cultivation.

The taxpayers' money was utilized, not for rearma-

ment, not for international propaganda, not for

strategic auto highways, not for meaningless palaces

for the rulers; but rather for the erection of sanitary

dwellings for workers, for athletic fields and swim-

ming pools, railway stations, theaters and post offices.

Workers were given the opportunity to educate

themselves, to widen their intellectual horizon along

liberal, progressive lines. Popular education, low-

cost theater subscriptions, public libraries, cheap edi-

tions of good books all these existed for the purpose

of familiarizing the whole nation with the cultural
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wealth of Germany and the world. Education, par-

ticularly in Germany, had always been regarded as

the prerogative of the "owning classes." This was to

change; it was on the way to being changed.

Many things were on the way to becoming different

and better than they had ever been in Germany.

True, the German State was by no means yet com-

pletely "humanized"; but the terms "state" and

"humanism" were no longer irreconcilable. To take

one of the most important symptoms, the adminis-

tration of the law had not yet undergone consistent

reform in the light of the new spirit of freedom; the

rigid old Prussian tradition had not yet completely

vanished from the courts and prisons; but a will to

reform, a tendency toward the humane, began to be

felt. There were judges and prison wardens who be-

longed to a new and younger school, whose investiga-

tions, sentences and penalties were animated by a new

spirit and a new purpose, unthinkable and unknown

before. Such promising beginnings needed time and

peace to develop and gain wider influence. The Ger-

mans may not have had a revolution in 1918; but, at

any rate, an evolutionary process was under way.

There was no lack of relapses and interferences in

this slow evolutionary process. Influence from within

as well as without often halted it or slowed it up.
The Republic's intentions were good; but its will was

not strong, tough and passionate enough. It served
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progress and humanity, but haltingly, without self-

confidence cautiously, carefully and anxiously. The

Republic lacked that ruthless determination, that

cynical recklessness which helped its deadly enemies

to victory.

It was not a bad State this Republic of Weimar-

let us solemnly reiterate that statement. Until we are

shown a better form of government, until we our-

selves make a better one, we shall insist: The Weimar

Republic was the best State our people ever had.

III. CLOSING SPEECH BY
COUNSEL FOR THE DEFENSE

"Gentlemen of the Jury:

"I repeat/' counsel for the defense cries, his voice

trembling with emotion, "the Weimar Republic was

the best State the German people ever had. Bear in

mind, gentlemen of the jury, how difficult it was for

them! The Republic was born under an unlucky star,

offspring of a weakly revolution. Never for a single

moment was it able to enjoy life, to feel secure. Un-

certain of itself and of its own right to existence, it

was incapable of dealing with its enemies. It lacked

the power to shine and to convince. Overwhelmed

with cares, it lacked the courage and strength to meet

its enemies in open battle. It was profoundly pacifis-

tic, our Republic, which does not speak against it

morally. It thought it could avoid struggle by again
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and again stretching out a conciliatory hand to its

enemies, by making concession after concession. It

failed to grasp that in the'face of such an enemy noth-

ing was to be gained and everything to be lost by con-

ciliation and concession. The German Republic mis-

took the psychology and tactics of its adversaries, who

were to turn into its assassins. The mistake was to

prove its undoing.

"We need no prosecutor to testify against the Wei-

mar Republic. History itself has rendered its verdict

against this all-too-weak State. It is a definitive and

devastating verdict, handed down by the highest court

of appeal. No further appeal is possible. We, counsel

for the defense, can but accept this severe verdict of

history. We find it just, albeit cruel.

"The life of our client can no longer be saved. But

his honor can be redeemed. We maintain that our

client sinned only from ignorance and weakness, not

from ill will. He may have been irresponsible, but

he acted in good faith.

"Gentlemen of the Jury! We are all weak mortals.

He among you who feels himself strong and without

reproach, let him cast the first stone at our tragic

client, the destroyed German Republic! We who

recognize our own errors and shortcomings we shall

mourn in silence and search our own souls. Let not

the dead Republic serve us as the butt of mockery
and contempt; rather let it serve as a warning. The
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very enemy who destroyed the German Republic was

able, for six-and-a-half years to challenge and threaten

the civilized world without let or hindrance. By the

time his challenge was accepted, he had been per-

mitted to grow very strong. Yes, the Weimar Repub-
lic too should have taken up the gage of battle. We,
its defenders, admit it. It was too weak or too cow-

ardly. That was its grievous fault. But its failure must

on no account become the occasion for confusing it

with its own mortal enemy, at whose hands it per-

ished!

"Friends!" counsel for the defense cries out, his

arms raised imploringly, his voice almost choked with

tears. "Gentlemen of the Jury! Free citizens of free

countries. Would that I had the tongues of angels,

to cry out to you, to convince you! Do not damn the

destroyed German Republic! The verdict has already

been rendered. To repeat it in anger or mockery
would be un-Christian as well as unwise. Far better

to learn from this tragic destiny!

"The Weimar Republic is no more, nor shall it,

must it ever return in the same form. But its spirit-

that which should have been its spirit, and, for brief

moments, was indeed its spirit lives on. It plays its

part in the dreadful struggle upon which you, my
friends, have finally been compelled to enter. The

spirit of Weimar fights by your side, the side of lib-

erty! The hopes and the virtues of the Weimar Re-
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public will reappear, changed and strengthened after

the catastrophe. The embattled democracies will

carry the day. They will triumph over those sinister

forces in Germany whom the ill-starred and weak, but

never ignoble Weimar Republic never dared to face/'



THREE

How Was It Possible?

or

Good-by to Berlin

c AN there be "objectivity," when it comes to

setting forth and judging contemporary events our

own life, our own future? When it comes to the trag-

edy of Germany, we are not spectators but actors.

No, not actors, but participants, sufferers, defenders

and victims. How can we be "objective'? We gladly

admit that we have taken sides the side of good

against evil; or, more accurately, the side of what

147
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we think is good, against the other which we believe

to be utterly evil.

We shall try, nevertheless, to imagine an "impar-

tial observer" of the German and European drama

a pure "neutral/' He would have to be a rather

strange creature, lacking in spirit and passion; for the

destiny of Germany concerns all of us, since it will

decide the destiny of Europe, and, indeed, the des-

tiny of our entire civilization.

But let us return to our "neutral" whom we do

not by any means visualize as a person lacking in

sympathy. He appears to us rather as a personality

compounded of equal parts of idealism and uncon-

scious humor. He is removed from the confusions of

our earthly existence, somewhat after the fashion of

the angels; only he is cooler and more realistic, and

less sentimental. In certain respects we admire our

"neutral/* though our feelings for him are as re-

strained and politely conventional as befits one so

aloof. Except for this slight, secret admiration for him,

we should hardly be inclined to set forth at length

his judgments and reactions relating to the German

catastrophewhich is exactly what we intend to do.

But first let us acquaint the reader with some of

the external circumstances of our "neutral/'

You must imagine a gentleman in his middle thir-

tiesa neutral age, neither young nor old. His racial

origin is thoroughly neutral his father was Swedish,
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his mother half Dutch, half Swiss. Our neutral is

financially independent he has inherited a small

fortune from his father but he is by no means rich,

certainly not rich enough to be a capitalist partisan

by self-interest. As a boy and a young man, he at-

tended schools and colleges in Sweden, Germany, the

Netherlands, England, France and Switzerland. He
has a wide, international circle of acquaintances.

Originally he had intended to become a diplomat;

but, as a neutral by conviction, he felt that it would

be improper to identify himself with the government
of any one country to quite such an extent. Thus he

renounced the dignity of office, from consistent neu-

trality rather than from sloth, and now lives the life

of an idler and connoisseur in the various countries

of Europe, though in truth he is always busily at work.

He never takes an apartment or a house of his own,

preferring the neutral atmosphere of the great inter-

national hotels. He dresses as inconspicuously as pos-

sible, but eminently correctly, with a slight dash of

the old-fashioned. He prefers striped trousers and

dark jackets with longish tails. Summers he wears a

stiff sailor straw; winters a derby; at funerals and

opera openings invariably a silk hat. His interests

are equally divided between politics, music, eco-

nomics, the history of art, literature, philosophy, the

theater, medicine and history. He is too polite to call

himself a "writer/' though he occasionally publishes
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contributions in various political, literary or art re-

views. He sometimes plays with the idea of complet-

ing a voluminous study of the world's political, cul-

tural and economic conditions; but first, he admits,

his knowledge must be considerably broadened and

deepened.

His fiancee is one of those young ladies whose fea-

tures utterly fail to make any impression upon one's

memory. Half Danish, half American, she is studying

chemistry in Paris. Our neutral has spent half a year

in the United States with her. From 1950 to 1932, the

Hotel Adlon at Berlin was his headquarters, whence

he made various sallies to Munich, Vienna, Budapest,

Paris, Rome, London, Barcelona, Copenhagen,

Amsterdam, Helsinki, Prague, Danzig, Hamburg,

Zurich, and even Moscow. Thus he has studied the

developing situation in Europe, and especially in

Germany, at close hand and with remarkable intelli-

gence and accuracy.

On the evening of January 30, 1933, however, even

he, the neutral, was surprised and somewhat taken

aback. With controlled astonishment he asked him-

self: How is this possible? How could things come

to such a pass? Hitler had just become Chancellor.

Our neutral sits in the Hotel Adlon and his mind is

troubled, though he finds it all extraordinarily inter-

esting and stimulating. To be sure, the torchlight pa-

rade which winds past his hotel along the Unter den
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Linden gets ever so slightly on his nerves, though he

cannot help being impressed with a certain beauty

in the genuine enthusiasm that finds expression in all

these songs and all this noise. "It's a revolutionary

spark/' he tells himself. "The Germans seem to be

awakening from their lethargy. Something is happen-

ing and maybe it is something big!"

Yet when the news of Hitler's appointment had

come to him by telephone from an acquaintance in

the British Embassy fifteen minutes before the gen-

eral public got the great news the neutral decided

to leave Berlin for a while. His trunks are already

half-packed. His colorless bride-to-be awaits him in

Paris with sincere, if not passionate feelings. Our

neutral had really decided to retire early, in order to

be able to rise early the next morning and catch the

first train for Paris. But as it develops, he is unable

to sleep. He is too excited to find the desired rest.

(We must keep in mind what it means for even so

perfect a neutral almost to lose his composure!) He
has smoked five cigarettes more than usual, and has

had the waiter bring him a cognac-and-soda late at

night. The singing and shouting out in the street will

not stop. Our neutral is trying to put his thoughts in

order. He sits at his desk and studies the notes he has

made during recent years when he made his residence

in Germany.
The picturesque torches of the tremendous parade
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have long been extinguished. The "Old Gentleman/'

Field Marshal General von Hindenburg, has long

been put to bed, while the new Chancellor, Heir Hit-

ler, is still celebrating the important and joyful occa-

sion with his friends. The songs of the excited and

jubilant German citizens are still ringing out into the

night: Deutschland, Deutschland uber dies! inter-

spersed with the new hymn, the smart Horst Wessel

song: "S.A. is marching by in steady step/' Yes, they

can be heard marching everywhere, raising a fearful

noise. Drunks are bawling, children are blowing tin

horns, and occasionally a shrill, hysterical woman's

voice rings out: "Heil Hitler! Our Fuhrer! Heil!

Heill"

Our neutral is forced to the conclusion: "How they

love him! How crazy they are about their Fuhrer

all of them, and especially the women. They are be-

side themselves with hope and happiness. They wel-

come their Hitler as though he were their savior.

They act as though the Messiah himself had descended

to earth. But how shrill their exultation sounds! How

hysterical is their laughter! How much cruelty, how

much insanity there is in this roaring enthusiasman

enthusiasm full of confidence and pride and joy,

blended into a terrifying mixture!

And the neutral rises in sudden fright, seized by
an abrupt fear as though by a cold hand. He quickly

walks across the room to close the window.
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"This racket has got me all mixed up/' he tells

himself as a semblance of quiet is restored to his

room. "The general hysteria seems to be catching. I

must remain calm and superior. I am a neutral; that

is my profession/'

He orders a glass of hot milknever before has he

called for the waiter at so late an hour. He swallows a

sedative tablet, dons his pince-nezhe is slightly near-

sightedand resumes his place at the desk.

"This entire event has unusual interest and fasci-

nation/' he decides inwardly, before beginning to

write. "The majority of the German people, or at

least of the inhabitants of Berlin, seems to be happy
that Herr von Hindenburg, at the behest of Herr von

Papen, has called Herr Hitler to the Chancellor's

Palace. It is well known to the initiate that this event

came to pass because of certain intrigues conducted

by various influential and wholly selfish gentlemen.

Strangely enough, the populace seems to regard it as

a revolutionary overturn. They expect the most

favorable consequence to domestic and foreign policy

from this change of government. I must write it

down/'

And the neutral begins to note down in his diary:

"Berlin, Hotel Adlon. The night of January 36,

1933*

"There is great enthusiasm over Herr Hitler's ap-

pointment to the Chancellorship most of it sincere,
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or at least quite noisy. What strange optimism! Sur-

prising, in view of the trend toward melancholy in-

herent in the German character, in the works of Ger-

man writers and philosophers. Does this almost infan-

tile optimism in the political sphere indicate that the

intellectual and moral qualities of this nation have

failed in that sphere? (A most important thought.

Possibly fateful for the future of Europe. To be

pursued at greater detail when there is time.)

"Have today discussed the new situation created by

Hitler's appointment with several of my Berlin ac-

quaintances. The same confidence seems to prevail in

almost all circles. (May have been the same in July,

1914, when the World War broke out. Do Germans

lack the moral instinct for fateful dangers into which

they themselves walk?)

''Lunched in the Hotel Esplanade with Privy Coun-

cilor P., the big industrialist from Bochum. Seemed

in high spirits. Drank champagne at one o'clock in

the afternoon, though his doctor had urgently advised

against it. Explained time and again: 'This is a holi-

day to be properly celebrated. Here's to you!' I in-

quired whether in his opinion Herr Hitler was likely

to govern in the interests of industry and of the con-

servatives. Whereupon P. gave a sly smile: 'Herr Hit-

ler will not govern at all. Confidentially, my dear

friend [we were having our dessert; P. had had four

or five glasses of champagne] it is we who will now be
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governing. We raised the fellow, and now he will

have to do exactly as we say. Power will actually re-

main with the Nationalists with us. The Fiihrer/

Herr P. assured me with some sarcasm, 'is only a

straw-man, a front. He is the prisoner of my friend

Hugenberg/ When we parted, the industrialist made

this request of me: 'Tell your acquaintances abroad

to remain calm not to become upset by the racket in

the streets. We're going to let those fellows yell their

heads off for a few weeks. The main thing is that there

won't be any more strikes. [At this point Herr P.

banged his fist on the table.] The red demagogues

will be stopped. There11 be peace and quiet, and

business will get fat orders. Rearmament if you get

what I mean! [Herr P. winked almost indecently as

he spoke these words] Hitler will do it all right. He's

in our hands; we control him; he's our man/ When
we were out on the street he added in a whisper: 'And

well know how to deal with some of these radicals in

the S.A., you mark my words. We have Hitler's own

promise. Well put a crimp into such suspicious fel-

lows like this Captain Rohm/

"It is possible though by no means certain that

Herr P/s calculations are correct, and that things will

develop in the direction he outlines. We shall see.

(Can't get rid of the thought that these conservative

gentlemen big industrialists and land-ownersare
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making a big mistake with regard to Hitler's charac-

ter and independence.)

"Went directly from the Esplanade to Mr. Z. who

lives in a rather poor district in the north of Berlin.

(Taxi went through working-class districts, where

dejection seemed to reign, though I noted many

swastika flags in the windows.) Herr Z. is a member

of the Communist Party. I became acquainted with

him last winter through K. T., the successful leftist

publicist, who, as Herr Z. reports to me, has been

arrested. Z. himself seemed very nervous. Is consider-

ing flight abroad, but awaits instructions from his

party. He no longer lives in his own apartment I

meet him in the room of one of his comrades. He

tells me incidentally that for weeks he has hardly

slept in the same bed two nights in succession. Under

these circumstances his nervousness is readily under-

standable. His relative confidence, however, is all the

more surprising. He tells me: It is good for the revo-

lutionary development that matters are brought to a

head. The Nazis won't be able to maintain them-

selves for more than two or three months. Then it

will be our turn!' He puts his faith in the 'dialectical'

course of events, as does a pious Catholic in the dog-

mas of the Church. Counts on the fall of the capi-

talist system and the establishment of socialism in

Germany in the near future 'no later than 1934!' A
most interesting viewpoint. It is not impossible
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though by no means certain that Herr Z/s calcula-

tions are correct.

"In the hotel lobby, coming home, met one of my
Jewish friends, S., a banker. He was serious, but

quite composed; certainly did not give the impres-

sion of a broken or intimidated man. 'There's no

reason for us German Jews to fly into a panic/ Herr

S. assured me
(it sounded almost as though he

wanted to reassure me, though but a minute ago I

had felt the need of saying a few comforting words to

him). He continued: 'Hitler used anti-Semitism as a

demagogic trick to catch votes. Now that he is in

power, he is likely to renounce this primitive non-

sensein the interests of the Fatherland and to his

own advantage. German business is dependent upon
our international business contacts; they can't do

without us. I am convinced that the decent, hard-

working German Jews will be allowed to pursue

their professions without interference. Only a few

days ago I had a talk with my friend, Schacht/ Herr

S. quoted Herr Hjalmar Schacht to the effect that the

German Jews had no occasion to worry about their

future. A few eastern Jews, but recently immigrated

from Rumania or Poland, might have to expect a

little trouble. 'But we really German Jews, who

bravely fought for our Fatherland during the World

War/ he exclaimed with patriotic pride 'no one

will harm us. An anti-Semitic demagogue like
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Streicher is hardly taken seriously, even by influen-

tial Nazis themselves. Hermann Goring for example

is supposed to be far more reasonable on the Jewish

question. My friend Schacht, who after all ought to

know, has given me solemn assurances/

"It is possible though by no means certain that

Herr S/s calculationshe is a highly intelligent man

are correct/'

While our neutral wrote down these words, the

voices of the singing S.A.-men could still be heard

from the street. With such enthusiasm did the young

people roar their song, that the words could be un-

derstood in all their gruesome significance through

the closed windows. The happy youths sang: "When

Jewish blood spurts from the knife, then things will

be twice as good!"

And again the neutral felt, more vehemently than

before, an icy, horrible fright which manifested it-

self as a sharp pain in the region of his stomach and

a sudden contraction of his heart. "These voices have

an inhuman sound/* he thought to himself, as his

fountain-pen dropped from his grasp. His hands

trembled so much that he was unable for some time

to continue writing. But almost immediately he

grew angry over his excitability and his lack of self-

control. "You're letting yourself go/' he told himself

reprovingly. "Those thoughts of yours just now were
neither objective nor neutral. Of course those young
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men singing out there have human voices. They are

human beings, like all others, these young Germans,

neither better nor worse than their fellows in other

countries. Only why are they so beside themselves,

and why do they sing such disgusting songs? (For even

I, as a neutral, must admit that this verse about 'Jew-

ish blood' is quite unpleasant.) What is it that has put

them in this exalted state? Why is it that students, and

young workers suddenly behave like beasts? (Even I,

as a neutral, am forced to conclude that their conduct

is bestial.) How has all this become possible? Let me

give this some careful thought. Let me try with the

greatest calm and fairness to form an opinion of the

German people.

"The Germans appear to be in a sort of hysterical

state of intoxication/' the neutral resumed his writ-

ing. His hand was still a little shaky, but again capable

of wielding the pen. "How are we to explain this odd

state of mind in an otherwise orderly and normal

people? As a neutral I refuse to admit that the Ger-

mans are naturally coarser or more fanatical than citi-

zens of any other nation. Who and what, then, is it

that has put them into this frightful state? Must this

sinister change in the Germans be explained solely

by the personal influence, the so-called 'magnetism'

of Herr Hitler? Can a single individual have tlie

power and the opportunity to hypnotize an entire

nation? It would have to be an individual of gigantic
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stature a genius beyond compare. Is Heir Hitler a

figure of such demoniac rank? Is Herr Hitler a

genius?"

Our neutral had several times had the opportunity

of seeing Hitler close up. His impressions of the per-

sonality of Germany's "Messiah" had been noted

down in his diary in the following words:

"Munich, May, 1930.

"This afternoon I observed Herr Hitler for a full

hour in the Carlton Tearoom, on Luitpold Street.

He sat at the next table, about five feet away from me,

with several young people. I was bitterly disap-

pointed. His pale flabby face with its hysterical eyes

seems to me to express neither spirit nor force. (It

reminds me of the face of a certain man whose picture

was spread across all the German newspapers some

time ago. His name was Haarmann, and he had mur-

dered some twenty-five or thirty boys in the city of

Hanover by tearing out their throats with his teeth

while indulging in unnatural sexual intercourse with

them. The expression and formation of Hitler's fea-

tures show a marked resemblance to those of this

psychopathic mass murderer who has since been exe-

cuted.)

"Within the hour Herr Hitler devoured four

pieces of chocolate cake and sipped three cups of cof-

fee with whipped cream. He talked all the while,

almost without interruption, in a loud, somewhat
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barking voice. I could not help overhearing fragments

of the conversation. The company at the adjoining

table seemed to want to avoid political topics, per-

haps because they were afraid that their conversation

might be overheard by strangers. There was much

talk of films and musical shows. One of the young men

praised the comedy performance of The Garden of

Eden in the Munich People's Theater. Heir Hitler

decided to attend this play that very same evening. (I

found out later that the authors of the play were

Jewish, and that there were several Jews among the

actors appearing at the People's Theater.) For half an

hour Herr Hitler described in great detail the fur-

nishings of an apartment he was just designing. (I did

not catch whether it was his own apartment or that of

a friend.) He outlined in pencil on a paper napkin the

placing of various pieces of furniture, rugs, paintings,

etc. Theyoung peoplewatched him admiringly, as one

watches a great artist at work. Toward seven o'clock

Herr Hitler and his party broke up to change for the

theater. I had certainly had a very different concep-

tion of the lure and the words of a- 'prophet' and

'great man/ The only thing I found unusual in him

was the hysterical expression of his flickering eyes,

and his barking voice. (He can hardly bear to listen to

anyone else for more than three seconds at a time,

growing restless as soon as he is silent for a little

while.) I seem to recall hearing that he suffered from
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blindness of hysterical origin during the War. Even

now his eyes seemed to cloud over on occasion in a

morbid fashion, a shadow falling over them from the

inside, while his voice cracks with excitement. Per-

haps it is this very hysteria which he seems to know

quite well how to control and to exploit effectively on

important occasions which is the real secret of his

fascination. Despite the hysterical tension of his na-

ture, he makes the impression of a shrewd, tenacious

and very skillful man, rather than of a fanatic ob-

sessed by fixed ideas.

"By chance I came across, upon my return, the ver-

dict on Herr Hitler given by the race hygienist Max

von Gruber, professor in ordinary at the University

of Munich: Toor race, low forehead, mongrel type,

ugly nose, broad cheekbones, small eyes, dark hair;

facial expression ... of one insanely excited; fol-

lowed ultimately by an expression of happy self-confi-

dence/ My own observations of this afternoon are

completely in accord with those of the professor, par-

ticularly as concerns the ugly nose. (Incidentally,

would be interested to know whether Herr Hitler

read the article by Herr von Gruber, and whether

the Fiihrer's limitless vanity is capable of ever forgiv-

ing such a verdict.)"

A diary entry made in Munich two weeks later:

"Have just read through Hitler's autobiography,
Mein Kampf, for the first time. (Heretofore knew
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only certain chapters and fragments.) Tremendously

interesting. Some o the remarks on the subject of

mass psychology and propaganda almost bear the

marks of genius in their cynical frankness and strik-

ing simplicity. (I must have underestimated Herr EL,

after all, when I observed him eating his cake in the

Carlton Tearoom the other day.) His passages on

foreign affairs, on the other hand, are confused, ama-

teurish and exceedingly dangerous because of their

ruthlessly aggressive character. It is astonishing, inci-

dentally, how sloppy, unimaginative, and wholly

without creative merit is Hitler's style. It virtually

teems with the most hair-raising infractions of Ger-

man grammar. Every page indeed, almost every

sentence contains banalities, awkward similes, or

heavy-handed redundances. An acquaintance told me

today that Mein Kampf was a distinct flop when it first

appeared. The public had expected sensational 'reve-

lations/ from the Fiihrer of the Nazi Party and was

disappointed at being dished up nothing but 'opin-

ions/ and a somewhat fantastic 'program.' (Inciden-

tally, the high price of the two volumes acted as a

deterrent the first edition came to 12 marks.) The

author, however, was not discouraged; he knew that

his day would come that his book would become

famous. A. strange phenomenon, this self-confidence

founded on nothing tangible at that time. (Perhaps

this ability to wait, this infinite patience, is among
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the gifts to which Herr Hitler above all owes his suc-

cess.) At any rate, I, on my part, do not regret having

spent so much time and some patience on reading

Mem Kampf. Thanks to my intensive perusal of this

book have received a fascinating insight into the

psychology of a man who may yet play a certain role

in the history of Europe. (On the other hand, he may

not.)"

A diary entry made in Munich a week later:

"Attended a Nazi meeting on the Theresien Com-

mon. Greatly disappointed. I must admit that Herr

Hitler's successes as an orator are beyond me. (I hate

to admit this, for I thought that I was reasonably

familiar with the character of the Germans. In this

particular case, however, I face a complete mystery.)

The Germans are supposed to be musical; neverthe-

less millions of them seem to have fallen for the ugly

bark of Herr Hitler's voice. The Germans are intelli-

gent; nevertheless they seem to allow themselves to

become convinced and excited by the untruthful and

superficial arguments of Herr Hitler.

"During all the years of my stay in this country I

have come to respect the marked love of its inhabi-

tants for decency, order, and cleanliness. Yet can the

Nazis be said to distinguish themselves by decency
and moral integrity? As a neutral observer I am forced

to the conclusion that a few of these National Socialist

leaders may indeed be passionate patriots; but almost
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all o them tend toward the eccentric, the morally

suspect. Several o the gentlemen who are now cele-

brated as heroes impress me as though they were

underworld types cynical adventurers or criminal

degenerates. Of course I should have to support such

sharp characterizations with a wealth of incontrovert-

ible evidence, if I were ever to use them publicly. Yet

such evidence would not seem to be hard to find. A
few examples: interesting case of a young chap named

Horst Wessel, a notorious pimp. Murdered by one of

his 'colleagues/ in a fight over a streetwalker known

as such to the police. Recently sanctified by the Nazis

as a hero. Another case: Albert Leo Schlageter. Ac-

tive as a paid saboteur against the French during the

Ruhr occupation. Specialist in railway sabotage. Ear-

lier, in Danzig, an occasional spy in the Polish service.

An unscrupulous adventurer. Court records show

him to have stated in open court: 'I did what I did

because I had suffered severe business reverses. I said

to myself at the time: "Let business go, and look

for something else!*" An utterly cynical outlook.

Nevertheless venerated as a martyr by the extreme

nationalists. Complete lack of moral inhibitions quite

frequent in Nazi heroes. Likewise an inclination to-

ward drugs. (Herr Hermann Goring, a notorious mor-

phium addict; former inmate of Swedish sanitarium

for drug addicts. Another notorious drug addict: the

late Herr Dietrich Eckhardt a mediocre litterateur.
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celebrated by the Nazis as a great poet. Old friend of

Heir Hitler and a loyal adherent from the 'early

epoch/ Characterized the Holy Scriptures as Vile

devil's excrement to be torn to shreds/ Title of one of

his main works: Bolshevism from Moses to Lenin. A
most interesting case, amusing and instructive for a

neutral observer.) Everyone in Germany knows about

the unnatural sexual inclinations of Herr Rohm, Hit-

ler's chief of staff, and of his friends, Messrs. Edmund

Heines, Karl Ernst and Count Helldor, Patriotic

parents are nevertheless proud to see their sons in

S.A. uniforms uniforms of the very organization

whose supreme leader is Herr Rohm. A most inter-

esting phenomenon, seemingly out of character with

the German sense for order and civil decency. This

material on the moral degeneracy of the Nazi leaders

will bear elaboration. All that I have noted down here

has come to me through Nazis or Nazi sympathizers.

The homosexual tradition is particularly strong in

the Hitler Youth. There are rumors in this connection

about the leader of the Hitler Youth, Baldur von

Schirach. There is much gossip even about the love

life of Herr Hitler himself. (I note this merely for the

sake of completeness. All the rumors about his private

life remain strangely obscure and vague.)

"Of far greater significance than these unappetiz-

ing private affairs is the undeniable fact that Hitler's

political past holds no cause whatever for special ad-
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miration. The qualities the Nazis praise above all

others in their Fiihrer are his courage and his incor-

ruptibility. I have in vain sought after proof of these

two virtues in his rambling biography. As to his In-

corruptibility/ Hitler seems to have a strangely gen-

erous concept of this fine quality. Even before he ac-

cepted the fat subsidies from heavy industry in the

Rhinelandsubsidies which a sincere Socialist might
have hesitated to pocket he took funds from wher-

ever they came- According to the Manchester Guar-

dian, the leader of the Nazi Party as early as 1923

accepted more than mere moral support from 'two

American millionaires who sympathized with his

anti-Semitism.' At the same time he is supposed to

have received Italian money. A member of the British

House of Commons even states that he received sub-

sidies from France by a circuitous route. Paris at that

time counted on Bavarian separatism the animosity

of Munich against Berlin as a political factor.

"Alois Schicklgruber, alias Adolf Hitler, the little

political adventurer from Braunau in Austria, had

just begun to come up in society, living in grand

style and establishing contact with persons of influ-

ence, among whom were General von Ludendorff,

who was dreaming of awar of revenge on France. The

Nazi leader, on the other hand, collaborated with the

reactionary Bavarian Government, whose chief, Heir

von Kahr, invested with the title of Commissioner
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General, then had almost dictatorial powers. Hitler,

the 'revolutionary/ vowed to Heir von Kahr: Tour

Excellency, I shall stand behind you as faithfully as

a dog!'

"As for Hitler's word of honor, this too was soon to

come to the test. On November 8, 19553, just five years

after Kurt Eisner had proclaimed the Revolution in

Munich, Heir von Kahr arranged a meeting in the

Burgerbrdukeller in Munich. A great deal of beer

was consumed, and a great many solemn and militant

words against 'Marxism' were uttered, until Herr

Hitler, accompanied by his friend Goring and a few

other comrades, interrupted the pleasant gathering.

Goring advised those present to offer no resistance

since a machine gun had been placed in the gallery.

His advice made a marked impression upon Herr von

Kahr and his table round.
*

'Hitler next proclaimed that this was a Putsch and

that he planned a new Government of the Reich with

himself as chief. Germany was to be revolutionized

from Bavaria along Nationalist lines. General von

, Ludendorff and God were with him. There were four

bullets in his revolver: 'Three for my closest associ-

ates, in case they should betray me!' he cried out

menacingly, 'and the last one for myself, if things

should go wrong!* He repeatedly and explicitly swore

that he had no intention to survive a defeat. It is all

supposed to have been a fine dramatic scene. The
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Fiihrer pointed his revolver at his own temple to show

how dead serious he was. Then he ordered a large

glass o beer.

"Herr von Kahr and his friends pretended for the

time being that they accepted everything. Probably

they had no other choice in the face of the machine

gun planted in the gallery. The next morning, how-

ever, the Kahr Government was far less inclined to

accept the fact of the Hitler-Ludendorff Putsch. Ac-

cording to eye-witnesses, Hitler had an attack of

nerves and stormed through the room shouting at the

top of his voice: 'Kahr is a traitor!* 'We will march/

he added, 'even though I be fated to die under the

guns of the enemy!'

"He did march, and the result was a shooting fray

between the Nazis and the Bavarian State Police. On
the Odeonsplatz, facing the Feldherrnhalle in Mu-

nich, fourteen young men fell 'under the guns of the

enemy'; but their Fiihrer, who had goaded them into

this hopeless encounter, was not among them. Hitler

threw himself to the ground as soon as the first shots

were fired. This story has been told by those who were

present, and has been confirmed a hundred times.

Nor did Hitler again raise his revolver to his own

forehead, as he had done in the beer cellar, to impress

Herr von Kahr. After tasting defeat he conveniently

forgot that he had intended to 'conquer or to die/ He

preferred the comforts of incarceration in a fortress to
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death as a hero; and he put his incarceration to good

literary account.

''Hitler's admirers seem to have completely forgot-

ten the miserable fiasco o the Munich Putsch. This

was the only deed of daring, the only real adventure

in Hitler's career. During its course he broke his word

of honor several times, and proved his cowardice

rather than his courage. The legend that has since

clustered about the Fiihrer conveniently ignores and

falsifies these facts. (The German tendency to idealize

great men or men regarded by many as great by

means of legends would form an interesting topic for

a treatise in social psychology.)"

A diary entry made two days later.

"Rereading my notes written the day before yes-

terday, I ask myself whether my opinion of the

National Socialists is not, after all, prejudiced and

clouded by personal antipathies. I am wondering
whether the Weltanschauung and political aims of

National Socialism may not, after all, have deep intel-

lectual roots even in the better sections of German

youth. Herr Hitler very cleverly caters to the 'radical

conservatism' of young German intellectuals. 'Radi-

cal conservatism' may seem like a paradox but aptly

describes the intellectual and political attitudes and

poses today frequently struck by certain types of

young people, whose anti-capitalist yearnings these

are essentially revolutionary are bound up with a
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strong feeling of patriotism. These young people

sharply repudiate the international element in Marx-

ism. Hitler captures them and casts his spell over

them by appealing with demagogic skill to both their

anti-capitalist and their patriotic sentiment. If the

Tiihrer' ever had the true inspiration of genius in his

life, it must have been when he inscribed the term

'National Socialism' on the banner of his party. It is

this very concatenation of concepts which fascinates

youth. Nevertheless, it is astonishing that reasonably

intelligent and educated young people can take Hit-

ler's so-called 'Socialism' seriously. It is not merely

the fact that this 'National Socialist* party allows it-

self to be financed and protected by the gentlemen

of heavy industry it is not merely this fact which

comprises and refutes the movement's revolutionary

pose; even in principle and in theory the alleged

'Socialism' of these people is a highly dubious matter.

I recently spent considerable time over the economic

doctrines of a certain gentleman named Gottfried

Feder who, I am assured, is one of Hitler's most influ-

ential advisers. Was completely taken aback by the

amateurish confusion of his thought processes. Every-

thing remains vague; even the simplest question:

whether he is at bottom for or against capitalism;

remains unanswered. Herr Feder's equipment is lim-

ited to journalistic and demagogic slogans of the most

superficial kind. Despite strenuous efforts I have been
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unable to fathom what his battle cry of 'breaking the

bondage of interest/ sounded with maniacal repeti-

tion, actually means to convey.

"Yet it seems to be an effective battle cry. Youth, in

particular, seems to be impressed by it. It regards this

'breaking of the bondage of interest/ which actually

has no meaning whatever, as a particularly 'German'

form of Socialism. As though there could ever be a

'German' or otherwise nationally conditioned form

of Socialism! Socialism, the socialization of the means

of production, is a precise economic program that has

nothing to do with national characteristics. (Inciden-

tally, as a neutral, I am not concerned with the ques-

tion whether this is a correct or a false program, a

tendency worthy of condemnation or of affirmation.)

It is the very coldness of Marxist dogma that has such

an unsatisfactory and even repellent effect on large

sections of youth an effect, I, on my part, find quite

understandable. To me, the only surprising thing

seems to be that young men whose moral and intellec-

tual requirements materialist philosophy fails to

meet, are satisfied with the confused substitute of

National Socialism. All sensibilities toward religion

and metaphysics must necessarily be offended by the

heathen 'myth of the blood/ the blasphemous cult

involving the vague concepts of 'race' and 'nation/

There is, finally, the question, whether this move-

ment which wrongly calls itself 'Socialist' is not also
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simply lying when it characterizes itself as 'National/

Suppose Heir Hitler comes to power a thing I still

do not regard as probable would this redound to the

advantage of the German people? Is his will at all

directed toward the happiness and greatness of the

nation? Is it not rather his own power, and that alone,

to which he aspires? Is his obsession the fanaticism of

a patriot or the maniacal ambition of a lonely egotist?

Does he love Germany? Is this man at all capable of

a true love? These are troublesome questions in the

heart of a neutral who wishes the German people

well."

Notes made two weeks later in Paris.

"Breakfast with Monsieur Y. a rather influential

journalist of the left.

"It is always interesting to see again and again how

bad is the conscience of France and England with

regard to theTreaty of Versailles. Monsieur Y.openly

told me: 'The Treaty of Versailles is either too severe

or not severe enough. It is neither an annihilating

dictate of power, nor a reconciliation with a neighbor

who is no longer to be regarded as an enemy. The

Treaty of Versailles is a compromise between hu-

manitarian and imperialist tendencies, between the

desires of Wilson and the spirit of Poincare. Ger-

many ought to have been shattered, made completely

powerless, cut up into little pieces, finished for good;

or the young German Republic should have been
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supported and strengthened economically and,

above all, morally. We Frenchmen could have lived

at peace with a Germany either completely bereft of

power or truly reconciled with us. Instead, the Ger-

mans have been made so miserable, that there can

never be any thought of true reconciliation. At the

same time the Reich has been permitted to regain its

strength to such an extent that it no longer merely

dreams of revenge and new conquests, but is actually

preparing for them. France will have no rest unless

Germany remains utterly weak or thoroughly recon-

ciled. I view the future with gloom/ my French

friend said in conclusion. 'Aggressive Nationalism in

Germany is on the rise. Herr Hitler, described as very

dangerous, may indeed be the coming man. I see dark

clouds on the horizon/ My clever, civilized friend

looked into the sky above our heads with a troubled

and almost horrified expressionthis charming Paris

sky, its gray mists tinged with a touch of pearl, but

still almost cloudless.

"Found myself compelled to give considerable

thought to these sincere and troubled words of Mon-
sieur Y. They contain truth; but do they express the

whole truth?

"No doubt about it: the severity of the Treaty of

Versailles furnished German Nationalist agitation

with a motive and with strong arguments. Such an

event as the occupation of the Ruhr district by French
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troops in 1923 did more for the revenge-demagogues

and anti-Republicans in the Reich than the most bril-

liant propaganda coup of Dr. Goebbels. Again and

again the furious patriots screamed at the German

people: 'They lied to us. They promised universal dis-

armament in Europe; but our neighbors remained

armed to the teeth, while we we alone were help-

lessly exposed to every attack! This is intolerable! It

is humiliating! Such a state of affairs must not be per-

mitted to last! Our national honor demands that we

build up a great, strong army again as soon as pos-

sible!'

"In 1918 we made peace, trusting the offer of

President Wilson, the so-called Fourteen Points. We
were guaranteed a peace in which there would be

neither victors nor vanquished. But when we put

down our arms, we were treated in Versailles not

merely as the vanquished but as common criminals.

Our good faith was cruelly disappointed!'

"As a neutral I find it necessary to remark that the

German patriots were not exactly sticklers for truth.

Orto put it in somewhat less diplomatic language

the German Nationalists lied. For . . .

"i. When President Wilson of the United States

formulated the famous Fourteen Points in January,

1918, his offer was flatly rejected by the German Gov-

ernment. At that time the Imperial generals were still

of the belief that Germany would win the War. The
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Reich still had fantastic plans of conquest. Herr von

Ludendorff lacked all understanding for the spirit of

the Fourteen Points. This was soon to become clear.

"2. In November, 1917, the young Soviet Union

had pleaded for the immediate institution of negotia-

tions for a 'just democratic peace/ When negotiations

with Russia began in February, 1918, Wilson's Four-

teen Points had already been communicated to, and

refused by, the Government of the Kaiser and Luden-

dorff. Then, if ever, the Reich had the opportunity to

act in 'the spirit of Wilson/ as the first of the victori-

ous countries. (Point 6 of the Fourteen Points had

express reference to Russia, demanding recognition

of the new, revolution-born State and its borders

with the exception of Poland.) Yet the peace dictated

to the Russians by Germany in Brest-Litovsk was in

many respects crueller than the Treaty of Versailles

and the Tan-Germans/ precursors of the Nazis,

wished to have it even more severe.

"3. When the Germans themselves finally laid

down their arms in 1918, they did so by no means be-

cause of their 'trust' in Mr. Wilson's Fourteen Points

or in any other promises. Rather they did so simply

because they were at the end of their strength. In a

dispatch which has since become famous, Herr von

Ludendorff expressly declared that the front could

no longer be held. The starved population of the

country, moreover, was unable to stand a fifth winter
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of war. The Reich had to sue for peace. The German

nation ended the war because it lost the war. This is

the simple truth. Can the German nation be simple-

minded enough to give credence to the precise oppo-

site of the simple, evident truth?

"4. There can hardly be any question that Ger-

many would have imposed a far worse peace than that

of Versailles upon the Allies, had she been in a posi-

tion to do so. My French friend is not far from the

truth when he characterizes the Versailles Treaty as

a compromise between humanitarian and imperialist

tendencies. In this he admits that its conception and

execution did include 'humanitarian/ that is to say,

truly conciliatory factors. As for the Fourteen Points

which play so disproportionately large a role in Ger-

man propaganda, it must be stated that they repre-

sented general principles rather than definite condi-

tions. These principles, above all the central prin-

ciple of the 'right of self-determination/ played a

decisive part in the framing of the Treaty. In my
opinion as a neutral observer, it is even a question

whether they were violated at all in any essential

point. The national independence of Czecho-Slovakia

was a historical necessity and will, I hope, never again

be a problem. The independence of Poland, which

had last been divided in 1795, had been established

by Germany herself in the peace of Brest-Litovsk

though the Reich had then merely planned to make
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the Polish State a German protectorate under the

dominion of a German monarch. In partially Ger-

man regions which later became Polish, Danish and

Belgian (Upper Silesia, Holstein, Eupen-Malmedy)

there were free plebiscites. Certainly there were un-

necessary hardships and mistakes made in many spe-

cific instances. In respect to other details, however,

the Treaty of Versailles to me seems astonishing pre-

cisely because of its generosity. (For example, I have

always marveled that the Island of Heligoland was

not taken from the Germans by the Allies in 1919.

This island, which did not come under the sover-

eignty of the Reich until 1890 as the result of a barter

deal between the Kaiser and England, played a great

part in naval strategy during the War. In Versailles

its demilitarization but not its evacuation were de-

manded of the Germans. Should there ever again be

war between England and Germany, the British are

likely to rue their erstwhile magnanimity bitterly.)

"All in all I reach the following conclusion after

mature consideration: the German Nationalists are

not honest when they characterize the Treaty of Ver-

sailles as the sole source of their complaints and the

root of all evil in Europe. They continue to rant about

the 'shameful dictate of Versailles/ when the truth is

that they are unable to become reconciled to the fact

of their own defeat. Their pain and fury are actually

directed not against the Treaty but against the lost
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war. Even were the Treaty of Versailles milder or

harsher, the German Nationalists would in any case

desire revenge and that hegemony over Europe
which they hold to be the sacred right of the German

people."

A notation made in Berlin, September 13, 1930.

"Overwhelming success of the National Socialists

at the polls. A very interesting but also disquieting

period. I no longer understand the Germans/
1

A note made in Munich, September 15, 1930.

"Flew to Munich yesterday to interview Heir

Hitler for my paper in Sweden. Have just returned

from the Brown House, where Herr Hitler received

a few journalists, including myself, in his large study.

Will have to take great care not to let the abominable

impression Herr H. made upon me in the flesh creep

too clearly into my report. For my story is expected to

be entirely neutral and lacking in hatred. It would

be very dangerous and wrong, moreover, to antago-

nize Herr Hitler at this early date. He is still a rather

young man who may yet develop and accomplish big

things, provided the power upon which he seems to

count with such assurance will really fall within his

grasp.

"In view of his absolute and fanatical self-confi-

dence, it seems surprising to me that he leaves such an

impression of constant irritation and fury. He spoke

to us for fully half an hour without the slightest inter-
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ruption and for the most part in a loud and strangely

menacing voice. This at a time when he had just won

a considerable victory and thus had a good deal of

reason for a more relaxed attitude. Yet his conduct

impresses one as though the room were packed with

his mortal enemies instead of the group of curious,

neutral, and even sympathetic journalists that filled

the room. He shouted at us: 'The German people

need room!'as though we personally had been guilty

of absconding with space. He looked around wildly,

banged his fist on the table a habit extremely dis-

tasteful to me and generally conducted himself in a

rude manner. Whenever someone wished to interrupt

his constant flow of words with a modest and polite

question, he made an angry gesture with his hand and

continued without a pause.

"I am greatly disappointed in Herr Hitler. I was

not exactly enchanted by him when I observed him

In the Carlton Tearoom, nor did I like him on the

occasion of his appearances at large meetings. Never-

theless I had expected something more from a per-

sonal encounter. To my intense dismay I found that

the meeting with him was excessively tedious some-

what like an unusually disagreeable school lesson, or

perhaps more like a session with a dentist, since there

was considerable discomfort.

"His discussion of politics was limited to general

and non-committal phrases 'equal rights for the Ger-
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man people' *the failure of the democracies' 'the

future of the German race' 'the future of National

Socialist thought/ He made a bitter remark about the

Jews upon whom, in the end, fell the sole responsi-

bility for all the misery of the German people. But he

quickly changed the subject, as though remembering

that it was inadvisable to discuss the anti-Semitic part

of his party program before foreign visitors. (There

were, incidentally, among the journalists waiting on

Herr Hitler two gentlemen of Jewish extraction a

fact which Herr Hitler seemed to overlook. It is re-

markable how frequently anti-Semites fail to recog-

nize when they are dealing with Jews, and when not.)

"It seems even more improbable to me than it did

before my visit to the Brown House that Herr Hitler

can be a great man. (Perhaps I am wrong. Time will

tell.) The impression he made upon me was inhuman

rather than superhuman. Herr Hitler has decidedly

monstrous features.

"When I was about to light a cigarette, one of the

adjutants who was present whispered to me: 'The

Fiihrer does not like anyone to smoke in his study/

This too put me out of sorts/'

Our neutral let his pen drop and put his face in his

hands. He suddenly felt very tired; but at the same

time he knew that he would be unable to sleep. There
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were too many thoughts in his head; they made it

whirl and ache.

He thought of the young men who had been sing-

ing in the street: "When Jewish blood spurts from

the knife, things will be twice as good/' And for the

tenth or the hundredth time he asked himself: How
is it possible? How could things come to such a pass?

What is the explanation?

I know, he thought in his exhaustion, yes, I know

all the reasons that can be given. The weakness of the

Weimar Republic but that does not explain every-

thing. (And why was the Republic so weak?) The mis-

takes of the Treaty of Versailles but they do not

explain much. The errors of British policy I know,

I know "balance of power"; they did not want to see

France grow too powerful, nor Germany too weak.

The interests of the international armaments indus-

tryI know, I know but that does not explain every-

thing. Herr von Hindenburg's senility does not ex-

plain everything, Herr von Papen's talent for in-

trigue, Herr Hitler's fascinating hysteria (whose

charms are so entirely lost upon me) they do not ex-

plain everything. There is always a mysterious re-

maindersomething incomprehensibly gruesome.

He thought of certain young Germans whom he

had known well, with whom he had even been friends.

A few of them might even have been what is called

"100 per cent National Socialist/' They worshiped
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their "Fiihrer." They were sure he would make Ger-

many great, would lead humanity toward glorious

times. Now these foolish young idealists marched the

streets singing their pretty verses about "Jewish
blood." "How do these boys imagine the future?" our

neutral brooded. "Do they really think Europe will

succumb to National Socialist Germany without re-

sistance? Or do they believe that the entire Continent

can become Fascist, and that the imperialist States,

armed to the teeth, can then live in peace side by side?

Do they believe in the coming of a Fascist Inter-

national whose heart and center will be in Germany?
What abstruse, paradoxical and utterly foolish pipe-

dreams!

"I have evil forebodings. Terror is in preparation.

Catastrophe is on the march. Alas, in the face of such

dramatic circumstances it is difficult to remain neu-

tral. Will it be at all possible to do nothing more than

observe the events to come? Will one not have to

make one's own decision? Will one not have to take

sides? Alas, I should so much like to remain neutral!

It is so pleasant and amusing and restful to be a neu-

tral! I shall go to Sweden or Finland with my beloved

fiancee somewhere into the woods. I shall continue

to observe the tragedy of mankind, but at a certain

distance. I shall not return to Germany. Berlin is no

longer a suitable residence for a neutral. I should not

like to reach the point of having to hate the Germans.
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The emotion of hatred Is unworthy of a neutral nor

are the Germans deserving of hatred. If anything, one

should pity them. Boasting and philosophizing, their

Weltanschauung on their lips and a bayonet in their

hands, they are heading straight for disaster. It is ex-

ceedingly painful for a neutral to witness this

spectacle."

And again the neutral posed himself the old,

anxious, tormenting and Impatient question: What is

the matter with the Germans?

He recalled a conversation he had had with a clever

French litterateur, whom he had recently met in a

Riviera resort. "In 1913," this man of letters had told

him, "I was about to write a book on the German

character. I wished to develop the theory that this

character is composed of two extremes: a soul and an

automaton, with a great gulf in between which the

Germans have never succeeded in bridging. It is in

this place, vacant in the Germans, that other nations

harbor simple feelings of humanity. My book was to

be entitled From Parsifal to Goose-Step. An amusing

title, don't you agree? Well, I could not finish it," my
friend said in conclusion. "I was drafted and had to

shoot these meditative Germans, instead of meditat-

ing over them myself."

"He, too, wanted to be neutral," our exhausted

friend thought. "And in the end he had to shoot. God

forbid that I should ever be forced to- shoot. God pre-
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serve the Germans from having their benevolent

neutrals ever turn into their enemies."

He opened the window and inhaled a deep breath

of fresh air. The street had at last fallen quiet. The

singing, shouting mobs, drunk with joy and beer and

stupidity, had all gone to sleep. In their beds, the

students and workers and young girls and old women

dreamed of the glorious times to come. Were their

slumbers disturbed by sinister premonitions? Did

nightmares invade their dreams? Did they not see

signs and omens in the skies?

Our neutral, looking down upon the streets of Ber-

lin, quiet with night, was plagued with such visions.

Where fine houses now stood, he saw only ruins, and

the luminous sky arching over the city seemed red

with blood. He closed his eyes in terror at such hal-

lucinations. "Who am I?" he thought with a shudder.

"Am I a prophet of doom? Am I Cassandra who pre-

dicted the fall of Troy and whose warnings remained

unheeded? I am only a neutral! May fate deal merci-

fully with this city and this nation! I shall leave, I

cannot bear to stay here any more. I have had a good

time herean interesting time. When shall I return?

When shall I again be able to breathe here? Good-by

to Berlin!"

He closed the window. The sky was gray with dawn.
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Are the Germans Happy

In the Third Reich?

IMMMMMMMt

IT is impossible to acquit the German people of all

guilt. The terrible and undeniable fact that will go

down in history to the shame of our nation is that

Germany has tolerated the Hitler dictatorship. What
is even worse and almost incomprehensible, there was

no opposition to Hitler even in the year 1933.

General Franco needed two-and-a-half years and

the help of two great Fascist powers to conquer Spain
186
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like an enemy country. The heroic resistance put up

by the Spaniards against their oppressors is among the

few truly great and encouraging events of the century.

The seemingly complete lack of resistance with which

Germans workers, soldiers, intellectuals accepted

the establishment of a dictatorship remains one of the

most inexplicable and ghastly spectacles of our time.

The paralysis that seized the opposition forces was

gone in a few weeks; but by that time the tyrants were

firmly in the saddle and open resistance was no longer

possible. One cannot resist the thought that had the

entirety of, let us say, the German bar or German

medicine which was not National Socialist protested

the defamation of its Jewish colleagues, this would

have been a most embarrassing blow to the regime.

Nothing of the sort happened. Physicians and at-

torneys, butchers and bakers, philosophers and gen-

erals, poets and public officials they were all silent.

They all permitted themselves to be "coordinated."

The old parties offered no resistance to their dissolu-

tion. Not a single shot was fired, not a single word of

protest was heard. The quiet of a graveyard lay over

the German Reich.

There is such a thing as collective guilt, collective

failure. I|i all truth and justice we must reluctantly

and sorrowfully admit that the German people collec-

tively must accept their burden of guilt. No nation is

perfect, nor is the German nation abysmally wicked.
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Yet as a whole or at least in the majority it con-

ducted itself with such unexampled spinelessness in

the years from 1932 to 1939 that it becomes absurd

and hypocritical to insist over and over again: Hitler

is vile, but the German people are fine! Things are by

no means so simple.

Nor is it any more permissible and helpful to jump
to the simple conclusion that the Germans are happy
and contented under the Third Reich; that they are,

body and soul, passionate Nazis from deepest convic-

tion. Our reply to any such assertion is No! The con-

clusion is erroneous because it is argued from false

premises. True, if the Germans were indeed happy
and contented under the Third Reich, this would

prove that they were barbarians by nature, Nazis by

instinct, and altogether worthless; but the majority

of them are not happy and contented under the Third

Reich. The majority are not in agreement with

Hitler's disastrous policies at home and abroad. The

majority is against the imperialist war, inherent in

Hitlerism, which has already burst into flame as these

lines are written.

In all truth and justice we maintain that the over-

whelming majority of the German people are bitterly

disillusioned with Hitler. This majority urgently

desire to be rid of him. Only a very few count them-

selves happy under the Third Reich. A vast number

suffer. In sorrow they are atoning for their heavy
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burden of guilt the great guilt of folly and cowardice.

Unless we are completely deceived, we are entitled to

hope that our people that people which at first

greeted its own abasement with witless cheers has, in

suffering and disillusion, slowly grown wiser as well

as bolder.

We are not here primarily concerned with the

"underground movement/' the daring deeds of a tiny

minority within the German nation. Working with

indomitable courage, haunted by the spies of the

Gestapo, in imminent danger of all the torments of

hell, the object of love and admiration by allwho hold

liberty in Germany, in all the world to be more

than merely a doomed relic of the dead past, the

underground movement with all its devotion, bril-

liance and resourcefulness would not be worth its salt

were it not for that other factor, daily growing in sig-

nificancethe dissatisfaction of the German people

with the Nazi regime. To fan the flames of this dis-

content, to translate the passive sufferings of the Ger-

man people into active resistance that is the real task

of the underground movement. If the people as a

whole were even passably contented with their lot, no

movement in the world could ever represent a serious

threat to Hitler.

The heroes of the underground movement are at

work the shock troops and advance guards of liberty.
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Bigwords are not their weapons, nor romantic slogans

their battlecry. Carefully they record their observa-

tions, gather their statistics, compare their notes;

calmly they arrive at objective judgments. How much
more must we, their allies on the outside, guard

against losing ourselves in wishful dreams!

What is the truth about the German opposition?

Who belongs to it? What is its present state passive

suffering, or active resistance? What has beign its base

for more than six years? Why is it deepening and

seething every day?

In the maze of narrow streets behind St. Stephen's

Cathedral in Vienna the people stood in long rows. It

was a cold and rainy day in March. At seven o'clock in

the morning the fog was so dense that no one in the

waiting lines could see the person behind or before

him. The line filled the entire street, snaked around a

corner, another, to lose itself only in the open space

of a square. Women and children predominated, but

there were old men too, standing silently and stolidly

for many hours, old newspapers or paper bags in their

hands.

"I wonder how many they'll hand out," asked a

woman with a large market basket over her arm.

"Three or six, what do you think?"

"It won't be six; it's more likely to be two," said

her neighbor. "They won't fill your basket, at any
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rate; and if the police come, there won't be anything
at all, we can be sure of that."

Behind them an old man laughed. "Did you read

the reason they gave for this new restriction?" he

snickered. "That's rich! In view of the fact that there

is a sufficiency of food for all, and in view of the fact

that unnecessary lines in front of shops may create

the impression at home and abroad that there is a

shortage, the forming of lines in front of groceries is

hereby officially prohibited. Violations will be

punished.' Rich, isn't it?"

The women nodded their heads. "As though we
stood in line out here in the cold for fun!*' one of them
said. Another began to cough and had trouble stop-

ping.

"Pipe down/' said the old man. "Youll bring out

the police with all that barking!*'

At nine o'clock the grocery opened. Soon the first

women returned with their purchases. Each of them
had been able to get three eggs. It was little enough,
but the waiting line became restless. "There won't be

any left when it's our turn," said a few of those who
had come as "late" as seven o'clock and thus stood far

back in the line.

Suddenly there came the whine of a siren and a row
of police trucks lumbered to a halt. "Merciful

Heaven," the crowd murmured. "Mother of God,,

now they'll get us." The trucks were studded with
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dully shining carbine barrels. Black-coated S.S.-men,

the death's-head adorning their caps, were over the

sides and into the scattering crowd.

"No one leaves his place!" the leader shouted.

"Who has eggs? Back into the shop! Get a move on!"

Two women and a small boy who had attempted to

carry off their treasures were driven back into the

grocery. They had waited four hours in the cold.

"Shake a leg!'' shouted the S.S.-men. Their Prussian

drill-ground accents fell harshly upon the baroque

gables of Old Vienna.

"What's going to happen?" the woman who had

coughed asked her friend. "They can't lock us all up.

There're too many of us and the camps are alreadv

crowded/*

"They'll think of something/' said the friend.

"They're never hard up when it comes to riding the

people."

A new scheme had meanwhile been thought up by
the smartly uniformed young soldiers of the Army of

Occupation.

"Into the trucks!" they ordered. Weeping with

fear, the women and children scrambled up, while the

old men sought to follow them. Those who had diffi-

culty in hoisting themselves up were "tickled" with

the bayonet to spur them on.

Through the streets, into the suburbs, past the last

houses, out beyond the city limits went the column of
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trucks. Many of the women prayed. "Jesus, Mary and

Joseph! They won't kill us, will they?" moaned the

woman who was still coughing.

"You never can tell," said the old man. "We have

sinned against the folk community. First of all we

wanted eggs when there weren't enough; and sec-

ondly we created the impression that there weren't

enough eggs. They've killed people formuch less than

that!"

A small boy began to cry loudly and heartbreak-

ingly. It was the same boy who had already been about

to carry off his three eggs. "I've got to go home," he

sobbed. "My mother's waiting. It's my father's birth-

day. She wanted to bake a cake. Now she'll probably

think I'm dead. Don't shoot!" he cried, as one of the

uniformed men leveled a gun against him. "Don't

shoot- it's my father's birthday!"

The man took careful aim. "Sissies must die in

Great Germany/' he saidwith a mechanical inflection:

"The Fiihrer needs soldiers, not cowards/' But the

boy no longer heard him. Without a sound he had

slipped to the floor, where his pale little face lay in a

pool of muddy water that dripped down from the

prisoners' coats.

"Coward!" the S.S.-man repeated, prodding the

unconscious boy with his gun. None of the women

dared to lift him up; the one who had been coughing
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took off her cape and spread it over the unconscious

child.

The ride continued for the better part of an hour,

though it seemed like eternity to the prisoners. Now
the road went steeply uphill and many of them recog-

nized the way. It led up to the Sophien-Alp, where it

came to an end and the heavy trucks crunched to a

stop.

'Tile out! Hurry up! Faster! Line up come on

there, put some snap into it! All in a line, over there

by the house! That's right downyour alley, isn't it, you
bunch of traitors? Isn't that what you like form a

nice long prohibited line in front of a grocery store?

Well, dowe have to wait all day? No, no, not that way!

Out into the country, along that wall! Keep close to

the wall!"

Half-crazed with fear, the prisoners huddled to-

gether. "Against the wall!" was all they could think.

"They're going to line us up against the wall!" They
all knew what it meant.

A new command rang out. "Hand over all money
and valuables!" Small change, cheap watches, wed-

ding rings disappeared into the pockets of the tor-

mentors. Even the pockets of the boy who had fainted

were carefully gone through for treasure. "Sixty-three

Pjennige" the S.S.-man who had been detailed to this

task announced. "Sixty-three Pfennige for the

Fiihrer's Winter Help!"
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And now the well-fed S.S.-men faced their victims

with uproarious laughter.
"
Attention!" they shouted. "Well, you white-

livered traitors, what would you like to do next?

What's your heart's desire? Sure, well grant you your
final request. That's the way it's usually done, isn't

it? Well, out with it! What do you want? Oh, so you
want to go home! Fine, go on go on home, and see

how merciful is your Fiihrer! He lets you off scot-free,

you scum! Go on, start walking, run home and spread

the word of his leniency! Attention! Forward march!
"

The prisoners were off on the run. Over stones and

through puddles they stumbled as though the furies

were at their heels. They were still running like mad-

men long after they had left their tormentors behind

and out of sight. They were twenty miles away from

Vienna a good seven hours' walk. At home husbands,

children, parents trembled in fear, and there was no

way of getting in touch with them. There was no

money for food. They trudged silently along the

muddy roads, until someone finally struck up a song

a song they all knew. The people of Vienna liked

music; it cheered them when they were in trouble.

"You can thinkwhat you may!
"
came the clear voice

of a woman through the mist. "That's what I say

you can think what you may!" Even the children

chimed in, and the old men* It was like a prayer of

defiance.



Up on the Sophien-Alp, face down in a puddle in

the S.S.-truck, the unconscious little boy still lay.

After their heroic victory the S.S.-men had gone into

the inn where they were drinking noisily. Treading

softly and looking around him cautiously, one of them

now appeared in the door. In his hand he held a

steaming cup. He approached the truck. On his hand-

some tanned face fear, anger and revulsion struggled

with a feeling of tenderness.

"Swine!" he muttered between his teeth. "Cow-

ardly swine!" And he began to feed the hot coffee to

the unconscious boy, while heavy drops of rain

dripped into the cup. The boy stirred. He opened his

eyes and fear contorted his features as he beheld his

savior. "Quiet!" the soldier whispered. "Quiet, stout

feller. Here are three marks. Run down to the station.

Youll be home in an hour. Give my regards to your

father and tell him I hope hell have a happy birth-

day. If you need eggs, come to see me here's my
address. But don't tell anybody! You're a man of

honor, aren't you?"

The little boy nodded in confusion. Inside the inn

the noise had died down as the troop prepared to

leave. Hurriedly the S.S.-man crept back into the

house. "Good luck!" he said, "and don't catch cold!"

But the little boy, quick as a rabbit, had already dis-

appeared around a corner.

Will you believe us that these 120 men, women and



children who that cold March day experienced the

Fiihrer's mercy on the Sophien-Alp near Vienna that

they became bitter enemies of the Nazi regime? That

they set out to do all they could to put an end to

tyranny and open injustice? But what could they do?

Not very much. Tiny little pinpricks in the enemy's

side, unprovable but poisonous. Some day the enemy
must die of them, for they reach him by the million.

Our friends these 120 singing people nearing

their Vienna in the darkness soon found out. They
were not alone in their hatred. There were allies

whichever way they turned. Ravished and destroyed

Czechoslovakia was it not one great camp of allies?

and yonder in the Old Reich, where terror, hunger,

lies and brute force had been raging for more than

six years did not there too the allies shoot up like

mushrooms? Was not the young S.S.-man whom the

little boy described as an archangel was not he too

an ally? And the woman in the grocery behind St.

Stephen's Cathedral was she not an ally also? s

In her empty grocery hunched over a newspaper,

sat the woman who had sold the eggs. "WHOSE
STORES ARE TO BE CLOSED?" she read.

"
According to a new decree affecting retail trade,

poorly managed retail stores may be closed. The pur-

pose of the decree is the purging of trade of super-

fluous outlets which merely retard the distribution of

merchandise from producer to consumer, as well as
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the creation of a labor reserve for emergency needs

outside the field of retail trade. The avowed purpose

of the decree is to weed out poorly organized retail

establishments/*

The woman shook her head as she read. To her

the story was no news. This "thinning-out process/'

as the Nazi technical term went, had been under way
for weeks and months. "Poorly managed stores"

that was another way of saying: stores that did not

pay. Yet how could any store pay when it was t>eing

systematically ruined by the decrees of the Reich

Chamber of the Food Industry? And how could this

fine plan of "weeding out poorly-organized retail

establishments" be reconciled with Article 16 of the

National Socialist Party Program: "The creation of

a sound middle class. Immediate socialization of the

big department stores, to be divided up at low rentals

among small store-keepers, against deliveries to the

Federal, State and local Governments'?

Alas, this too was no news to the woman that Nazi

promises were not kept. She had long since given up

hope of help from the Nazi State^ But this annihila-

tion by the State? The door opened and the little

chimes, which played "Be ever true and loyal" when-

ever a customer entered, went into action. But it was

only the woman's husband. In his hand he held a

letter which could be recognized from afar as "offi-
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cial." "Here/' he said. "We've got to close up." The

woman hardly looked up from her newspaper.

"Well/' the husband continued, "we are not alone

in our misery. Over in the Old Reich things are no

better. Forty per cent of all food-stores in Mannheim,

for example, have had to close. In Hamburg 600 milk

stores have shut up shop. In Munich 1,500 groceries

have been 'weeded out/ Here, read it, if it'll make

you feel any better/'

Still shaking her head, the woman read: "During
recent years the mark-up on the most important prod-

ucts of mass consumption in the retail food trade has

been so greatly reduced that it no longer covers the

actual cost of the merchandise. The volume products

are frequently sold below cost." (Footnote in Goring's

"Four Year Plan/' Number 6, 1938.)

The woman laughed out loud. "As though we did

not know it ourselves!" she cried, crumpling the

paper in her hands. "As though we did not know that

we must sell at prices which the Reich Chamber of

the Food Industry sets us, and that we don't even get

any goods that can be sold at all. It's the big houses

that get all the raw materials, all the supplies, all the

government businessthey want it produced fast and

cheap. That leaves us little people out."

Before the Anschluss from which they had expected

a great deal of profit, the couple had managed to live

simply on its income. Now all income had dried up.
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Together with hundreds o thousands of small inde-

pendent shopkeepers and artisans they drifted toward

pauperization by the State a thing they feared worse

than death. Between April, 1936, and April, 1938, no

less than 104,000 small establishments had been put

out of business. (Reichskreditgesellschaft, January,

1939-)

What had become of the master craftsmen who had

handed down their skill from father to son for cen-

turies, who had made a beloved art of their craft?

They slaved as unskilled coolies in the arms factories,

at starvation wages, without even having the right to

select or leave their own place of work.

"Bakers, butchers, barbers, waiters and printers

have proved highly adaptable to the metal and con-

struction industry/' wrote the Braune Wirtschafts-

post on December 10, 1938. And the leader of the

Labor Front, Dr. Ley, added: "From 500,000 to

300,000 -indeed, as many as half a million workers

can be withdrawn from small business by strong

measures. These people are all superfluous in their

present work. Let them find out what real work is like

on the assembly line, in the rolling mill!"

"Labor management'' is the proud term by which

this process is known. The State no longer manages

for the peopleit manages the people as though they

were cattle. Four years after the seizure of power

which was to be followed by the "creation and preset-
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vation of a sound middle class/' "three out of every

four small business men had a monthly income of no

more than $20." (Braune Wirtschaftspost, Third

October Issue, 1936.) "Artisans are advised to close

their independent shops and seek work in the fac-

tories/* (Frankfurter Zeitung, January 12, 1937-)

Who profits by this
*

labor management'? One

should never attempt to answer such questions one-

self. It is much better to leave the answers to those

who really know the Nazis. "Since 1933 a dynamic

process of constantly increasing concentration has

taken place in Germany. Among the industries that

have undergone an incisive process of condensation

are paper and cellulose, fuels and chemicals, leather

and shoes, textiles and clothing, cereals, machinery

and even private banking. These, as well as heavy

industry soda, petroleum, rayon, cell-woolhave

seen the growth of huge new corporate structures/'

(Die Wirtschaftskurue, May 1939.) It is for the sake

of these "huge new corporate structures" that the lit-

tle man must die for their sake and for the sake o

rearmament, on which and for which Germany lives.

The couple that owned the little grocery in the

maze of streets in Old Vienna was "drafted" into the

munitions factories, as soldiers are drafted in wartime.

The woman was allowed to stay in Vienna; but the

man was transferred to the Old Reich, to the Ruhr

region, where he was assigned to work in some factory
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that formed part of the "national defense economy."

He was a Viennese, easy-going, friendly, musical,

gemutlich. He had always abhorred Prussian aggres-

siveness and Prussian tempo. Now his new bosses he

had never had a "boss" before addressed him as

follows:

"You're going to find out what real work is like

till your eyes pop out. Overtime will be the general

rule. You'll feel it in your bones when you get outside

the gate at night. Yes, we'll sweat you all right! Strikes

are out we've broken that old weapon of the class-

struggle. You can't quit, you can't move away, you
can't get out of town! That's all out under the Four-

Year-Plan. You can't organize, you can't even demon-

strate! All organizations except those of a National

Socialist character are forbidden by law. There's no

such thing as a grievance committee. Wage-scales

aren't negotiated any more they're handed 'down.

The boss has all the old powers, makes a lot of money
and doesn't have to raise wages." (Dr. Goebbels in

Der Angriff.)

We do not have to let the friendly little Vienna

grocer tell us in his own words of his new life, of his

troubles in the service of the German folk com-

munity.

Our Viennese friend, torn from his beloved wife,

his beloved city, the life that he loved, began to hate

the State that had enslaved him. Silent and suspicious,
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he moved about among his comrades who seemed to

be submissive and content. One day his neighbor in

the shop passed him a newspaper a Nazi paper, o

course. Something was marked in the paper, and the

man who had given it to him was whistling softly

under his breath. Confused and perplexed, the

Viennese read something about the German auto-

mobile highways a subject in which he had not the

slightest interest. To please his fellow, he read on:

"The contractors competed wildly for the work.

They made estimates of material and wages, but com-

pletely forgot to provide proper accommodations for

the workers. Safety measures never got beyond the

first start. On rainy days or during other stoppages,

pennies were haggled over. No conveniences of any

kind were available. There was constant talk of

wage-cuts/
7

In astonishment the Viennese turned the page. It

was a very old paper, the Grundstein of February,

"In those days they still admitted it," his mate told

him. "It's become much worse meanwhile, and the

Grundstein now is silent."

The Viennese too fell silent. Quickly he went on

with the 1,200 automatic motions which now made

up his day's work. Again his neighbor passed some-

thing to him. This time it was a slip of paper on which

stood scribbled: "Take it easy!"
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The Viennese started and turned to his neighbor.

He saw that the man made only three motions for his

every five. The man nodded his head encouragingly.

The Viennese looked around the shop to see what the

other workers were doing. He watched carefully and

counted. Three motions they were doing three to

his five! Was it that they were so feeble and fatigued?

Many of them were both. He himself was not among

the strongest. But here was the slip of paper telling

him to take it easy! What could it mean except that

the others were quite well able to work faster if they

so desired.

Suddenly the Viennese understood. This was the

fight! This was one of the few weapons the workers

still had. They could not rebel; they could not strike;

they could not practice open sabotage. But they could

"take it easy" and the resultant "decline in produc-

tivity" struck an effective blow. As the Viennese

grocer imperceptibly slowed down in his work, he

remembered having read bitter complaints from high

quarters on the subject of this surprising "decline in

productivity/' A decree by Herr Himmler, chief of

the Gestapo, came into his mind. At the time he had

wondered at its wording, without knowing why.

"Carelessness and neglect," the decree had said,

"still endanger the German harvest and crops. There

are fires on every side. The poor state of powered

machines makes them fire hazards. Illegal smoking
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and unprotected weed-burning do their share. In

one rural district 90 per cent of all motors and parts

had to be confiscated. The harvest is in danger! In

view of the many instructions previously issued no

further leniency can be expected/'

How was it possible, the Viennese had thought

when he read the decree. Surely the farmers them-

selves must be profoundly concerned with protecting

their crops against fire! They are the ones who suffer

loss when their machines are in a dangerous condi-

tion!

"Take it easy! Take it easy!'
7 The advice o his

shop-mate rumbled through his mind. Of course! he

thought. Why didn't I think of it before? The State

forces the farmers to give up their crops, to sell eggs,

butter, milk, stock, at miserable prices. So they simply

fire the property that no longer belongs to them!

That's why the Gestapo is forced to take measures-

instead of the powerless fire department!

It was a hard school through which our Viennese

grocer had to pass. His shop-mates had known for

many years what was up, how they had to fight with-

out risk of being shot. He had to learn everything

from the bottom up the State's methods of attack as

well as the secret methods of defense.

"We must move to the attack," his neighbor said

one evening as they sat in a smoky little bar that was

believed to be free of informers. "In another month
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the stuff Is supposed to be delivered to China you

know, Hitler is furnishing the Chinese with guns so

that they can bombard his friends and Axis partners,

the Japanese. Well, that's his affair. It's our business

to see that he doesn't get any foreign exchange from

the Chinese, nor raw material with which to keep up
rearmament. If we don't have our parts finished

within ten days, he won't be able to keep the delivery

date. Get it?"

The Viennese grocer had learned fast. He took the

list of trustworthy friends the other gave him and

needed no further instructions. He studied the names

until he knew them by heart, then destroyed the list.

During lunchtime and on the way home he began to

spread the word: "Take it easy! Slow down still more

in the next ten days!"

In vain the factory managers raged against their

incompetent men who made it impossible for them

to comply with the Fiihrer's orders. The workers

nodded their heads in silent submission when they

were fed sermons about the "honor of the shop" and

the "pride of duty." They knew what their duty was

to overthrow the Nazi regime. They knew they

could only overthrow it silently. Only when the

Fiihrer no longer knew where to turn only then

would they be able to get rid of him. That is what the

workers thought hundreds of thousands of them.

Oh, not all of them perhaps not even most of them.
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But those that did share these thoughts were the most

active, and their ways were catching. Even in factories

where only part of the crew "slowed down/* the pro-

ductivity of the others slowly declined. The pleas

and threats from above had no effect. Slowly and

surely the workers moved into the opposition.

And what about the businessmen the big indus-

trialists? The little businessmen could no longer com-

pete, as we have seen. They had to be "weeded out."

Big business which had "saved" Hitler and which had

been as bankrupt at the time of his seizure of power
as it had been when inflation began big business had

in turn been "saved" by Hitler, as agreed. The up-

swing of the armament industry and of all those

branches of industry having to do with the country's

self-sufficiency, with "autarchy," had brought back

golden times. Industry could now deal with the

workers as it pleased. All seemed to be for the best, and

big business was friendly to the Government which

appeared to rule on its behalf.

To be sure, the Nazis did stick their noses a lot into

the affairs of private industry. Everywhere Nazi super-

visors appeared in the plants. One could not produce

what one wished; one could not even invest as one

wished. But as long as the huge profits kept piling up
those profits that had disappeared when Stresemann

in 1923 had put an end to the merry inflation mess; as

long as there was power and money aplenty, industry
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was quite willing to let God and Hitler have their

way.

It rained Government contracts. Unfortunately it

did not rain raw materials. One often had to shut

down for months, because supplies "assigned" by the

Government simply were not delivered. And export

trade was in a bad way. There was often the agonizing

suspicion that one was moving in a circle, that one

could not get ahead, despite all efforts. What was to

be done with all the arms, airplanes, cruisers, textiles,

automobiles and gas-masks, since there was no war?

The people could not buy they were too poor.

Orders from abroad were scarce because, first, one

could not promise delivery; second, there was a moun-

tain of debt; and third, there was an increasingly

unpleasant boycott movement against the Third

Reich because of its dumping and rearmament

policies. Yes, the Government continued to place

ordersthat was fine, that was important. But how

much longer would the Government be able to keep

it up? What did the Government use for money? It

was plain: the Government was eating up its own

capital, while lording it over industry. It spent the

wealth of the people whom it impoverished. It squan-

dered everything forests, soil, pasture, natural re-

sources, and human reserves.

The Government was wrecking the health of the

people. Insufficient food; miserable housing (despite
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great building activity); over-strain among young and

old in the service of the Hitler Youth, the Party, the

Army; lack of physicians, because there was not

enough money for study and young people sought

professions with shorter training periods; lack of

medical supplies bandages, disinfectants which

had to be hoarded against wartime all this could not

remain without its effects upon the health of the

people.

All that is necessary is to consult the statistics for

registrable communicable diseases issued by the

Third Reich for the year 1938, and to compare them

with similar statistics for the year 1933 the first Hit-

ler year. Such a comparison gives a dramatic picture

of the decay of German health for which thousands

of individual examples might be cited.

Diphtheria cases rose from 77,340 in 1933 to

149,424 in 1938 (Austria excluded). It will be seen

that they have almost doubled. In the years 1931 and

1932 together there were only 123,236 diphtheria

cases in Germany, less than in the single Hitler year,

1938*

Next to diphtheria, scarlet fever is the commonest

registrable communicable disease. In 1933 there were

79,830 cases of scarlet fever; in 1938 (excluding Aus-

tria) 1 14,243. Here too the two pre-Hitler years, 1931

and 1932, together had fewer cases (103,669) than the

single Hitler year 1938. To complete the picture let
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us add the figures for infantile paralysis and infec-

tious dysentery. Infantile paralysis: 1933, 1,318 cases;

1938, 5,757 (excluding Austria). In 1931 and 1932

together there were only 4,492 cases. Infectious dysen-

tery: 1933, 2,865 cases; 1938, 5,265 (excluding Aus-

tria).

The classrooms in Germany are overcrowded with

children. There is lack of space, lack of teachers, lack

of physicians, lack of medicaments, lack of home care

parents hardly ever see their children! -lack of

body-building food. All this, together with the con-

stant over-strain in the service of the Hitler Youth,

seriously endangers child health. The lack of meat

and of qualified meat inspectors have resulted in a

more than tenfold increase in cases of trichinosis be-

tween 1933 and 1938 the increase was from 2 to 21!

Food poisoning is an everyday occurrence. Cases have

risen from 1,565 in 1933 to 3,674 in 1936. Oddly

enough no figures on food poisoning are available for

the years 1937 and 1938.

All this adds up to a horrifying picture for the few

figures that have been cited are all-too-typical. The

general state of health of the German people can be

compared only to the state of health of a people who
have undergone six years of nerve-racking war.

That is what six years of "National Socialist Construc-

tion" have accomplished. General mortality has in-

creased alarmingly, even disregarding the growing
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number of suicides, homicides, executions, genuine

industrial accidents, and simulated "accidents" in the

concentration camps. It has risen from 10.8 per thou-

sand in 1932 to 11.8 in 1937.

Obviously the Nazi bigwigs as well as the industrial

overlords cannot help being alarmed at these figures.

How can they carry on when the people are degenera-

ting? How, above all, could they carry on in case of

war? The Nazi leaders cannot very well join the oppo-

sition, but, all in all, there are many thoughtful busi-

ness leaders who have broken ranks. They are afraid

that disaster is near at hand and inevitable. They
know that Hitler can neither keep the peace nor win

the war. They see the worm eating at the heart of Ger-

many's pseudo-prosperity. Despite huge profits and

Government contracts they long for the day when

they can bring Hitler, the sorcerer's apprentice, to

book. They are not yet fighting him openly, these

captains of industry. They still see no way of over-

throwing him without being dragged under them-

selves. If they did, they would not hesitate.

The Nazi lords themselves, though they can hardly

oppose themselves, are not without qualms about the

destiny of their movement. The cook of a high a

very high Nazi leader left Germany, which she could

no longer abide, to cook for us in Zurich. To our

astonishment it turned out that she had a bank ac-

count in Zurich. "Are you mad?" we asked the girl,
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"to risk your life for the sake of a few hundred francs?

Don't you know the severe punishments for viola-

tions of the foreign exchange laws?"

The girl only laughed. "No, no/* she said, "there

was no danger whatever for me. Every time my em-

ployer, the Nazi Leader Y, went abroad to invest his

own money, he took along my few pennies and put

them in the Zurich bank!"

So that was the way it was! What was a mortal

crime for the Volksgenossen, the Nazi leaders com-

mitted without a qualm, distrusting the stability of

their own economy!

One sector of the German economy, incidentally,

which has caused profound and openly advertised

worries even in Nazi circles, and which has created a

great and constantly growing stream of oppositionists

is agriculturethe peasants, the small and middle-

sized farmers, whose life in the Third Reich has

literally become a hell on earth.

The almighty Nazi authority that has jurisdiction

over them is the Reichsnahrstand, the Reich Cham-

ber of the Food Industry. To it the farmers owe all

their sorrows price-fixing, forced deliveries, prohibi-

tions against planting profitable crops, laws requiring

the raising of whatever it is the Reichsnahrstand hap-

pens to need at the moment, and the loss of the neces-

sary hired help which is in part commandeered for

armament and fortification work, while the other part
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simply takes flight from miserably paid and inhu-

manly hard work in the fields.

This so-called "Flight from the Land" has already

become the chief topic in the Nazi agricultural press.

Even in the large metropolitan dailies the Govern-

ment tries to stem the tide with appeals, threats and

promises. To give but one typical report, among hun-

dreds, the magazine Deutscher Lebensraum, quoting

the Nationalsozialistische Landpost of July 14, 1939,

writes:

"As early as 1 933, German agriculture was groomed
for the exigencies of war economy by farmstead in-

heritance laws, government supervision and market-

ing control. Year after year . . . the demands made

of it were raised, while the total return on the crop

remained at the same level or even declined. * . .

Agriculture is thus making an annual contribution

amounting to between four and five billion marks

. . . which for many reasons hits the farmer much

harder than it does big business. . . . The Fiihrer

himself has characterized this sacrifice as 'fantastic/

The resultant 'Flight from the Land' and shortage

of agricultural labor has brought many farmers, and

especially their wives, to the brink of physical and

moral collapse/'

We may be certain that the Deutsche Lebensraum

cites these facts only on the highest Government

authority; dissatisfaction among the farmers must be
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beyond all bounds for such a bold attempt to be

made to rob it of its sting by bewailing and praising

the "sacrifices" made by agriculture. The German

farmer and his wife, on the "brink of physical and

moral collapse/' can hardly be expected to swoon at

the feet of their Fiihrer who characterizes as "fan-

tastic" a situation he himself has brought about.

There can be*no doubt about it. Desperate opposi-

tion to the regime is rife among the German farmers.

Should the elaborate control apparatus begin to show

fissures let us say, as the result of the war agricul-

tural sabotage is likely to be a decisive, if not the de-

cisive part in the tragedy of the Nazi collapse.

Thus one may well ask: Who is really for the

regime? They cannot, in God's name, all be opposed!

What support has the dictatorship?

One answer is that the regime rests primarily on

power, and on the fear of the people fear not so

much of the rulers' machine guns, as of the chaos

which they all swear would inevitably follow.

For the rest, there are a number of groups which

are direct beneficiaries of the war economy and thus

support the dictatorship. We have already spoken of

the big industrialists and their qualms. Among the

workers it is especially the former unemployed of

whom many justly prefer even poorly paid work

under inhuman conditions to the demoralizing exis-
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tence they escaped because of the Fiihrer's rearma-

ment boom. But they too anxiously scan a horizon

which seems to offer a choice only between war and

economic collapse nor need the first possibility neces-

sarily rule out the second. Theirs, moreover, is not

yet the complete slave mentality which the loss of

liberty and justice leaves unmoved. Too many of their

friends are held in the concentration camps, too many
have died in Spain, too many have fled to freedom

for them to affirm unconditionally a regime which

gave them work while robbing them of everything

that ever seemed to make life and work worth-while.

Who else, aside from big industrialists and former

unemployed, supports the Fiihrer? Many of the

"patriots" are for him. Many of those who believe

and hope that he will help make Germany master of

the world worship him because of his successful for-

eign policy. Did he not fortify the Rhineland, weaken

the French arch-enemy, pocket Austria, swallow

Czecho-Slovakia, regain Danzig, destroy Poland? Has

he not challenged the combined might of England
and France? Is he not promoting German world domi-

nance in the far corners of the earth, by making mis-

chief with his propaganda, his terror, his "German

brothers"? And since Deutschland, after all, must be

uber alles, must not Germans sink down at the feet

of him who seems to make it so?

Thus think the "patriots/' For the rest, they too
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are plagued by many doubts. Every gesture of resis-

tance on the part o the "enemy" throws them into

alarm. Were their Fiihrer to taste open defeat even

once, they would willingly betray him. To merit their

worship, he must be victorious!

The "patriots" in the Old Reich may be friends of

the regime; in Austria and the Czech protectorate,

however, they are its bitter enemies. The Germans

may willingly suffer hunger, abuse and injustice for

the sake of the Fatherland; but the vassal States are

burning with the holy wrath of ravished nations. The

Czechs, above all others, constitute a single, unadul-

terated opposition. For three centuries they suffered

under Hapsburg rule. For twenty brief but unfor-

gotten years they knew the pride of free, independent

nationhood. The art of sabotage, which they devel-

oped to perfection during their long and sorrowful

history, they have now put in the service of the fight

against an enemy who to them represents the devil

incarnate compared with their liberal, slip-shod Aus-

trian oppressors of yore.

The scene is a slum section of Prague* Up on the

fifth floor of a tenement sits an old man. He is writing

something in Czechhardly more than a single type-

written page, but the sentences are sharply worded.

They formulate instructions for passive resistance to

the German Army of Occupation, for unarmed
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sabotage. The headline reads: "Ten Commandments

for the Czech People/'

The old man has finished his writing and is making

twenty copies of his manuscript. Each goes to a trust-

worthy friend. Each carries the following note at the

end: "Copy these Ten Commandments ten times and

send them to ten loyal Czech citizens/'

Thus the Ten Commandments go out into the

land. They spread as chain letters do. Some regions

remain almost untouched; in others almost every

Czech receives at least one copy. In general the dis-

tribution is astonishingly complete.

Here is what happened in one community where

almost every inhabitant, including the local minis-

ter, had received a copy of the Ten Commandments.

On the first Sunday afterward, the minister delivered

a beautiful sermon in church. Its subject was to the

effect that in serious times such as the present the Ten

Commandments must be observed with particular

care. The sermon appeared to be wholly innocent.

Any agent of the Gestapo might have listened to it.

No one can very well object to the Ten Command-

ments. But not a single Czech present, listening to the

sermon with serious mien, could doubt for a moment

that the minister was not merely referring to the Ten

Commandments of the Bible.

The scene switches to St. Wenceslaus Square, the

center of the beautiful City of Prague. For the frac-
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tion of a minute a Gestapo car is stopped in the traffic.

When it rolls on, it bears in the rear a sign on which is

lettered, clearly visible, "Heil Benes!" And all Prague

shakes with laughter, because the Gestapo is adver-

tising "Heil Benes!"

The laughter of the Czechs is unanimous, vi-

cious and dangerous. All the oppressor's bombastic

speeches lose weight when the listeners burst out into

laughter. Hitler is already half lost when he becomes

the object of laughter. Laughter, the best antidote

against mass suggestion, is utilized by the Czechs as

a political weapon at every turn. It is far more effec-

tive than reasoning and far more difficult to fight.

Laughter is infectious and one cannot arrest an en-

tire people. However, rebellious laughter is not by

any means the only weapon the Czechs are using

against their oppressors.

The Austrians are less adroit, less experienced in

struggle than their Slav neighbors. Nor are they mas-

ters of a tongue that is unknown to the Nazis. While

their fight may be meeting with less success, it is

conducted with the same bitterness.

"All Austrians/' wrote the London News-Chron-

icle on August i, 1939, "including the Austrian Nazis,

are completely disillusioned with the German re-

gime. They live in poverty and despair/' The paper
adds that not a single German promise has been ful-

filled, and that Hitler was bleeding the country white
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to fill the needs of the Reich. The Austrians may not

as yet have mastered the underground methods of the

Czechs, but they have developed their own methods

of passive resistance. Their bitterness has mounted to

such an extent that, now that Hitler has embarked

upon war, one of his first tasks will be the conquest of

Austria.

It is not without some anxiety that the loyal "patri-

ots" in the Old Reich look upon their fellow patriots

in Austria and Czechia. Was it wise, they think in

moments of doubt, to bring so many enemies into

one's own country? May not the victories of our

Fiihrer turn out some terrible day to have been Pyr-

rhic victories? If that were the case, if Hitler were to

succumb in his struggle for world domination, the

''patriots'* would drop away from him like leaves

from a tree in autumn.

Far safer for the Fiihrer than these nervous "patri-

ots" are his own Party minions the great apparatus

of party officials, the local functionaries in the prov-

inces, districts, cities, blocks; the Nazi supervisors in

the professions and industries; the men, women and

children hundreds of thousands of Nazi personages

who are making a great deal of money, ruling with-

out let or hindrance, and serving no one but them-

selves. They are unreservedly for the system that has

transformed them from incompetents and failures on
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the fringes of society into wielders of limitless, arbi-

trary power.

And what about the civil service the ordinary offi-

cials in the lower and middle grades, the government

employees in post offices, schools, railway stations?

Are they for Hitler or against him? Do they regret

having voted for him? Do they regret the fall of the

Republic that fall which they helped to bring about?

Studienrat X on his part was done for when Hitler

had been in office no longer than two years. His son,

veteran of the Baltic free corps, victor of January 30,

1933, the uniformed pride of his familyyoung X
had been one of the victims of the blood purge of

June 30, 1934. He had been a member of the "Rohm

Clique" and had been lined up against a wall, just to

"play safe." Even then the Studienrat's job had hung

by a hair. Fortunately his wife had been kind enough

to testify under oath that she had deceived him before

the boy's birth, and that X Jr. therefore was not his

son at all. That had saved the father. But a year later,

just three months before he would have become eligi-

ble for a pension, the Studienrat was brusquely fired

from his job after many years of service. He was fired

by the newly promoted school principal, a Hitler

youngster of some thirty years who had distinguished

himself in the party training camps. Since the shoot-

ing of his son, the Studienrat had not always been able

to master the grudge he bore the regime. He had been
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Insolent and obstreperous. He had, for example, re-

fused to exempt a certain student, whom he regarded

as dull, lazy and inferior, from the final examinations

which would have entitled him to enter college-

though the new principal, who was also leader of the

Hitler Youth, insisted that the student "excelled"

in "defensive science," "politics" and "Weltan-

schauung" There was a heated exchange of words.

Studienrat X forgot himself so far as to characterize

the German universities under Hitler as "breeding

places of ignorance" and "citadels of fallacy." That

cost him his job and he was lucky to escape with a

mere dismissal. Fortunately Mrs. X had been recently

"drafted" as a nurse, and her wages helped to main-

tain the couple in near-beggary.

Under cover of darkness the Studienrat now

stealthily frequented illegal meetings where a few

dismissed civil servants met with disappointed royal-

ists. They exchanged "war recollections" and drafted

letters to Kaiser Wilhelm in Doom. The letters were

signed "The Real Germany" and were posted in let-

ter-boxes on the fringes o the city, at the risk of one's

life.

For fourteen years the Studienrat had been allowed

to sabotage the "worthy" Republic. Now that his Hit-

ler was in power, he was stopped from any effective

action. True, the "opposition" to which he now be-

longed was hardly "The Real Germany," though he
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and his little group may play their part in the general

process of fermentation and discontent that threat-

ens danger to the Third Reich. Of greater significance

for the future than the misfortune which drove the

Studienrat into opposition is the miserable situation

in which his colleagues find themselves. Manyin-
deed, most of them are dissatisfied. In its "Directives

for a Civil Service Program'
'

the struggle program of

the National Socialist Party had called for "the main-

tenance of the professional civil service with all of the

rights guaranteed it under the Constitution, espe-

cially freedom of political opinion and expression on

the part of civil servants. The Party demands compre-
hensive revision of pay scales, which are wholly in-

adequate in the lower brackets, on the basis of a

minimum living wage/'

These were seductive words for the entrenched

petty officials, and they were only too willing to be-

lieve in the promised land. It soon became clear,

however, that there must have been some misunder-

standing, at least as far as ''freedom of political opin-
ion and expression" was concerned; for whoever did

utter an opinion was instantly dismissed for "political

unreliability." Furthermore, the "rights guaranteed
under the Constitution" were likewise set aside as

soon as Hitler came to power. Civil servants do not

even any longer have the right to be represented by
their professional associations in cases of controversy
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a right which is still retained by workers and em-

ployees. (To be sure, such representation today con-

sists o mere shadow procedures from which the

workers derive no benefit whatever.)

All this was bad enough for the petty bureaucrats.

But it might have been borne, if at least there had

been some material improvement. There was no such

improvement. On the contrary, things became worse.

To the bitter disappointment of the civil service, the

economy measures instituted by Briining remained

in force; salaries were frozen at 23 per cent below the

standard level, while for some categories, notably mu-

nicipal employees, there were still further cuts. And
there were added worries. Deductions increased from

month to month 'Voluntary contributions'* that had

to be made. The demands which the Nazi State made

upon its own servants were constantly growing.

In a speech delivered at a convention of the Reich

Civil Service League, Minister of the Interior Frick

said: "No wonder the civil service wife is deeply trou-

bled and hardly knows how to manage. Participation

in the nation's cultural life, the acquisition of a good
book even a text-book these are today practical im-

possibilities for most civil servants!"

Far from pointing a way out of this dilemma, the

Minister went on to demand unpaid overtime of the

civil service in the name of the Ftihrer and the

Fatherland. "The strength of the civil servant must
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be redoubled/' he continued. "Frequent engagement

in military training, transfer to other needed work

these mean an added burden for those that remain."

What does it mean, this "assignment to other

needed work"? In Nazi terminology it means the

assignment of civil servants to the new railway and

mail protection services, to the spy services in the

telephone and telegraph systems.

On May 21, 1939, the Nationalsozialistische Beam-

tenzeitung, the official civil service organ, printed this

speech by the Minister of the Interior without a sin-

gle word of comment on behalf of its readers. One

might imagine that these readers at least retain the

simple gesture of resistance to a journal which thus

fails to protect their interests that of refusing to sub-

scribe to the magazine. But its publishers simply send

a little green slip to their subscribers, which must be

filled out if a subscription is to be stopped. The slip

reads as follows:

"I have heretofore been a subscriber to the Nation*

alsozialistische Beamtenzeitung. I wish to discontinue

my subscription, effective with , for the

following reasons: (Four lines of blank space.)"

Thus is a civil servant who wishes to engage in

even this mild form of protest put on the spot. The

slip must be handed in to the Nazi office warden who,

in turn, sends it to the central organization through
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official channels. There the green slip becomes living

testimony to its signer's "political unreliability."

Of course no one dares to take this course. No,

"official channels" are not the way to seek improve-

ment. There are other and more secretive ways. Serv-

ice under the lenient Republic may have robbed such

as Studienrat X of their subtlety and self-control, to

the point where they raised their voices in open oppo-

sition and were driven out of office; but his colleagues

are quieter and more adroit at their sabotage. As in

the factories, the slogan in the Government offices

runs "Take It Easy!" Documents are misplaced, files

are disarranged. Who can be held liable if something

goes wrong in this welter of organization? No one is

liable or all. And all cannot be called to account,

because "things" would not then continue. In the

Government offices, moreover, as in the factories,

it is not merely sabotage by the opposition which

is responsible for reductions in efficiency. There is

enough overwork, malnutrition and poor material

here as there to give the rulers reason to pause.

Under the date of January 27, 1939, we read the

following remarks in the Deutsche Volkswirt, a pub-
lication devoted to economics: "It is a question

whether the constant peak loads are perhaps already

causing signs of over-strain in the personnel of the

German National Railways, thus serving as a possible

obstacle to further necessary load increases." The
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writer is a leading German railway expert and knows

very well that the "signs of over-strain" of which he

writes so vaguely are not in question at all Sad testi-

mony for the disintegration of German railway serv-

ice is offered by the growing number of accidents

the same sort of testimony offered by the rising figures

for sickness.

According to the Ministry of Transport, there were

i43collisionsini932,By 1937 the figure had mounted

to 462. In 1932 there were 249 derailments; in 1937

there were 512. And while in 1932 there were 59 pas-

senger fatalities arising from railway accidents, no less

than 130 Germans lost their lives from that cause in

1937-

Are there actually in the German railway service

men so desperate that they are capable of causing the

death of innocent fellow citizens merely for the pur-

pose of injuring the regime? One might almost be-

lieve that the figures cited can be explained only by

the existence of sabotage. But even if this were not so,

if this dreadful failure of men and material arises

solely from human over-strain and material neglect,

does it not stand to reason that popular discontent

must follow this rising accident curve? And is it not

true that this run-down condition of the German

transportation system will make itself sharply felt in

case of war?

Germany, striving so desperately for self-suffi-
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ciency, has an inadequate supply of almost all vital

resources; what is even worse, because of the wretched

state of transportation, it is not even able to distrib-

ute properly the few resources at its disposal. The

whole German opposition is aware of this argument

and has been exploiting it to the hilt, even in peace-

time. How much more telling the argument will be

in wartime!

The "religious opposition" in Germany has been

characterized by strength and courage. This group of

the faithful has been the only one whose organization

has not been completely destroyed, and thus it is in a

better position to fight than the other enemies of the

regime. One has only to preach the Gospel in order to

preach against the Nazis. To love Jesus Christ means

to hate Hitler as the incarnation of all evil; it means

to feel and act against the will of the Nazis. There has

been a virtual escape into religion in the Third

Reich, a movement that has two causes. Those but

recently converted to the faith seek the aid of God,

aid against the persecutions and sacrileges, the empti-

ness and barrenness, the human depravity and inhu-

man criminality of the State that has become en-

shrined in God's place. Many others seek the protec-

tion of the Church for their oppositional activities.

Many who were never devout in the traditional

sense today have learned that Hitler's fight against

religion is identical with his fight against morality,
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democracy, civilization, culture, freedom and justice

identical with his fight against humanity. Civilized

men who believe in democracy, individuals with a

sense of justice and morality cannot "fight" in the

Third Reich with any success. Thus they flee into the

presence of their embattled God whom the adversary

has not yet dared to outlaw. Every trip to Church

becomes a skirmish with the enemy, every sermon an

appeal to arms, every prayer open opposition to the

power of the State.

The aim of the entire opposition in its struggle

against the superior enemy is the slow moral and ma-

terial sapping of the Nazi State. How, then, does it

hope to achieve this aim? Dare it hope at all? Are

prayer, sabotage and passive resistance effective weap-

ons against the all-powerful dictatorship, armed to

the teeth?

It is not an easy task to render comprehensible to

those who are fortunate enough to live in a free coun-

try the plight of those who are prisoners. Yet only

those who know the depth of that plight can grasp the

significance of the struggle and the strength that

comes with desperation. True, many do not yet

"fight" consciously. In pure self-preservation they

simply try to "circumvent" as many of the obnoxious

laws, prohibitions and demands as possible. These

laws, prohibitions and demands, however, have not

been idly decreed by the dictatorship; they spring
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from its innermost necessities. Thus everyone who

evades these laws injures the dictatorship. Knowingly

or unknowingly, everyone "fights/' unless he obeys

"blindly."

The alarming lack of physicians which is causing

serious concern to the regime is accompanied by an-

other serious lack: a shortage of trained nurses. Work-

ing conditions in the nursing profession have been

very bad. Over-strain is very great and wages are very

lowas in the low civil service brackets generally,

they have been left at the low level of 1932, while

prices and "contributions" have since increased. Five

years after the seizure of power the serious shortage

of nurses became acute throughout the Third Reich.

There had been almost no influx of new blood into

this profession, of such vital importance in war-time.

Toward the end of April, 1938, the Nazi women's

organization called upon "all German girls to regis-

ter for voluntary auxiliary nursing service, for the

purpose of aiding the nursing profession by the per-

formance of such work as could be carried out by lay

forces/' (Der Angriff, May i, 1938.)

What was in store for German girls who were com-

pelled to register for such "voluntary" service? Their

meals were free, though of abominable quality; they

also got their uniforms free. During the first half-year

they got a daily pocket allowance of five cents, later

increased to fifteen cents. Is it any wonder that every
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girl who has the slightest valid excuse seeks to and

does evade this 'Voluntary auxiliary service'?

Such is the order o the day in Nazi Germany.

Where there is no conscious and militant sabotage,

there is always lying and evasion. Obviously conscious

struggle and unconscious sabotage amount to the

same thing in the end constant damage to the re-

gime, beyond effective defense and with ultimately

fatal consequences.

Another institution that meets with determined

resistance on the. part o women is the compulsory

work-year during which girls are compelled to

work on farms or in households. The Government

preaches, pleads and threatens. It makes the right of

women to engage in relatively pleasant occupations

dependent upon their having absolved this work year.

"Women under 25 can be hired as workers or em-

ployees in the clothing trades only if they can prove

at least one year's service in farm or household work."

(Decree issued by Goring as head of the Four-Year-

Plan on February 16, 1938.) All to no avail. The at-

tempts on the part of girls to escape or evade the law

continue.

"Girls liable for this service, and their parents,"

writes the Angriff on October 13, 1938, "are intent

upon having the service performed in the households

of relatives or friends, even though there is often no
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need of service in such households and the practical

result may be complete evasion o the service."

So that is the way it is done! One simply moves over

to dear Aunt Nelly's for a year where one gets thor-

oughly spoiled and is waited on hand and foot by the

several servants already on hand. And all this is called

"absolving one's compulsory work year/' since one is

"helping" Auntie in the "household"!

But it is not always so simple to get by with such

fictions. There is Government supervision, spying

and investigation. Moreover, what happens if one

does succeed in evading service and remaining a

"free" person? As we have seen, women and girls may
be "drafted" for industrial service. Unless a woman

has children under fourteen, she may be assigned to

a factory overnight by the local labor office. It does

not matter if the woman has been helping her hus-

band in their shop (if she does not help, the store will

no longer pay and will have to be "weeded out," as

we have seen); it does not matter if her delicate health

is unequal to work at the machine.

"Often," remarks the Angriff of May 21, 1938,

"very often women are forced to do work without

regard to their own health and the conditions in the

shop work which they cannot perform for any length
of time." This results, according to the Angriff; in

"harm to body and soul." The frankness with which

this organ of Dr. Goebbels complains of the dangers
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threatening German women would be a refreshing

and useful thing, were it only accompanied by the

will, indeed, by the ability, to bring about improve-

ment.

But here again we encounter something we have

seen before. Since the people, on their part, are fully

aware of their own misery, the rulers regard it as

advisable to make no secret of the facts. They sol-

emnly proclaim what is already known and in this

way hope to nip the dangerous aspects of the situa-

tion in the bud.

"We admit/' they say to the people, "you are badly

off. But, you see, we ourselves openly criticize condi-

tions for which we are not responsible. Things have

come to this pass only because we do not have enough

Lebensraum, while at the same time our population

is too large, because our enemies outside are too vi-

cious, greedy and menacing. Everyone must bring

sacrifices for the final triumph of the Fatherland!"

It hardly matters any longer whether it is the wick-

edness of the enemy abroad or the boundless appetite

for power of Nazi imperialism at home that is the

root of the evil. The fact is that the Nazi regime is no

longer able to spare the people, let alone to feed them

adequately. Thus all this ingenuous self-criticism is

only a new trick. The hope that the people will no

longer care to discuss grievances and abuses in secret,
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if they are uncovered by the Nazi press itselfthat

hope is vain.

In many instances a different tactic is attempted.

A virtue is made of necessity. Abuses come in for high

praise, as though, they were most desirable. "Reports
from the Ministry of Labor/' writes the Berlin

weekly, Der Wirtschaftsring, "show a great increase

in the labor of women in recent years. Such labor has

increased not only numerically, but it has actually

invaded many branches of industry where few or no

women worked heretofore. Large numbers of women
work in the textile and clothing industries and in the

food and luxury trades, traditional domains of female

labor. Today they are also found in many other fields:

in rolling-mills and metal-works they tend milling
and drilling machines; in smelters and foundries they
can be found in considerable numbers; in the paper
mills they are occasionally used even for barking
wood. ... In the mines they serve to release men
for work underground; they are used as occasional

helpers in quarries and stone-works; they operate
machines in the furniture industry. . . ." And so on

and so forth. It will be seen that the Wirtschaftsring

reports this upswing in female labor in Hitler Ger-

many not without a certain pride.

To be sure, it was necessary to repeal certain laws

which prevented women from "barking wood" or

"working in mines." It was Hitler's idea that women
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belonged "in the home"; it was he who yelled so

loudly for more soldiers, the sons of healthy mothers.

Now he finds himself compelled to wreck the health

of those same soldiers' mothers all in the name of

precious rearmament. What a vicious circle it is in

which the Fiihrer is forced to move! How urgently he

needs help from the outside to get the better of domes-

tic discontent which threatens to undermine his

power! Shrilly the complaints whistle out through

the "safety valves" the Government has opened to

prevent an explosion!

As early as November, 1936, the Monatshefte fiir

Nationalsozialistische Sozialpolitik (Nazi social wel-

fare monthly) had this to say of the fish-canning in-

dustry where employment of women amounts to 90

per cent: "Unfortunately ... a situation arose

where, in view of the people's food needs, legal wage

scales could no longer be observed." And thus "Sun-

day work was almost universally resorted to. Work

days of 16 hours were not uncommon. The health of

these women began to constitute a menace not only

to themselves but also to their children. Women
workers were compelled to perform the most back-

breaking toil for 1 6 hours and more at a time, in

cold and damp rooms, without even adequate protec-

tive clothing. It will be seen how frivolously the

health of German women was abused."

In a democratically governed country such com-
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plaints would have to be instantly followed by re-

medial measures. Under a dictatorship all that hap-

pens is that a "safety valve" is opened. The "people's

food needs" simply require fish canned by German

women in "cold and damp rooms" under "back-

breaking toil" lasting for "16 hours or more" a day,

while the State "frivolously" endangers the health of

its women workers.

What can possibly be left to these women except

to put an end to such ruinous policies by means of

sabotage, conscious or unconscious? Can they be

blamed for trying to extricate themselves somehow

from such a situation which threatens their health,

alienates them from their families, ruins their hus-

bands, deprives them of their children?

During the golden dawn of the Hitler dictator-

ship, when the choice of profession was still "free,"

though largely dependent upon material and politi-

cal considerations, the German opposition to a con-

siderable extent fled into professions whose nature

and purpose were alien to Nazi ideals. One example
was an astonishing increase in the number of students

of divinity (from 788 in 1926 to 2,955 *n X 937)^ which

certainly had not been desired by the rulers.

This weapon in the struggle, the choice of an op-

positional profession, has been wrested from the

hands of the opposition. Today everyone must be-

come what Hitler wants him to be. Does Hitler de-
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test intelligence? Did he, in his speech o January

1939, characterize it as the "dregs of the nation"?

Are intellectual professions so badly paid, held in

such contempt, that no one will enter them volun-

tarily? Is there, therefore, a lack of physicians, en-

gineers, teachers?

Well, that can be easily changed! True, no one

can be forced to become a good teacher but he can

be forced to become a teacher. The Frankfurter

Zeitung tells of the shrinkage in the study for the

teaching profession at the normal schools in Leipzig

and Dresden in Saxonya shrinkage which it repre-

sents as typical for the Reich. In 1932 there were 737

students in teachers' training in Dresden. In 1936

the number had declined to 345, and a year later

there were only 236. The situation in Leipzig was

even worse. There there had been 812 young people

studying for the teaching profession in 1932. By 1937

no more than 1 19 could be found willing to prepare

for this profession. Obviously "something had to be

done." The Nazi school authorities began to "com-

mandeer" students who had chosen entirely different

professions. The young men were assembled in so-

called "inspection camps" where they were "drilled"

in the teaching profession. The Kolnische Zeitung

printed a report from one of these camps where life

was organized along "military lines." The young

men, "lined up in squad formation" had to "prove
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their oratorical ability/' Theoretical instruction con-

sisted solely in "delivering reports about the Reich's

foreign affairs and domestic policies/* For the rest,

the future teachers were required to fulfill the "ath-

letic requirements of the Hitler Youth/' That was

all. According to the Kolnische Zeitung, of fifty-two

inmates of such a camp only one had voluntarily

chosen teaching as his profession. Eighty per cent of

the students had been Hitler Youth Leaders. "Ideal-

istic motives" (for their enforced entry into the camp)

were "almost wholly absent/'

The Kolnische Zeitung drew no conclusions what-

ever from this, its own report. Could it arrive at any

other conclusion except that of 52 students at least

51 would turn out poor, ill-tempered, "oppositional"

teachers granted the one "voluntary" student, out

of "idealistic motives," would make up for his defec-

tive training by independent study? It is bad to be

a teacher when one would like to be in business-

bad for oneself and for one's students. Nor is it good
to be a Nazi, when one would like to be a free man.

One plays the part of the Nazi to "get by"; actually

one has long since joined the opposition.

Many are more courageous than is useful for the

advancement of their careers. They are inept in their

tactics and fail to hide their dislike of the regime. If

they are naturally gifted, able and halfway independ-

ent, they do their work in the belief that the rulers
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will require no more. But therein they are badly mis-

taken. Service in action to the "folk community" is

not the only thing required. One must constantly

profess the Weltanschauung, the "cultural treas-

ures/' the "racial heritage'* of the Nazi overlords.

Let us take, for example, a particular student of

the French people who desires to please the Third

Reich by drawing up in book form an accurate and

complete picture of its important neighbor and

"arch-enemy." He quickly comes in for reproach!

The Nationalsozialistische Monatshefte of July, 1939,

shakes its finger at him:

"Recently an unusually large number of books

have appeared, dealing with various aspects of France

and of Frenchmen," the magazine writes. "Unfortu-

nately, in many instances those books that are factu-

ally unobjectionable do not invariably maintain a

correct National Socialist orientation. On the other

hand, those books that are satisfactory in this latter

respect often do not live up to standards of scholar-

ship!"

Strange! It is precisely the genuine, the "correct"

Nazis who "do not live up to standards of scholar-

ship," while the others, those that are scholarly

enough, are the very ones who are not fully "correct"!

Cannot the very spirit of opposition be read from

the fact of this disproportion between scholarship
and Nazi orientation? Can it not be felt from the
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very words o the Nationalsozialistische Monatshefte?

Is it possible that even here, in the very heart of the

Party, in its own publishing house, under the eagle

eye of its own editor, Rosenberg that even here

carefully concealed but none the less bitter sabotage

is at work?

Yes, it is at work, here as everywhere in the Third

Reich! It is quite true that hardly five Germans can

meet for opposition purposes without there being an

informer among them; but it is equally true that no-

wherein no factory, no office, no family, no school,

no editorial sanctum, no barrack is the active oppo-

sition absent. The pre-revolutionary stage in which

the Germans live is not yet ripe for open revolt. But

the time will come; nor does the moment seem far

off when the subterranean rumblings of discontent

will turn into a destructive bolt of lightning. Noth-

ing more than such a bolt is necessary to reveal the

full catastrophe, the whole hopeless misery of the Hit-

ler adventure. As yet no one can see very much more

than his own misery. As yet everyone is seeking a

way out for himself, for his own person, by sabotage

and by evasion of unpleasant demands. As yet the

soldiers are still following their Fiihrer, who like Wil-

helm II, claims to be on the road to "glorious times."

As yet the "pre-revolutionary" will of the students

does not manifest itself in open deed, but only in

secret word.
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We have before us one of the "Opposition Letters"

regularly issued by the "Opposition Among the Ger-

man Students." It is the issue dated July, 1939. The

sixteen-page pamphlet contains a courageous and in-

telligent contribution on the subject of "Hitler's En-

circlement Policy." "Who Threatens Whom?" the

young author asks. He arrives at the conclusion that

"Hitler threatens the entire world, though within

the German people resistance to Hitler's policy of

aggression is daily growing stronger."

In the same "Letter" other students tell their com-

rades of good books they have read. They transmit

news that has reached them from free countries

abroad. They discuss the concept of "democracy"

and of the "new democratic republic" which Ger-

many is to become. "Everything that is strived for

must be fought for," one student calls out to the

others, "and it is college youth which must lead the

struggle for the new German Republic!"

There is detailed counsel on methods that are to

prove useful in the struggle. "The regime must be

undermined," the student writer demands. "If stu-

dent youth ignores the brown commands, if it stands

together in true student comradeship and declares;

'We want less drill and more study'; or 'We want

freedom from harvest duty so that we can study'; or

*We don't want this professor, or that, because he is

not up to his task'; if student youth raises and sup-
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ports such demands, the guerilla warfare of today

may well become the great struggle for victory to-

morrow.

"Many are the methods that can be used. Here is

one example of many. The Nazi trade paper, Che-

mische Industrie, o January, 1939, writes: 'Scientific

work can be successfully carried on only where sci-

ence is equipped with adequate funds and apparatus.

Since we lack these, leadership in research has passed

to other countries/ A moment's thought will show/'

says the student whose aim it is to "undermine" the

Nazi regime, "that there are great possibilities in

such 'official' material. It is material for discussion;

cleverly used, it may become dynamite!"

Is he not right, this young spokesman of the aca-

demic opposition? Is not he too waiting for the bolt of

lightning which will penetrate the darkness, bring-

ing about the liberating explosion of the "dynamite"?

In between the utterances and efforts of the students,

the "Opposition Letter" carries an amazingly impres-

sive and timely quotation from the time of Martin

Luther. It was written by a devout German knight,

Ulrich von Hutten. Let these sentences, entitled

"Long Live Liberty," serve as guideposts to the youth

of that "other Germany":

"If there be, indeed, one who desires to see Ger-

man liberty so destroyed that it is unable to raise its

voice against injustice and ignominy, let him watch
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out lest that shackled and almost stifled liberty break

out and restore itself, to the oppressor's great injury.

Liberty is easily caught and fettered, especially if the

effort be made skillfully and shrewdly; but it can-

not be done in and slaughtered, let alone wholly de-

stroyed. As far as I can see, their tyranny has seen its

day and, unless all signs deceive me, it will soon be

destroyed. Meantime, be of good cheer, ye men of

Germany, and encourage one the other. Prove your-

selves intrepid and do not yield in the midst of the

fray. For we must finally break through with so good
a conscience, for so just a cause, and since the raging

of this tyranny has mounted to so great a height. Long
live liberty!"
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(AUGUST-SEPTEMBER, 1939)

HE mountain valley of Arosa in Switzerland lies

at an elevation of some six thousand feet. The air is

so thin that a whispered word is heard far off; and

when the cows trot their way home to the stables at

night, the valley is filled with the sound of bells. It

is as though there were no distance for the sound to

traverse, as though the silver tones of the bells hap-

pen to focus with great force at the precise spot where

one stands.

243
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It was strange and painful to spend the second

half of August, 1939, in Arosa. One's immediate sur-

roundings were in irreconcilable contrast to what

one knew was happening, what the mail and the radio

confirmed every day. One saw and felt only peace.

One knew and learned that there would be war.

A friend came to pay a visit. He came from Ger-

many, where he had made a brief reconnaissance stop

on the way from his Norwegian homeland. He had

flown to Zurich, whence the shiny and fast miniature

railway (so characteristic of the shiny miniature model

State of Switzerland) had brought him to Chur at the

foot of our mountains. And now our Ford was climb-

ing the dreadfully steep bob-sled ride, the only "auto

highway" to Arosa. Our friend seemed exhausted and

deeply depressed. He had no eye for the beauties all

around. "Look," we said, "the sun still lies on the

pastures up there in the mountains. How bright the

green shines, with the cold night mist already rising

from this ravine 1" Our friend said: "You simply can-

not imagine it. No one can imagine it who hasn't

been there now, after having been there before last

year, two years ago, to say nothing of long ago* ! Good

God, what a fall!" To our left there was a sharp drop
down past loose rubble and a tiny moss-covered pla-

teau into unplumbed depths. Our friend raised his

hand to his eyes as in sudden fear. One might have

thought it was this drop to our left that frightened
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him. But he continued, his hand still covering his

eyes: "I don't know how to describe it to you/' he

said. "Words utterly fail to convey the black dark-

ness, the absolutely helpless ignorance in which the

Germans now vegetate. If it were merely a matter of

their being enmeshed in error, of their believing

what is false, the outsider might quite well bear it.

But they no longer believe in anything; they are com-

pletely at the mercy of the nonsense, the insanity

which the regime feeds them, without satisfying

them. And that grips one's heart. I want to tell you

something," our friend cried out. "I want to tell you
I have never seen an entire people in such helpless

despair, as the Germans are now, in these days. They
don't want war by God, they don't want to have

anything to do with it! Well then, do they want revo-

lution? They are so confused, so intimidated, so ig-

norant, so weakened, so unnerved so completely

finished -that I sometimes fear they will prefer war

to revolution. They'll follow their godforsaken
Fiihrer on the battle-field, as sheep follow the bell-

wether into the slaughter-house. Since there is only
darkness about them, they11 follow anyone who

swings a torch and screams: 'Follow me!' What else

can they do?"

The narrow and winding bob-sled trail which we
followed had many ruts; one had to be an experi-

enced mountain driver to make headway. Without
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taking an eye from the dangers lurking on the way,

we asked our distracted friend: "But the change! Last

year you said it was different. What caused the

change?" Our friend replied: "111 pass over the rapid

decline in the everyday living standards of the Ger-

mans. It's the confusion and unbelief, the nihilistic

pessimism that have grown so much greater. Disre-

garding the scattered little groups of determined op-

positionists (and perhaps I am wrong in disregarding

them!), there is no one in Germany who really be-

lieves in anything in this world! True, they no longer

believe in the Nazi Government tooand that may

very well be the positive aspect of the matter. But

they don't really believe in the 'other Germany'

either, nor in the world's good will toward it. What

can one expect? There is a weariness, a cynicism, a

shoulder-shrugging indifference toward fate, all of

which have a paralyzing effect. They even paralyzed

me for the duration of my German sojourn. They are

the reason why I am still so sad and bewildered!"

There was an unpleasant little pop, followed by a

loud hissing. The steering wheel insisted on lurching

toward the right, where the chasm yawned. We had

all we could do to bring the doughty little car to a

stop. "Well, you may be sad/' we said to our friend,

"but youll have to shake the paralysis out of your

system. We've got a flat tire over there, right front

and youll have to help us change, pretty please!"
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We worked in silence in the dusk which now lay

over the valley. The car had an unfortunate tendency

to roll backward and downhilla tendency which

could be met only by placing large rocks under the

rear wheels. Despite our stern admonition, our friend

turned out to be of little help during the operation.

Soon he took up a position on a log by the side of

the path and talked to us as we went through our

motions. "It is true/' he said, "for nearly seven years

the German people have lived only for war. Every-

thingthe misery, the loss of rights and liberties, of

family life, of the inviolability of private property-

all had to be accepted for the sake of the war to come.

It was accepted. But the period of preparedness bore

a desperate resemblance to war itself. The German

people were constantly engaged in 'battles'; they were

unable to enjoy life. Now they have had enough of

war even before the war has really begun! And what

conclusions do the German overlords reach from this

situation, what measures do they take? They promise

that there will be no war. 'Trust us and our brand-new

technique/ they say to the German people. We pre-

pare for war only to keep it from breaking out. Just

see how far we have come without war! The Saar,

the fortified Rhineland, Austria, Czecho-Slovakia

all this has become ours without war! True, we want

more a great deal more than that. But it will all

fall into our hands without war just trust us and our
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brand-new technique!' The people listen and no one

can deny that these promises on the part of their

rulers make an impression. But there are two other

things that also cannot be denied. First, neither the

Saar, nor the fortified Rhineland, nor Austria, nor

Czechoslovakia have made life in Germany any more

bearable. Poverty and tyranny have remained the

same and there has been no practical advantage in

evidence; and, second, the Germans well remember

their old saying that 'the pitcher keeps going to the

well till it breaks at last/ The fact that the world has

until now idly witnessed the Fuhrer's heroic deeds is

no proof that it will continue to do so. Fear is ram-

pant in Germany, the more since the darkness daily

grows blacker and more impenetrable!"

We grumbled and sighed as we tightened the lugs

on the spare wheel, while the old tire, flabby and

dusty, leaned against the running board. "It's gone,"

we said with a look of regret at the superannuated
rubber. But our friend on the log could not get away
from his subject. "One sees only a very few cars on

the German highways," he said. "There is a shortage
of everything rubber for tires, and especially gaso-

line. Even the railways seem to be in sad state. Just
before I left by train from Munich to Berlin, the con-

ductor visited me and asked me whether I had any

large pieces of luggage. I told him that my wardrobe

trunk was in the baggage car. 'Wouldn't you rather
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have it here, near you?' he asked me. 'No/ I said.

'Why should I? It would merely be a bother!' The
man muttered that he had only meant in case some-

thing happened during the night, an accident or

something like that, it would be a good thing to have

one's effects at hand. I started. 'An accident?' I asked.

The man smiled in confusion and finally left after

assuring me that I was at liberty to have the big trunk

brought into my tiny compartment 'just in case.' At
three o'clock the next morning there was a knock on

my door. 'What's the matter?' I asked. 'Everyone out/

came a voice. 'Why?' 'Everyone out/ the voice re-

peated. I got out. No, there was nothing special. Some
little thing had gone wrong with our coach, and it

was deemed best to disembark the passengers before

an accident might happen. I met the conductor out-

side on the station platform. 'How is the baggage* OQ o
car?' I inquired. 'All right/ he grinned, 'for the time

being. . . .' He let out a shrill whistle as a sign that

the last passenger had left the damaged sleeper. 'You

wouldn't believe me/ he said, 'but I ought to know.

Something always goes wrong, on every trip. At least

one car must always be cut out. This time I bet on
the baggage car. Well, it may still happen!' I found

it advisable to have my large trunk brought into the

third-class compartment assigned to us. The benches

were of hard wood and we were packed in like sar-

dines. We had made a poor bargain/'
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It was late before we reached the main street of

Arosa too late to have dinner at the hotel. "Let's

drive on up the mountain/' we said to our friend.

"It's lovelier there than anywhere in the world and

so utterly peaceful that you'll soon forget your Ger-

man worries, whether you want to or not."

Our goal was a tiny hamlet of four or five brown

wooden houses with blue shutters, situated still

higher than Arosa and nestling close to the moun-

tains in absolute tranquillity. It had grown quite

cool, but we were loath to go in and stayed outside

near the well on the terrace where we each ordered

some Biindnerfleisch delicate pink slices of meat

shaved as thin as a breath, served on wooden plates

and tasting like very fine smoked ham, but much

dryer. The air smelled of pine-wood, hay, manure,

peace and mountain night. Our friend drank it in

deeply as a thirsty man drinks water. Now it was we

who could not get away from the German problems.

"Suppose war does break out . . ." we started, but

our friend interrupted with a tired wave of the hand.

"It won't break out!" he said with a note almost of re-

gret. "Suppose it does break out," we repeated stub-

bornly, "how will the Fiihrer tell his people? Won't

this very outbreak of the war, which he said could

never happen won't that alone mean a defeat for

him worse than the loss of a decisive battle?" Our
friend nodded, but, strangely, shrugged his shoulders
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at the same time. "Maybe/' he said, "but don't forget,

precautions have been taken. A large part of the Ger-

man Army, and above all the actual Nazi troops them-

selves, the S.A. and the S.S., are reserved for use

against the 'enemy within/ Thus every German will

be confronted with the alternative of either refus-

ing obedience and falling a certain victim of the Nazi

soldiers, or of obeying, going to the front, and run-

ning a
fifty-fifty chance of escaping with his bare life.

What would you do in a case like that?"

We muttered something about it being no acci-

dent that things were different in our case, that we
had voluntarily taken much discomfort upon our-

selves lest they be like that. "We did, after all, re-

nounce a few trifles ourselves/' we said, "such as our

country, our language, our home, our . . ." "All

right/' our friend interjected, "I didn't mean it that

way. You're right. It would be tremendously difficult

and dangerous for the German rulers even to admit

the outbreak of war to say nothing of the difficulties

of defending it and making it palatable. On the other

hand, suppose you tell us how it is to break out, this

war of yours!" (Now he has come to saying "your
war/' when it was he who but recently seemed to re-

gret the absence of war!) "In the end Russia may,
after all, conclude a pact with the Western powers.
And with all the insanity of which I believe the Nazis

capable, surely they won't take the field against all
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Europe. It's a strange thing: The Nazis are convinced

all of them that they'll get Danzig and the Corri-

dor one way or the other. And when they are told

that Russia may have a word to say about it and that

a pact between Russia and the West might be in the

offing, they always reply: *We are the ones who will

make the pact with Russia!'
"

We broke out into laughter. "That's going far/' we

said, "and it proves that complete nihilism, that fail-

ure to believe in anything of which you spoke a little

while ago. It really does seem as though anti-Com-

munism together with anti-Semitism were the stock-

in-trade of the Hitler repertoire -unchangeable and

firm, the sole basis of faith. And now you come and

tell us that the Nazis talk about a pact with the Bol-

sheviks, as though it were something to crow about.

Honestly, one gets dizzy dizzy and sea-sick!"

Our friend replied that he had been feeling dizzy

and sea-sick all this while. He had, however, at-

tributed it to the elevation and the rarefied air and

not to German nihilism. We left this question unset-

tled but agreed that the negotiations in Moscow were

far from hopeless "the French and British generals

had dined with the Russians, 'in marked cordiality*

at that" what more did one want, and what pre-

vented us from lapsing into silence, leaning our heads

against the stiff backs of our chairs and looking into

the sky with its mysterious arrangement of pale stars
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where perhaps the puzzle of the future was being

solved?

On the afternoon of August 22, news of the Russo-

German Pact reached us in our mountain valley. We
stared at the extra edition of the Easier Nationalzei-

tung as though it were something that would explode

as soon as touched. "Here is the war," we said, refrain-

ing from discussing the "nihilism" of the Germans,

the "treason" of the Russians, the "guilt" of the West-

ern powers and the "prospects" of the world. We
merely said: "Here is the war," and packed our

trunks.

It was a difficult journey across Europe in those

days when the crisis was at its height. The air was

filled with rumors; the trains were crowded with

refugees and troop transports; the travel agents were

powerless; the hotel porters, usually regarded as om-

niscient, knew nothing. Would the lie de France

sail on September i? Was the Zurich-London plane

still running? How about the Paris-Amsterdam ex-

press? No one knew anything. It was not even gen-

erally known whether there would be war. Had not

one crisis followed the other? And had not each

turned out afterward to have been a bluff, a carefully

staged maneuver of the powerful by which one must

not be deceived? Still, anything was possible, and one

did well to use every means of transportation to get

"away." Some had definite and reasonable goals;
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others merely had vague plans o flight, wanted only

to get "away/* Meanwhile the nations mobilized,

above all the Netherlands whither we had turned.

Where was our luggage? Lost, stolen, strayed on the

way. War was war and the civilian population had no

more claim to comfort, security, private property. But

was there war? And suppose war should break out to-

morrow, was not the Netherlands neutral and should

one not feel secure here with one's trunks and effects?

But here too the hotel porter had forfeited his

omniscience. Did the Holland-Sweden airline still

run? He did not know. What he did know was this:

"In all likelihood we are lost/' as he proclaimed soon

after our arrival, "for either the Germans will march

in, or the British will march in, or we shall open our

dikes in which case no one will march in but we

shall drown. At any rate we shall destroy our own

land by flooding it with water. Fine prospects, eh?"

To us it seemed as though the Dutch Government

had chiefly mobilized its schoolboys. The faces of the

boys marching on all the roads in field-gray uniforms

seemed so young. Their stride was like that of school-

boys, hurrying to get to their regiments. In our spa-

cious room, with its dark and heavy furniture, its

view of the quietly flowing Amstel, its old-fashioned

peacefulness, we were visited by a friend who lived

around the corner a German journalist who was not

an emigre. What, then, was he, since he did not live
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"at home" with the Nazis? He was an accredited Am-
sterdam trade correspondent for a Nazi newspaper,
and at the same time a bitter and active enemy o

the Third Reich. Like ourselves, this intelligent,

bright-eyed fellow with the horn-rimmed glasses and

the blond stubble hair came from Munich. We had

gone to school with him for a few years. He had been

profoundly "Nationalist" thena worthy student of

Studienrat X. As Hitler grew in power he had joined
the Party, from "patriotism" and because he believed

that the Nazis would make Germany great. He had

been in the opposition, the "underground move-

ment" for only two years that is to say, since he had
lived abroad, consumed by truth as by a raging fever.

He had taken great risks, bravely accepted the fate

of a Nazi journalist, Party member, and member of

the Reich Chamber of Culture, in order to glimpse
the enemy's hand from close up and stop his cheat-

ing. Like our friend from Arosa, he had recently been
in Germany. But his reports were quite different from
those to which we had listened in the Swiss moun-
tains. "One thing is certain," he declared. "The Ger-

mans are sick of the regime just as they were sick of

the war in 1 9 1 8. They want nothing but peaceat the

precise time when the war is breaking out." "Really?"
we asked, listening to the voices of the young Dutch
soldiers who were singing a war song in their guttural

tongue across the water. "Really?"
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The Nazi journalist nodded his head emphatically.

"You cannot imagine it," he said, "and one can hardly

describe it. Discontent is rife and the abyss threatens

to engulf all classes and strata." We remembered that

our other friend, the Norwegian in Switzerland, had

used the very same words, this impatient "You can-

not imagine it," and "It is indescribable." Only he

had looked not so much into the abyss of discontent

as into those sinister depths where the German peo-

ple had lost faith and loyalty, hope and trust.

"You speak of discontent as though it were some-

thing constructive," we address the Nazi journalist.

"Heaven knows, you seem to indicate that there

might be a chance of revolution by the 'other Ger-

many/
"

Impatiently passing his hand through the

stubble of his hair, he replies: "There is a chance, a

very definite chance. In fact, I think of nothing else.

Consider: the only proponents of 'constructive dis-

content' who have not yet been put out of the way
are Himmler's fellows of the Gestapo, the S.S. and

parts of the S.A. They are the guardians the Party

has set over the German people. Until now they have

seemed determined to meet the 'enemy within' with

force of arms. Until now they have been assured of

power, glory and a certain livelihood, and they were

for the regime. That will all change with the war.

They will all suffer the pangs of hunger all except
the front-line troops who will be fed as long as it is at
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all possible. And 'power* and 'glory' will largely pass

to the Reichswehr. Herr Himmler will have a great

deal of trouble to keep together his army which will

lack everythingfood, coal, influence. Then our

chance will come and it will, of course, be greatly

aided by a few outward military defeats of the regime.

Then therell be an end to the Nazis, as certainly as

two times two makes four!"

The Nazi journalist stood in the middle of our

empty room, hands in pockets, legs apart, triumphant.

"We are really silly/' we said, trying to return to the

safe ground of reality that wavering and quite unre-

liable soil into which our luggage had vanished and

which might at any moment be flooded by British or

German troops or water. "We act as though there

were already war, and as though Hitler could not win

it. But suppose he does win it then farewell, you

'other Germany'; farewell, free France, democratic

Europe, civilized world!" The face of the young man

across from us turned bright red. He brought his

hand down on the dresser so hard that the mirror

shook. "Nonsense!" he cried. "What pusillanimous

and dangerous nonsense! Do you or do you not be-

lieve that so-called 'National Socialism' is hollow and

rotten, a ravenous monster, without sense or content?

Do you or do you not believe that the German people

are still alive and carry within them sound forces for

the future? Do you or do you not believe that man-
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kind is on the road to goals consistent with man's dig-

nity?" He tore the glasses from his eyes and looked

us in the face wildly and challenging!/. Angry pas-

sion darkened his blue eyes almost into black. We
were silent. What could we reply? "Yes, we believe,"

as one answers the confessor? After a brief pause dur-

ing which our friend collected himself, he said in a

changed tone of finality: "Terrible things will come

to pass. We must be prepared for the worst. We face

a struggle of life and death the struggle between

life and death. But the issue is certain. Life will be

the victor!
7 '

The airplane from Amsterdam to Malmo flew low

over German territory. There lay Wesermiinde,

Bremerhaven. We recognized the old water tower,

the churches and market-places. But what did the

people at pur feet thinkthe Germans, our fellow

countrymen? Yesterday ration cards had been dis-

tributed among them cards for soap, cards for coal,

cards for dried vegetables, cards for Ersatz coffee.

Things did not reach this last beggarly pass with

us until 1917, toward the end of the last war. Now
the battle was begun at this low level. "Devastating

impression upon the German population/' we read

in the Dutch Telegraaf. "Pale and desperate, the

women stand before the shops where almost nothing
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is on sale any more. Fear of war has grown to gigantic

proportions. . , ."

We were descending. The altimeter showed 1,500

feet, then 1,200, then 1,000, 750. It seemed as though
we were to land in Germany. That would have been

bad. It might have cost our life, since we were deadly

enemies of the German rulers. "What insanity," we

thought, as our eyes followed the indicator of the

altimeter. "There they sit with their Ersatz coffee

cards, the Germans, and their 'fear of war has grown
to gigantic proportions'! They could easily escape

this war. They could have everything food, raw ma-

terials, colonies, the world's friendship if they only

broke the spell, the Nazi spell they look upon as their

destiny. Instead, they are likely to kill us, two min-

utes from now, when we have landed, and soon, in a

few days, the mass slaughter will begin the slaugh-

ter they fear so greatly, the slaughter they them-

selves will have instituted. What insanit^!"

But we did not land. The relief we felt at our sud-

den escape was slight; nor had we been very nervous.

Constant personal contact with danger as with dis-

ease, immunizes and engenders fatalism. As for con-

tact with other, less personal things, we were any-

thing but fatalistic. It was irksome to spend these

fateful days in a country whose language we did not

understand. What did the streamer headlines over

the Swedish newspapers mean? What was happening?
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What had already happened? The great radio in the

lounge of our hotel was the only source of informa-

tion. By day and by night we crouched before the

tuneful, polyglot machine. Two women helped us

keep watch a young and very beautiful one with

narrow eyes and clear, wide forehead, and an older

one, probably the other's mother. The women were

close-mouthed, whispering occasionally to each other

in a tongue we took to be Russian.

When we entered the lounge on the morning of

September i, the mother had already taken up her

post on the chair by the radio. The daughter stood

leaning on the instrument. Both remained motion-

less, even when we entered. But while the older

woman held her head in her hands, the pale face of

the younger was turned full toward us. From her

lovely narrow eyes flowed tears, though she did not

otherwise seem to be crying. There was no quivering

of the mouth, no sobbing. Motionless, silent, rigid

with grief, she stood there. From the mother's chair

came sighs and moans. The radio spoke in French.

We were hardly able to concentrate upon the content

of the news-the sight of the Slavic ladies, who evi-

dently had met with some terrible experience, dis-

concerted us so completely. But soon it became clear:

The German Fiihrer and Chancellor, Adolf Hitler,

the enemy of mankind, had invaded Poland. His

troops now devastated the Polish soil; his aviators
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killed Polish women and children; his hordes mur-

derously outnumbered the Polish men who met them

in battle. These women were crying for their beau-

tiful country, for their husbands, brothers, sons. They
cried because Poland seemed lost, because she had

hurled herself against the attacker in heroic self-sacri-

fice. The proud country preferred to perish rather

than to become slave and vassal of the Third Reich.

The women cried. We listened to the French an-

nouncer from some distance. We were silent. In the

presence of these weeping Polish women it would

have been impossible for us to speak German, nor

did any foreign language seem adequate for discus-

sing the terrible events. It had happened. The lunatic

had precipitated himself, his country, Europe, into

war. Now that it had happened, it seemed wholly

incredible though one had known from the very

beginning that it must happen.

We barely left the lounge to take our meals. We
heard the "news" in five languages from England,

France, Germany, Italy, Russia; that is to say, the

radio presented in turn the news from the five coun-

tries in five languages. They were the propaganda
battles of the air that we witnessed.

When Hitler began his Reichstag speech, the two

Polish women left the room for almost the first time

in days. At the sound of his voice the mother started,

as though she had received a blow. With a quick and
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angry motion the daughter dried her eyes. They
turned to go. Until then there had been only grief

and sorrow in their bearing. Now that the vapid,

coarse voice spoke, there was so much contempt,

scorn, defiance and high-minded challenge in the de-

meanor and the gestures of the women, that they no

longer inspired pity but, instead, unabashed admira-

tion. No, these women departing with their heads

carried high and free were no proper objects of pity,

even though for the moment they seemed to stand

condemned. But the speaker with his barking, boast-

ing, imploring and lying, the man in the Berlin

opera house facing the paid stooges he called the

German Reichstag and holding up his latest and

most infamous misdeed for all the world to see he

stood condemned! And, strangely enough, he him-

self seemed to know it. "If anything should happen
to me . . /'he said, inviting the inference that he

would soon expose himself to mortal danger and

proceeded to appoint his successor. "If anything

should happen to him too" and the second succes-

sor was named. "Should he meet with disaster . . ."

well, for the moment it seemed none too probable

that anything unusual would "happen" to all the gen-

tlemen there assembled. But, as for Poland, a "police

and disciplinary action" had "happened" to her when

the Fiihrer gave the word for his troops to cross the

border. He scarcely believed that this would lead to
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war. But should war come, after all, there was "no

deprivation in Germany" which he, Adolf Hitler,

would not "take upon himself." What grandiloquent

boasting, what horrendous and irresponsible non-

sense! What could he "take upon himself" this gang-

ster standing there playing the savior! He raged,

shouted, complained. Mind you, he complained while

in invaded Poland people perished by the thousand,

Poles as well as Germans! Why was he so agitated,

since what happened was merely his will a "disci-

plinary action" against those who offered opposition.

But this in itself was the very reason for his howls of

indignation. Opposition had been offered! In the

face of the German, Austrian and Czecho-Slovakian

precedent, the Poles had dared to offer opposition.

They had been unwilling to submit immediately and

completely. The Fiihrer completely lost his temper.

"There I was sitting and waiting with my Govern-

ment for two days!" he shouted and arrant disap-

pointment mingled with his unrestrained anger. He

had "sat there" for two full days they could not do

that to him, he would not stand for it, even if the

whole Continent had to be bathed in blood! Ven-

geance must be, and he, the Fiihrer, would "take the

deprivations upon himself." We listened to the wild,

screaming, breaking voice that filled the room as

with acid fumes.

Suddenly more people entered the lounge a young
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Swedish couple we had cas.ually met in the dining-

room. "Please," said the young wife, an imploring

tone in her voice, "please turn it off or turn it down.

We cannot bear to listen to the voice of the Hun. We

simply cannot stand this Hunnish voice any more!"

But the "voice of the Hun" spoke and gave orders.

It condemned its own people to death, and the peoples

of Europe to a struggle for life and death. It spoke

this "voice of the Hun" whether we listened or not.

As long as it spoke that much was certain there

would be no end of suffering, of injustice, of blood-

shed, of shame.

It was by no means easy to leave Sweden by no

means simple nor without danger. In such times

every step becomes an adventure, every flight a men-

ace, every arrival momentary safety. Were we simply

lucky that on the trip between Malmo and Amster-

dam no German bomber fired through the windows

and killed us? Had fate merely smiled upon us to

allow us to land on the frighteningly small and camou-

flaged airport, hedged in by trees on all sides? Dared

we breathe relief when we finally retired to rest in

the blacked-out Southampton hotel, packed with

troops? We did not feel truly safe and sound until

the S.S. Washington took us aboard. Then at last we

felt American soil beneath our feet, even though it

was swaying with the waves. True, the refugee ship

offered novel accommodations. Hundreds of hard
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cots were lined up in the lobbies and lounges. There

must have been at least 150 people with whom we

spent the nights in the great "Palm Court/
7

Still, they

were quiet nights, peaceful and secure. For outside in

the starlight, in the glare of the great searchlights,

the symbol o peace and liberty fluttered from the

mast the American flag.
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After the Catastrophe
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'What For?"

w,HO desired this war?

Statesmen and intellectuals have long known that

war no longer serves to solve political, moral and

social problems. Today the "man in the street" knows

it too. War is not merely an atrocity; it is an anachro-

nism. To put the huge technical plant which man
has invented in the service of deadly destruction is

an obvious misuse, sinful and paradoxical. Mankind

266
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has "outgrown" war, in the same way that a young
man o twenty can be considered to have outgrown
the youthful folly of his teens. All of us know this

fact; it has long since come to be general opinion.

One man alone is responsible for this war. The

world knows his name it has unhappily been forced

to remember it. Never before, in no previous war in

all history, has the question of guilt been clearer than

in the European conflict that began in September,

1 9$9- One man alone has this terrible guilt on his

conscience and he will be destroyed.

At the bottom of his black heart Hitler must

always have known, or at least guessed, that he would

be lost, if he should attempt this last, awful extremity.

He is finished. Some time soon, in some macabre way,

he will go to the dogs. History never had anything

else in store for him. Whatever may happen; what-

ever may be the extent and the forms which this war

will take; whatever may be the changes in fronts and

constellations that are to surprise us; this Hitler will

not much longer annoy and outrage the world with

his endless lying tirades. He will be crushed, even

though the victory of the Allied Armies should be

delayed. We do not anticipate any such delay. We
believe the Allies will win with relative speed. But

assume the worst and most improbable case that the

combined superiority of France and Great Britain

should not be promptly established; even that cannot
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save the miserable racketeer. The alternative lies

not between a Nazi or Allied victory; the real alterna-

tive lies between an Allied victory and chaos & chaos

which would engulf Hitler too.

He is done for and he knows it himself. If he does

know it, however, why, then, did he desire war? The

paradoxical truth is that, while he did provoke the

war, he did not really desire it until the very last. He

trembled before it. He was never the man to take

great risks. He is a blackmailer, not a soldier. His

business has always been intrigue, not open battle.

His plan had been to pocket Europe quietly, bit by

bit. He was firmly convinced that even England and

France, the "decadent democracies," would offer no

resistance that they would hold still until it came

their turn to be gobbled up. The political transfor-

mation in Paris and London, the moral and national

reawakening, came as a huge surprise to the Fiihrer.

It crossed up his carefully laid plans. The same states-

men who had signed the Munich Pact, the very

nations that had tolerated him they all finally recog-

nized that they had allowed themselves to be hood-

winked by a common gangster.

The cynical and desperate maneuver of the Rus-

sian Pact was unable to confuse this resolve; it merely

strengthened it. Who could still be surprised that the

very man who for almost twenty years had howled

forth his mission of saving European civilization
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from Bolshevism, is now seeking its friendship and

has opened the gates of Europe to the Red Army?
The same leader who had forced German soldiers

to attack "Communism" in Spain now wants them to

fight capitalist states in the name of some vague

"National Bolshevism/' However, nothing could sur-

prise any more, where Hitler, his consistency, his

"principles," his love of truth are concerned. This

is not the proper occasion nor the right moment to

examine or to analyze the speculations, hopes and

fears that may have influenced or determined Joseph

Stalin's fatal decisions. Nor do we want to make, in

this connection, any prophecies concerning the stra-

tegical, economic and moral consequences which the

Pact is likely to have. These consequences may be

very profound and far-reaching; they will influence,

indeed, the political attitude and further develop-

ment of the liberal groups and left parties in every

part of the world. Whatever Stalin eventually may

gain or lose by this dubious bargain, there remains

this crucial fact: that Hitler is doomed; that the most

shameless act of his amazing career actually means

the beginning of his end. Even should an Allied vic-

toryfor which we hope and pray not materialize,

other powers than Hitler and his ilk would profit

from the disaster.

It is a matter of no great honor for our nation that

the armies of foreign countries must move into action
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to free Germany of its tyrant and the world of its

nightmare. Nor can it be a matter of great surprise

that the British and Frenchto say nothing of the

ambushed Poles have tackled this bitter but neces-

sary job without great enthusiasm. They had no

desire for war. They are civilized men and find it in

distinctly bad taste to shoot other men who might

be, and in part are, also civilized. Thus in those fate-

ful September days of 1939 neither Paris nor London

saw much of that all-pervading hurrah-patriotism

which heretofore has been characteristic of the out-

break of wars. Instead, the popular resolve was all

the more strong and serious a firm and cool will to

put an end to a monster who has troubled, tormented

and threatened decent people for years. The youth

of the great democracies did not rush into this war

as into a great adventure; they accepted the task as

a hard and unavoidable duty. It was the sense of self-

preservation which forced the two great democracies

to fight.

Protect Europe against Hitler! Defend civilization

against barbarous attack! This is the slogan, simple

and strong. If it lacks the spark of evangelism, that

is because it is a purely defensive slogan. The fact that

high-sounding phrases have been avoided this time

only testifies to the good taste and integrity of the

democratic leaders. They are shopworn these fine

words; they have been compromised too often, until
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they have a hollow ring. "Make the world safe for

democracy!" Millions" of young men simply shrug

their shoulders when they hear that. It has been found

preferable to tell them the simple, unvarnished truth,

stripped of all rhetoric: that there is mortal danger

because a base and insatiable enemy has been per-

mitted to grow too strong. The youth of 1939 seems

cooler and more realistic than that of 1914. Then

wild or sentimental songs were sung. Now one says

simply: "It's got to be done!'
1 One grits one's teeth

and dons one's gas-mask.

Everyone would have liked to avoid it but it had

to be done. Since it has now come to pass this most

undesired event: the war we shall do well to view

it in its broadest outlines, to give it a wider and

deeper meaning than it at first seemed to have. To
beat the Nazis is essential; but it is not enough. Hit-

ler's fall is no goal in itself merely a prerequisite for

reaching the real goal. A conflagration of such mag-

nitude cannot and must not be directed solely against

an evil principle; it must be put in the service of a

better one. The war of defense against Hitler must

become the struggle for a new Europe.

Heritage and Future

In order to know what is at stake, we must under-

stand what it is that must be defended and regen-

erated. Neither the men on the battle-fields of Europe,
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nor the women In the bombarded cities will have

time and occasion to reflect. Let us, then, do our best

to think clearly and speak sincerely as long as we

have the chance as citizens of the world, as Euro-

peans, as Germans, as representatives of that "other

Germany" in whose existence and future we believe

with stubborn confidence, despite all that is now

happening.

When an Englishman or a Frenchman today says:

"The heritage of European culture is in danger. ..."

he is surely in earnest. To him the danger seems to

come from without; it is an attack by barbaric powers

against which defense is necessary. Yet the full terror

of the menace can perhaps be recognized only by one

who has seen the adversary, the destroyer, the Anti-

Spirit in his own country; who is familiar not only

with his threats but with his true face, his practice,

the reality of his pernicious work. Germans who feel

intimately bound up with the European heritage and

its future have had to watch as five years sufficed to

destroy almost completely what as many centuries had

built up. We, the citizens of the "other Germany/'
were horrified witnesses of such sacrilege and degen-

eracy. With our own eyes we saw how the complex
structure of our culture collapsed, when robbed of

its supporting pillars.

The threefold basis upon which our intellectual

and material existence rests is the concept of Law,
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the concept of Liberty, and the concepts of Pity and

Charity. This is the heritage of Rome and Hellas,

the glad tidings of Christianity. Deep inside, every

great European movement has always maintained

contact with the traditions of Antiquity and of Judeo-

Christianity or at least with one of these two main

trends no matter how much it may have seemed to

deny it on the surface. It was never the purpose of

the genuine European revolutions to destroy funda-

mental moral concepts; rather, they turn out to have

served the interests of those ideals even though some-

times by means of the terror. Let us not here discuss

or even touch upon the complex moral and political

problem as to whether "the end justifies the means/
5

Whether there is, or should be, such a thing as a

''holy terror
"

is a matter for argument. If there is,

or has ever been, such a thing, it surely must have

taken other forms and characteristics than the hypo-

critical, pedantic and at once sadistic terror with

which the Nazi regime tortures its victims. Thus even

the means of which the Nazi regime avails itself in

its political tactics prove that the purpose and ulti-

mate end are wholly evil. The Nazi movement is not

merely a way station on the course of European his-

tory; rather, it is a truly diabolical attempt to break

off this history, to destroy its meaning, to rob it of

its moral content. By removing itself from the sources

of the European spirit and morality, National Social-
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ism wanders away from the path to a meaningful and

worth-while future; for the European spirit cannot

turn from its own origins and history without falling

into mortal danger. Whoever betrays the heritage of

Europe, thereby betrays the future of Europe. He

brings dissolution. He is the enemy. His boundless

lust for power is not the will to build up and organ-

ize; rather it is a raging mania for destruction, a

murderous urge for anarchy, a blind passion for nihil-

ism. In the Third Reich in the fact that it has been

tolerated so longEurope's tendency toward self-

destruction manifests itself. The Empire of Hitler is

a suicide attempt on the part of Europe.

The term "barbarism" frequently used here must

be realistically and precisely defined. The Greeks,

with naive arrogance, simplified it and narrowed it

down. To them everything was barbarous which was

not Greek. We cannot make things quite so simple

for ourselves. With the Asiatics, Negroes or Eskimos

there are forms of life and government utterly

alien to Western European feeling, though not all of

these forms are by any means barbarous. True, we

are convinced that a few basic moral concepts apply

universally. Yet certain phenomena may be tolerable

or even necessary in Persia or China, while they

become an open scandal in Germany or Italy. Abso-

lute despotism, for example, outrages the moral sen-

sibilities of modern Europeans and Americans. Since
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despotism must thus establish and maintain itself over

the opposition of the best elements in the country, it

stands to reason that from first to last it must always

grossly violate the convictions of its finest citizens. A
European form of despotism, such as the Nazi

regime, comes into fateful conflict not merely with

peculiarly European moral concepts but with human

morality generally. Such tyranny on European soil

becomes barbarous in more than one sense of the

word. It violates the European ethic; and it defiles

the dignity of man generally.

For it is the dignity of man that is at stake. It has

been trampled upon in Germany; it has been men-

aced all over Europe. What else does barbarism mean

but the negation and contempt of the dignity of man?

The dignity of man is outraged when government

confines itself solely to lying, carefully avoiding every

truthful word. The dignity of man is outraged when

the mighty overlords of the land behave like scoun-

drels and set fire to public buildings in order to place

the blame upon their enemies; when they forge testa-

ments, outlaw entire classes and races, snatch their

own old friends from bed in order to murder them.

The dignity of man is outraged when all those in high

places turn out to be murderers and thieves. The

dignity of man is outraged when it is subjected to

chicanery and finally driven into war by criminal

semi-lunatics; the purpose of such a war, moreover,
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can merely consist in a desire to extend this violation

of the dignity of man to still other countries. The

dignity of man is outraged when science is replaced

by absurd superstition, faith by the worship of a

suspect individual. Concentration camps, racial laws

and book burnings; the loss of all rights and liberties;

tortures and shootings "while attempting to escape";

spying upon one's neighbors, indeed upon one's own

parents, as a moral obligation; education as prepara-

tion for war; poor food and worse art; honesty repre-

sented as a crime; perpetual hatred of some "mortal

enemy
"

a different one every few weeks as the sole

stimulant; all this agrees in no wise with the true

dignity of man. Under such circumstances the dignity
#

of man must perish. The war is only the radical ex-

pression and result of this fateful process.

It is in this symbol- the symbol of the dignity of

man that all the spiritual aims of the West are joined

and blended: the Hellenic demand for the freedom

and absolute beauty of the individual; the Roman

demand for law and government organization; the

Christian promise of equality in the eyes of God, of

eternal bliss for those who repent of their sins and

practice righteousness to the limit of their weak

powers. To raise, broaden and deepen the concept of

the dignity of man that is the sense and the mission

of Western history. The Germany of Adolf Hitler is
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damned because it has raised its blood-stained hand

against this mission.

It is damned; but will the dignity of man have

been saved merely by the defeat of the Germany of

Adolf Hitler? Or, to put it differently, are the dignity

of man, the heritage and future of Europe menaced

only by this Germany?
Let none reproach us for underestimating the

danger of the Third Reich. We hope we have made

the depth of our hatred for it and the urgency of our

desire for its destruction sufficiently plain. Once it

has disappeared, once this focus of infection has been

thoroughly cauterized, there will be a great reawaken-

ing. Everywhere moral and intellectual forces will

come into flow and play, will be rendered free and

productive. The fall of Hitler is not only the pre-

requisite, but almost in itself the guarantee, for the

moral, political and spiritual regeneration of the

world.

This is the truth. But the fateful seriousness of the

situation compels us to seek out and tell the whole

truth, even at the risk of becoming a nuisance. "Le

scandale rtest pas de dire la verite, c'est de ne pas la

dire tout entiere!
3 Thus runs a passage in the pam-

phlet, Scandale de la Verite, by the great French Cath-

olic, Georges Bernano. This royalist and devout son

of the Church attacked those clerics who, during the

Spanish Civil War, glossed over and even blessed
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Franco's atrocities, out o opposition to the Loyalists.

In passionate heat this devout Christian and great

author wrote: "II ne suffit plus de dire un chretien.

II faut dire un chretien qui ne ment pas.
3 "

Let us heed the bitter sincerity of this warning

voice! In the face of so much lying, salvation and

solace can flow only from the truth. If we would be

truthful, however, we must admit that it is not Hitler

alone who represents a threat to the heritage and

future of European culture. True, he and the phe-

nomenon of the Third Reich embody this danger in

particularly startling and alarming manner. But

how could the Austrian house-painter have grown
into a world menace but for the mighty support given

him by certain trends and elements of the time?

These turgid trends and elements have most strongly

and dreadfully manifested themselves in Germany
the result of certain peculiarities and defects in the

German national character. We believe that we have

tried to depict these fatal traits of the German char-

acter unsparingly. We do not believe that it can be

interpreted as an attempt to gloss over or mitigate

the extent of German guilt, if we now add: The re-

bellious anti-European spirit of Germany is not solely

responsible, in the final reckoning, for the dreadful

confusion into which the West has fallen. The moral

and intellectual crisis manifesting itself most grossly

in National Socialism has its symptoms in other lands
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and continents too. It is not true that but one coun-

tryGermanyis morally diseased, while all the oth-

ers are sound. We maintain that healthy tendencies

exist even in Germany, and that symptoms of disease

exist in the other countries.

National Socialism is beyond doubt the most loath-

some and dangerous form of Fascism. Yet it is impor-

tant to remember that it was not the Germans who

invented Fascism as a form of government. Nazi the-

oreticians have been decisively influenced by Hous-

ton Stewart Chamberlain, an Englishman, and by

Georges Sorel and Comte Gobineau, both French-

men. Hitler began his career as an imitator of Mus-

solini, and Nazi propaganda methods have always

been influenced by Bolshevist tactics. Fascist dicta-

torship raged in Hungary when Germany was still

democratic. In countries like Poland, Portugal and

the Balkan States, liberty was curtailed when Ger-

many was still governed by parliamentary procedure.

After 1933 when the Hitler dictatorship was estab-

lishedcrimes were committed in Europe in which

the Germans invariably participated, but for which

they cannot be held solely responsible. The ruthless

attack upon the Spanish people to cite but one in-

stancewas certainly planned and executed with Nazi

aid. But Nazi infamy and brutality surely would not

have sufficed to make this attack successful. It re-

quired the zealous cooperation of Spanish Rebel
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generals, and above all the unscrupulous energy of

Mussolini.

It was not the Third Reich alone that was the

aggressor, nor could its aggression have become a

world menace but for tendencies within the menaced

countries in favor of the aggressors. Let us not here

deal at length with the sad history of the Pact of

Munich. We are neither willing nor able to analyze

the complex of fears, calculations and interests which

then moved or compelled the statesmen of England

and France to sacrifice Czechoslovakia. Nor is it our

task here to sum up the material and psychological

reasons why England, France and the Catholic

Church took the policy in the Spanish Affair they

did take. A hundred different reasons might be found

for this policywhich would still remain remarkable.

It proves that the victims of Fascism under certain

circumstances were not far removed from participat-

ing in the crime of Fascism.

We mention these facts which have already as-

sumed the character of history not for the purpose

of acquitting the Third Reich of its tremendous

moral guilt and responsibility. We do not mean to

say: Why single out the Germans for special blame,

when none of the others come with clean hands? Far

be this from us. There is a vast difference between

a government determined upon a course of evil and

a government that cannot make up its mind to do
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good. The sins o omission of the victims of aggression

cannot be morally compared with the satanic activity

of the aggressor. Let us not obscure or complicate

the clear, great and terrible question of guilt, when

we assert that even beyond the borders of the Third

Reich moral and political instinct seemed to be oc-

casionally confused and paralyzed. But to us, to speak

solely of a "German danger'
1

seems a violent and bar-

ren simplification of the problem. True, that "Ger-

man menace" is very great; but it could never have

waxed so fearfully great, had not Hitler had allies-

allies everywhere.

There have been admirers of the German Fiihrer.

He has had conscious or unconscious assistants and

protectors in all lands and continents. His successes

which could never have been attained without such

help have impressed and fascinated millions. The

international armament industry was interested in

his rise and in the maintenance of his regime. That

can be proved. He was permitted to weave the "brown

network" of his propaganda over the entire earth.

His armies of agents were successfully active in South

America and Africa, in London and California, in

Ireland and Switzerland, in Jerusalem and New York,

in Burgos and Paris, in Tokyo and Moscow. The

"ideology" which he spread by means of billions of

leaflets, millions of loudspeakers, thousands of meet-

ings, was a turgid mess into which flowed much that
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was in the air beyond the borders of the Third Reich.

For National Socialism has no substance of its own

unless one wishes to dignify with that name the hor-

rendous nonsense of its "Racial Theories." Yet Nazi

Propaganda was very skillful in taking advantage of

all sorts of vague moods and confused hopes and

doubts, and in placing these in its own service.

It has often been said that civilized mankind is

passing through a moral and economic crisis since

the first World War. The German philosopher Os-

wald Spengler an intellectual precursor of the Nazis

spoke of the "Decline of the West" with sinister

glee, a clever but hatefully exaggerated formulation.

For what we now witness, what makes us suffer, is

not so much the agony of a dying age as the labor

pains of a new one.

The earth's surface and man's life have more

greatly changed during the past sixty years, as a re-

sult of science, than in the preceding three thou-

sand years. How could such an enormous process be

expected to take place without confusion and dis-

turbance? It is not a simple matter to adapt the con-

sciousness of the newly awakened masses, still in the

formative stages, to the new conditions of life, the

new standards of human knowledge and work. A
crisis was inevitable.

There is a crisis of Faith. The Old as well as the

New Testament seem to have lost parts of their
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power over the hearts and souls of men, while no

new moral authority capable of exerting their civiliz-

ing influence has appeared.

There is a crisis of Democracy. The concept and

ideal of liberty itself have been questioned by an indif-

ferent younger generation in many countries. Intellec-

tual and economic trends have turned away from ab-

solute liberalism toward a more rigidly organized

collectivism. The human claim to liberty has been

coldly ignored not merely by Fascism but also by

orthodox Socialism or State Capitalism, though by

the latter supposedly only during a period of transi-

tion at the end of which there will be classless democ-

racy. Fascism, of course, ignores liberty because of its

"heroic principle"; it openly rejects the democratic

ideal. Those who concern themselves seriously with

the present and future of democracy will have to seek

constructive ways of combining a State-controlled

economy, such as the present epoch calls for, with

that spiritual and political freedom which no epoch

ought to renounce and which forms the essential sig-

nificance of democracy.

There is a crisis of Reason. Intellectuals have found

a perverse joy in celebrating "irrational dynamics"

at the expense of clear thought; and, as it is, the

masses are always inclined to be more deeply im-

pressed by brute force than by argument.

There is a crisis of Law, of Decency, of Tolerance
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and of Education. In a word, what we find is a crisis

of Humanism. We find a general tendency on the

part of the masses to allow themselves to be intoxi-

cated, to listen to lies. Our century has seen more

monstrous follies proclaimed with a louder voice than

ever before. Scientific advances the press, the radio,

the motion pictureare misused for the blatant

spreading of a colossal mass of stupidity and lies.

The Nazi movement could never have reached power

without such technological aid. The Fiihrer has uti-

lized every trick of American advertising, abused all

the amenities of modern times in order to turn a civi-

lized land back into a jungle. The refinements of

progress have served the relapse into barbarism. All

this would not have been possible without the spirit-

ual and moral crisis of the West.

In National Socialism latent evil breaks out into

catastrophe; creeping, chronic crisis becomes viru-

lent; the "discomfort of culture" manifests itself in

paroxysms; the long endemic disease erupts openly.

What Ortega y Gasset, the Spanish philosopher,

called "The Revolt of the Masses" the coldly cal-

culated release and utilization of their worst instincts

leads first and foremost toward outraging the dig-

nity of man; next comes suppression and finally the

slaughter of the masses. In the Third Reich the masses

permit themselves to be tyrannized by their own

worst exponent. True, this has as little to do with "de-
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mocracy" as it has with "aristocracy." It has nothing

to do with anything that might have recourse to tra-

dition or to the future. It is the jungle. And the pres-

ent war is being conducted to check the spread of the

jungle.

At no time are wars either begun or maintained

solely for moral reasons. Even this defensive war of

the democracies has material, realistic reasons. Yet

the present catastrophe might be destined to go

down in history as a moral event of the first order.

This anachronistic war, begun slowly and reluctantly

by all belligerents, may well accelerate and force de-

velopments that would otherwise be indefinitely post-

poned by the inertia and apathy of peoples as well as

governments.

In struggle against evil even those who themselves

were previously neither very good nor very clever

grow better and shrewder. We need not fear that

democracy will surrender or grow disloyal to itself

as long as it defends itself against its mortal enemies

with force of arms. We are entitled to the hope that

in the course of such struggle democracy not only

will not perish but will regenerate itself. Eduard

Benes, President of the Czecho-Slovak Republic, in

his important and confident book, Democracy Today
and Tomorrow^ poses this as the central problem of

the hour: "How to transform the political liberal

democracy into a new kind of social and economic
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democracy/' This Is a problem of peace, that will not

become acute until "after the catastrophe/' It might

well be that this very catastrophe forced upon the free

countries may make peoples and governments more

mature for the recognition and accomplishment of

such a task. It is essential, however, that the adver-

sary be recognized as not merely National Socialism

but as all those forces within the democracies them-

selves which have spread the death-dealing germ of

anarchy and destruction.

The terms "conservative" and "revolutionary" no

longer constitute a reaL contrast. The decisive con-

trast today is that between civilization and barbarism.

We have seen the face of barbarism and we have shud-

dered; but we must learn to re-assess our picture of

what civilization should be. It must preserve a vital

bond to the sources of our cultural life thus it is

conservative. It must boldly strike out to develop new

forms and conditions of man's life, a new social and

economic structure of society, to adapt these to new

situations, to urge them ever onward toward perfect

democracy. Thus it is revolutionary.

Whoever fights against the mastery of the jungle,

risks his life for the heritage and future of our civili-

zation. From whatever motives, under whatever slo-

gans he may have entered the fray, some day the sol-

dier of democracy will understand why there had to
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be a war. He will win; for he is fighting for the dig-

nity of man, outraged a thousand times.

The New Europe and the Other Germany

He will win nor is it our business to advise him

how to utilize his victory. Our opinions can hardly

be expected to have much influence upon the plans

and decisions of the victors. It seems overly bold and

almost senseless to express even hopes, since at this

hour no one can as yet predict under what circum-

stances and at what time the tremendous struggle

will end. Prophecy is absurd. Many things that seem

mysterious now, may already have been decided by

the time this book reaches its readers. Other things

will even then remain uncertain.

The victors, in whatever combination of men or

powers they may present themselves, will have no easy

task. Not until after the catastrophe, after the victory,

will they be confronted with the most difficult, the

most delicate job. We know that the best heads in

France and England are already passionately con-

cerned with the decisive question: How shall we or-

ganize Europe after the catastrophe? Millions are dis-

turbed by this great problem. Millions have grasped

that Versailles was not a creative, durable solution.

And this time? What is the victory and peace pro-

gram of the embattled democracies? The destruction

of Hitler? It is not enough. The restoration of Polish
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and Czechoslovak independence? Yes, of course, but

that too Is not enough. "A new world/' as the British

statesmen keep on promising us; the restoration of

international law, order and security? Yes, this is de-

cisive, but it is stated in too general terms.

To us it seems that could the masses of Europe be

asked today what in their opinion was the best solu-

tion to the problem of Europe, they would say almost

unanimously: the creation of a European Federation

of States.

We must make up for the failures of 1919. The de-

mand and hope of Europe's best for hundreds of years

now it is in sight. Europe is ripe over-ripe for

union. A stable federation is to be established in

which all nations will collaborate as members en-

titled to equal privileges and obligations. A customs

union must be organized, as well as a super-national

army as an international guarantee of order, and a

supernational court of law as the highest political in-

stance, equipped with moral and material power.

This is the goal, the realistic ideal. It is worth much

thought and many sacrifices. We must choose be-

tween the different conceptions of a Pan-European
State. In all likelihood we shall have to revise all of

them. Shall union extend only to the Continent, leav-

ing the British Commonwealth of Nations as a sepa-

rate empire, tied by bonds of friendship to the Euro-

pean Federation? Shall the Soviet Union be counted
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among the European States? Or shall it, in accordance

with its form of life and its geographical position,

constitute an independent conglomerate of peoples
between Europe and Asia? (Count Coudenhoven-

Kalergi, founder and leader of a Pan-Europe move-

ment that had considerable following at one time,

promoted union, with Great Britain and the Soviet

Union excluded.) To what extent can the United

States of America serve as a model for a European Fed-
eration? (Obviously there are many differences in the

situation, historically, linguistically, etc.) How large
a degree of independence shall the States retain with-

in the framework of union? (Almost all constructive

proposals agree that different democratic forms of

government such as parliamentary republic and

constitutional monarchy can be easily reconciled

within such a Federation, but that every form of dic-

tatorship must be excluded.)

Questions such as these and many others must be

considered and discussed. Some experiments may
turn out to have been erroneous or dangerous. Many
details of the new order may in the end turn out

quite different^ from what we anticipate today. Only
one thing is established: The new order must come-
after the catastrophe. Otherwise the tremendous suf-

fering, the great sacrifice of life, would once more

have been in vain.

The union of Europe, the organization of a Pan-
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European democracy must be made possible, because

it is necessary. Nationalism is the poison from which

European man suffers. It is precisely through its hys-

terical exaggeration in the Third Reich that it is re-

duced to absurdity. Everyone knows and feels that

things cannot continue along that line! We must un-

derstand each other, else we are all lost.

European Federation is the next and most urgent

aim. But that does not mean that it has to remain the

last and final aim. The European State which we de-

sire and visualize must flourish in peaceful collabora-

tion with the other great groupings on the inhab-

ited earth until all these great groupings will unite

into the greatest, embracing them all. For beyond

doubt it is man's destiny to keep on developing

broader and more inclusive forms of society from

the jungle clan that devours its neighbors and prof-

fers sacrifices to the fetish god, up to the world repub-

lic. "Our true State/' says H. G. Wells in The Out-

line of History/' this State that is already beginning,

this State to which every man owes his utmost politi-

cal effort, must be now this nascent Federal World

State to which human necessities point. . . . Nation-

alism as a god must follow the tribal gods to limbo.

Our true nationality is mankind/'

We find this quotation, together with many others

of great nobility and significance, in the stimulat-

ing book of the American journalist Clarence K.
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Streit, Union Now. There is much to learn and much

solace and joy in this book whose author impres-

sively combines bold idealism with mature realism.

We admit apprehension at his basic conception o

uniting the existing democracies across the gulf of

the ocean, instead of first democratizing and uniting

Europe. But there remains enough vitality and sig-

nificance in Mr. Streit's proposal, even should the

situation change. Above all, we should like to take

up the fine and forceful battle cry of his book:

"Union Now!"

Now? we hear questions. Now, when churches and

hospitals in Poland lie in ruins? When the cannon

roar between the Maginot and Siegfried Lines? When
civilian populations in blacked-out cities wait for

bombing raids? When German submarines are tor-

pedoing passenger ships? At such a time when even

worse is in preparation you speak of "Union/* of a

"European Federation'? "Isn't it a little strange?" a

skeptic inquires with a sardonic smile. And he an-

swers himself: "I think it is all a little childish and

pathetic/'

This is our reply: You are entitled to your guffaws,

though we should not be able to find your merriment

plausible even were we wrong and were the future

of Europe more hopeless than we think. But as for

our slogan, "Union Now/' we find it timely and im-

portant, not despite the present catastrophe, but be-
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cause It points the only saving way out of a catas-

trophe.

Whereupon the skeptic replies, a little more

serious, though still supercilious: "Very well, you

have expressed your conviction that Germany will

and must be vanquished. Do you believe in all serious-

ness that after so bitter a struggle the victors will be

inclined to invite Germany into a Pan-European

paradise as a reward for her misdeeds? Is it not far

more likely that this time the victorious powers will

be out to weaken Germany so thoroughly that any

threat to the peace of Europe she may represent will

be out of the question for an indefinite period?"

And again this is our reply: The Allies have made

it abundantly clear that they declared this war against

Germany's tyrants and not against the German peo-

ple. The distinction between the German nation and

the Nazi regime has been the subject of official em-

phasis. It is in point of fact the basis of French as

well as British propaganda.

The skeptic once more: "Much might be said on

that subject. In the first place, by no means all Eng-

lishmen, and certainly not all Frenchmen recognize

this famous distinction between the German people

and the Nazis. You may recall that even before the

outbreak of the war there was a most revealing debate

on this interesting subject in the Paris press. Surely

you have not forgotten what the famous Henri de
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Kerillis one of the most passionate of the French

patriots and a declared enemy of the Munich Pact-

said in the newspaper L'Epoque of July 18, 1939.

Here are a few of his sentences: 'No more illusions

about Germany! The Hitler phenomenon is not, as

some believe, a historical accident. It is the fateful

expression of German evolution. , . . For this rea-

son those who wish to make a distinction between the

German people and their government at any cost are

profoundly deceiving themselves. . . / And this is

how Monsieur Kerillis sums up his opinion: 'Ver-

sailles was too mild; after the next war Germany must

be destroyed/
"

We take the liberty of interrupting the skeptic. We
too can take recourse to quotations, we say quickly.

Since you, dear Mr. Skeptic, have learned the edi-

torials of the Paris newspapers by heart, perhaps you

have not yet forgotten the text of that long reply

with which Monsieur Leon Blum, leader of the

French Socialist Party, answered Monsieur Kerillis.

On July 20, 1939, Monsieur Blum, in his newspaper

Le Populaire^ wrote that the indiscriminate condem-

nation of the Germans in their entirety, as recom-

mended by Monsieur Kerillis, constituted "inverted

racism." The Germans were neither a chosen people

nor a damned one. Tactics and morality, intelligence

and justice demanded that a distinction be made

between the nation and the dictatorship. In conclu-
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sion Monsieur Blum remarked: "To declare that

there Is no difference between Hitler and the German

people merely means binding the Germans more

closely to Hitler/'

The skeptic shrugs his shoulders in disdain: "It was

hardly necessary to stop me on account of this medio-

cre quotation. I had myself previously indicated that

French opinion on the German problem was divided

which means that on the one hand there are patri-

otic realists like Monsieur de Kerillis; and on the

other still illusionists like Monsieur Blum. Your own

exposition of the character and history of the Ger-

mans, moreover, seems to me to indicate that at the

bottom of your heart you cannot entirely disagree

with the opinions of Monsieur de Kerillis. Let us not

deceive ourselves, my friends! Most of what you have

had to report in the course of this book is hardly

calculated to put us in a very hopeful frame of mind,

insofar as the future of Germany and of Europe is

concerned."

We retort: Precisely because we had no intention

of deceiving the public or ourselves, we have at-

tempted to see the problem from different aspects.

On the one hand we were anxious to uncover the de-

fects and dangerous tendencies in the German char-

acter; on the other hand to show its more favorable

and hopeful aspects, its realistic attempts at self-im-

provement. We have tried to show that National
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Socialism is, as it were, a caricature of Germany at her

worst, but that it by no means represents a valid and

complete picture of the German character. We have

tried to prove that under the Weimar Republic much
honest and intelligent effort was put forth, only to

come to grief on the rocks of unhappy circumstance;

that the majority of Germans tolerate, but do not love

Hitler; that a similar majority never desired this

war. . . .

This is the occasion for the skeptic to show con-

siderable animation; almost triumphantly he cries

out: "And what of the revolution? If most Germans

could not abide the Third Reich even in peacetime

nor wish to have anything to do with war why, then,

and how long will your miserable people stand for all

this?"

While we are still trying to collect our wits for a

convincing and precise answer, the animated skeptic

raises his voice and continues: "That's it! This time

you're silent! Now at last I may perhaps say what

has been on my mind all the time. When you alluded

to the fact that the war had been declared against

Hitlerism rather than against the German people, I

was itching to reply: 'Very well! But this noble reti-

cence in London and Paris was based solely on the

hope that the Germans might quickly rebel against

their Hitler and send him packing. Should your com-

patriots delay this salubrious action too long, the deli-
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cate distinction between "nation" and "regime" will

be quickly forgotten, by the statesmen as well as by

the masses/ I these Germans now miss their last

chance/' the skeptic cried, rising up menacingly and

speaking in an awe-inspiring and resounding voice,

"if they insist on continuing to the bitter end the war

they are supposed not to have desired; if they

bombard Paris and London; if they unleash chaos

and lay waste the Continent then these Germans will

come to be hated as a people has never before been

hated! In such a case no one neither Turk, nor Finn,

nor Portuguese, to say nothing of the British, the

Poles and the Frenchwill have the slightest desire

to play the happy European family of nations with

Germany. The verdict will have been rendered. Ger-

many will bear the stigma of the disturber of the

peace, of the enemy, of the corrupter for good. Then

will the Germans be damned and exterminated."

This terrible outburst on the part of the skeptic

whom we knew as an otherwise serene though some-

what sharp-tongued gentleman moves us so deeply

that we only dare to interject modestly: But eighty

million people cannot be exterminated.

Whereupon our unmoved opponent replies re-

lentlessly: "But we can tighten the screws on them,

if they don't stop behaving like vicious beasts."

We mutter, more to ourselves than to the skeptic:

May God give that the poor miserable Germans soon
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find the strength and intelligence to fight for their

freedom! It is high time. . . .

The skeptic acknowledges our whispered soliloquy

and prayer with another sardonic smile: "Yes, I agree

with you; it is high time! It seems to me that your
'other Germany' is mighty patient. What is it wait-

ing for?"

We exchange glances and hesitate. At last we find

courage to speak our hope: Perhaps it won't wait so

very much longer, after all! Who knows what is in

preparation, at the front and behind the front?

"I want facts/' the skeptic demands. "Hopes and

rumors do not convince me/'

With eyes cast down we reply: What is left for us

except to hope? How can we bear the present un-

certainty but for our hope in the future?

The skeptic seems touched at last; he is, after all,

human. The irony has vanished from his voice as he

says: "Let us be realistic! Let us take the worst, since

it seems to be the most probable. Let us assume that

the German revolution will wait until Germany has

been starved and defeated in the field. Some day this

is bound to happen. What then?"

We say simply: Peace.

The reply is so naive that the skeptic might well

have afforded another guffaw. Instead he merely asks

coolly: "What peace?"

With stubborn enthusiasm we declare: The
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peace o Europe; the European Confederation!

"Always using big words/' the other reproaches.

"How senseless! How naive to keep seeing the Golden

Age on the horizon, while we are still roasting in

hell!"

Not the Golden Age, we reply, merely a little more

reason after the catastrophe. A little more will to

collaborate, to divide wealth more evenly, to gain

wisdom, to forego ancient prejudices. Individual,

class and national selfishness must be reduced. Per-

haps we shall feel the bond of communion a little

stronger and deeper after the catastrophe since we
have suffered so much in common.

But the skeptic insists: "We shall not forget at

whose hands we have suffered so much/'

And we: This time the "other Germany
"
will see

that the crimes of the German leaders are atoned.

The skeptic again confronts us: "Even your 'other

Germany' will have to bear its portion of sorrow and

suffering. Executing a few dozen or a few hundred

mass murderers will not be enough/'

Certainly not, we reply in haste. The "other Ger-

many" will for some time meet with distrust in the

worlduntil it has unequivocally demonstrated that

it really is another, a changed Germany. What forms

and precautions this international distrust on the

part of the victors will take we cannot predict. . . .

"So you admit that the coming peace treaty, after
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the catastrophe, probably will be even harsher than

Versailles?"

By no means. It is to be neither harsher nor milder

merely essentially different. It is our belief that this

time the delimitation of frontiers will not be the deci-

sive element, but, instead, the determination to rob

frontiers of their significance. We should like to see

this new treaty break the German claim to power and

dominion far more thoroughly than Versailles, while

at the same time meeting the "other Germany" with

far greater sincerity, determination and realism. In

practice this means that German rearmament must

be absolutely and finally made impossible; on the

other hand the other, the new Germany must not be

ruined economically by the imposition of unlimited

Reparations. Rather must Germany become a living,

active part of the European economic organism.

The skeptic still wears his supercilious smile. In

sadness rather than derision he saysand there is a

trace of pity in his voice: "My poor friends! You ex-

pect too much good will of men!"

We look him straight in the face as we reply:

Would life be worth living if one could not expect a

certain reasonable degree of good will of men?

But his smile retains its note of doubt: "Look about

you/' he cries out sadly. "Take a look at the world!

Does it give you the impression that there is much

good will, and that what there is is effective?"
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Here and there good will is effective, we insist,

though its accomplishments are time and again inter-

fered with and invalidated by stupidity and infamy.

This is bad, but it ought not to discourage us. But let

us not get lost in generalities about man. Our topic is

clearly circumscribed, and it is you, dear Mr. Skeptic,

who always insist on strict limitation of discussion.

We are speaking of the "other Germany" and whether

it will ever be able and willing to fit into a European
order. To this decisive question we have a clear and

confident answer. It is yes. A Germany that has

thrown off Hitler, has not only got rid of its tyrant; to

a certain extent it has abandoned the base and pro-

voking qualities he represents. It will find its way back

to its finer traditions. It will proudly and joyfully

remember its European mission.

"Its European mission/' the skeptic interjects with

a sinister jeer, "seems to consist mainly in attacking its

neighbors with tanks and bombing squadrons."

It was a tactless remark, neither logical nor really

humorous. We take advantage of this slip on the part

of the skeptic to become vehement ourselves, taking

over the initiative of the conversation.

Your irony is ill-timed, we throw out to the skeptic

who seems to enjoy our indignation. We refuse to

dignify the misdeeds to which the Germans are at

present unwillingly subjected with the name of a

national mission. The "German mission/' which has
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been so greatly distorted and exaggerated can there

be any doubt as to what it is? The land of Europe's

middle, the mediator between North and South, East

and West, has no mission to rule, but the more pro-

found and noble mission to unite and reconcile. Once

it has finally renounced its impossible and absurd

dreams of power, it may well become the nucleus o a

free and united Europe. Such renunciation does not

mean abdication. Our people will be finished, ruined,

isolated only if they continue to chase the chimera of

power.

All the Germans need to do is to find themselves

and they will find their way to Europe. They are not

to deny but to fulfill their national character. The

German people need no instruction from outside

about their mission and their conduct. Let them but

listen to the noble voices that spring and have always

sprung from their own midst! Let them follow the

eloquent counsel of their own great, the flowing

enthusiasm of their own music, the wisdom of their

own philosophers! The gulf that separates Germany
from Europe is the same that has always kept our

people apart from their own best sons, their own poets

and philosophers. Once they bridge the one gulf, the

other too is closed. A Germany worthy to call itself

the home of Goethe cannot fail to fulfill its creative

function in the comity of nations.

Because of spite and ignorance our people have
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time and again permitted themselves to be cast in the

role of world enemies. From hypochondriac distrust

of their own genius they have allowed themselves to

be ruled by mediocrities or despots and now even by

a clownish criminal. It is enough! // faut en finir as

our French neighbors call out, who, by the way are

peace-loving people with a love of German roman-

ticism. We are not ashamed to confess our admiration

for the charm and the wisdom of the French charac-

ter. With wise moderation and spirit our French

neighbors live a life that to them seems charming,

because they know what to do with it. And why
should the Germans be the only ones to suffer and sin,

to feel miserable and destroy themselves?

// faut en finir! Let us make an end of it. The Ger-

mans themselves are bound to come to this conclusion

and then woe unto those whom they have so long

permitted to deceive them. For they are a thorough

people, these Germans. They will make an impressive

house-cleaning. And at last all will be cleansed, all the

filth will be swept away, the fulfillment of finer obli-

gations may begin. What has been destroyed will be

rebuilt. When they hated and boasted, the Germans

were lonely. Once at work, they will encounter others

whom but yesterday they regarded as enemies. To-

gether we shall set to work to the work of building a

new common house. At first we shall remain silent as

we slave side by side, still exchanging a hateful glance
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every now and then. But gradually we shall overcome

the feeling of strangeness. The Germans will begin

to realize: We are not so very different from our

neighbors against whom we have allowed ourselves

to be incited. They behave almost exactly as we do;

they even have similar thoughts. Why were we told

that we were a race of rulers? And the others will

meanwhile have noticed: Why, they are perfectly

well-behaved fellows, with whom one can get along!

Is it possible that these same creatures once terrorized

Europe in their devilish machines? our Europe?

No, they are not the same. For the catastrophe has

intervened. Before that the others would never have

said "our Europe/' for that matter. Now they do say

it and confirm it with a clasp of the hand. A smile, a

word and there is understanding. Their work con-

tinues. Rather, it starts.

We had completely forgotten about the skeptic.

Now we are a little embarrassed. Surely our confi-

dence must have seemed comical to him! But where

was his guffawing? His mien exhibited a grave gentle-

ness we never before knew in him. It was as though he

wished to beg our pardon perhaps for having hurt

our feelings with his doubts. Or was he sad because

he could not agree with us? He turned from us with

a smile, as though to say:

"Alas, these men they are incorrigible! The old

home stands in flames, and they are already dreaming
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of a new one, to be far more splendid! But then, you

Germans have always been inclined to dreams far in

advance of the anxious present. Still, I shall rest con-

tent, as long as the dreams are reasonable and

pleasant. For even I, a hardened skeptic, must admit

that man's history is nothing but the realization of

his reasonable dreams. . . ."



Epilogue in the U. S

(DURING THE WAR)
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TJL HERE they are once more the Pullman cars; the

small, middle-sized and giant cities in the States of

New York, New Jersey, Massachusetts, Illinois,

Kansas, Washington, California; the hotel lobbies;

the lecture halls; the glass of water on the speaker's

table. There it is again the great wide land of

America, but little changed, familiar as of old. But

our feeling for it has changed profoundly the way

3%
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we look at it and love it. For the second time it has

grown and deepened, this feeling of ours for the

United States of America. In 1936, when we first

began to feel at home in this country, our sympathy

and gratitude were already far removed from the cool

curiosity with which we had enjoyed its attractions

as child adventurers and tourists. It was then, when

we as exiles began to enjoy its permanent hospitality,

that our admiration for the United States underwent

its first change and intensification. It was then that we

got to know America as a land where the idea of

liberty is still full of vital meaning that idea that in

Europe is either openly repudiated or secretly and

viciously betrayed, for the sake of misunderstood

interests. Now, in the Fall of 1939, as we travel across

the Continent; tarry briefly or long in its cities; estab-

lish contact and make friends with its people; care-

fully follow the movements and developments in its

public life; gaze across the American landscape and

into American faces now our deep feeling of relief

has but one meaning and content: There is peace

here. . . .

In ancient Europe, on whose noble culture we

prided ourselveswithsuch naive arrogance, everything

is topsy-turvy. The thoughts of its unhappy citizens

waver between fear of the vicious "peace offensive"

which is to sanction the prizes snatched by the aggres-
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sors, and panic fear o the true offensive with bombing

squadrons and tanks.

But America desires peace. America does not want

to be drawn into this war. America hates war. We
know it, we understand it, we approve it; in hundreds

of talks with hundreds of Americans we find it con-

firmed. Many are the shades of opinion, of hope and

fear, of differences as to principle and tactics that we

encounter. But everywhere we find the same convic-

tion: Keep America out of this war! Occasionally this

basic precept is modified: America must not enter this

war unless American interests are directly threatened!

No one who, as we do, loves peace and hates war as

a ghastly anachronism can fail to grasp and respect

America's resolute pacifism. It is wrong to speak of a

general desire for "isolation," when most of it is

merely hatred of barbarism. True, the tendency to

strict isolation exists. Men of influence bolster it with

sound arguments. But there are definite signs, con-

firmed by our own observations, that the opinions of

these gentlemen are not shared by a majority of the

people. In a frank and shrewd article, "What Ameri-

cans Want" (The Nation, September 23, 1939)? Freda

Kirchwey reduced the problem to this formula:

"What a majority of the American people want is to

be as unneutral as possible without getting into

war. . . ."

We do not presume to judge whether this pointed
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phrase actually and finally sums up the opinion of

most Americans. But Miss Kirchwey's statement does

make clear that America's desire to avoid war does not

necessarily mean unconditional neutrality, cold dis-

interest, indifferent failure to take sides.

Mrs. Roosevelt "hopes and prays" that the Ameri-

can people may be spared war. But it hardly sounds

like cold disinterest when she adds: "Our influence in

making a just peace will be greater if we are at peace

than if we are at war, since we will not have the bitter-

ness of war behind us/'

Whoever is interested in the coming peace who-

ever wishes to share responsibility for it cannot re-

main indifferent toward the struggle which is decid-

ing that peace. This is the spirit of responsibility that

speaks from the utterances of many prominent Ameri-

cans. Here, for example, are the words of the pacifist

scholar Dr. Charles G. Fenwick, President of Bryn
Mawr College:

"It does no good to set up the machinery ,for col-

lective security against attack and not set up the ma-

chinery for collective justice. That's where the League
of Nations failed. We must help our fellow citizens

and the nations of the world to find a way toward true

unselfishness and good will otherwise civilization

will perish."

Professions such as theseand countless others in

similar vein show that neutrality is by no means
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synonymous with isolation; nor do the majority of

Americans think so. There is a fundamental differ-

ence between interpreting neutrality as the firm will

to remain out of war, and promoting it in the form

of consistent disinterest in European affairs. Some

look upon the European war as a sort of family

quarrel with neither aggressors nor their victims,

neither saints nor devils, only quarrelsome fools. Such

a quarrel would naturally be no concern of outsiders

like the Americans, and if this were the case they

would be wise to turn away from the turmoil with

loathing. This is an attitude struck and recommended

by a few very popular personages In American public

life. They declare: "It's Europe's business if the

people there cannot get along with each other. Per-

haps they will all perish in this silly strife. More's the

pity, but no reason for us to meddle. Thank God the

broad Atlantic separates us from Europe's dirty busi-

ness, while, fortunately, the even broader Pacific

separates us from Japan. We are impregnable, and

since we, on our part, have no intention of attacking

anyone, nothing can happen to us. American civiliza-

tion which has developed with such impressive speed

will prevail and grow, even should chaos and bar-

barism triumph on other continents/
1

Gratitude for the existence of the oceans Is natural

and understandable. If anything, one would have the

bodies of water even broader. Yet a revealing inquiry
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shows that 63 per cent of all those questioned ex-

pected that the Third Reich, once it had conquered

the Allies, would "sooner or later" start a war against

the United States. Military experts regard this as fan-

tastic. One gentleman above all, an expert in ocean

flight who also knows the progress of German aviation

at first hand, insists that America is protected by the

surrounding water and would do well to mind her

own business. Ordinary people who know but little

about aircraft and have had no contact with Nazi

leaders think differently. In their naive ignorance

they are scared scared of the limitless aggression of

the Third Reich, of the potentialities of a science

which caters not only to the comfort of rich travelers

but also to the lust for power of certain governments*

But is it merely fear that makes 63 per cent of the

Americans questioned fear a Nazi attack upon the

United States? And is it merely fear of such a direct

attack that makes 83 per cent of the American people

favor an Allied victory in this war? This, at least, was

what the Fortune Survey of War established in Sep-

tember, 1939. And in addition to the 83 per cent sym-

pathizing with England and France, Fortune found 16

per cent who had not made up their mind ("Neither

side, or don't know"). But i per cent favored a Ger-

man victory, while only o.i per cent thought the

Third Reich should be given aid in order to win. This

o.i per cent in all likelihood consists of Herr Kuhn
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and his more immediate following. As for the others

the A mericansthtir attitude has nothing to do either

with fear or with ignorance. Rather does it spring

from the feeling and the knowledge that the values

England and France are fighting to preserve are of

essential significance for the intellectual and material

life of the United States; that, from the long-range

point of view, the economic, political and moral inter-

ests of America and of Europe's democracies are

identical.

For this and no other reason most Americans desire

an Allied victory over Nazi Germany. That is why
this strong and vital desire will have its effect, even

though the American people do not even want to send

their army overseas, despite the fact that the cautious

policy emanating from Paris and London in the past

few years and leading to the tragic error of the Pact

of Munich has undermined the confidence of progres-

sive Americans in the Western democracies. Much as

they love peace and strongly as they distrust Mr.

Chamberlain, nearly all Americans realize that a Hit-

ler victory would spell disaster even for this country.

"And a desire to save France and Great Britain is not

a neutral desire/' to quote once more from Miss

Kirchwey's article in the Nation. "It is a partisan de-

sire based on a profound and almost desperate belief

that the survival of the democratic way of life depends

upon the defeat of Hitler/'
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The 83 per cent who declare themselves in favor of

an Allied victory already know, and the 1 6 per cent

who have not yet made up their mind will learn: This

is not a matter of Poland, of Rumanian oil wells, of

Strasbourg or Tunis, of the sea route to India or the

British Empire. Civilization itself is at stake. And that

is everybody's business.

We do not regard the existing orderand by that

we mean the democratic order as perfect. We are

convinced that it will undergo fundamental changes.

It might be argued that everything must first be de-

stroyed, that chaos must be created, for something

radically new to develop. We are of a different

opinion. We have no faith in chaos. We do not believe

that anarchy is creative. We can very well imagine

what the world would look like without civilization-

desolate and barren. There would be only one agree-

able way in which it would differ from the Third

Reich: There would be no radio broadcasts and no

UFA films any more. Unfortunately, however, more

precious things would perish tooin all likelihood the

most precious would be the first to go. As for our-

selves, life amid such general desolation would hold

little interest for us, nor do from 83 to 99 per cent of

all Americans have much stomach for it. The pros-

pect that after a century of barbarism entirely new

forms of civilization may develop may be intellec-

tually stimulating, but it holds little comfort for us.
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In the first place the century will take a long time to

elapse, especially for those engulfed in the jungle;

and in the second place we are not sure that we should

feel at home within this civilization that may dawn

some day. It would probably have an Asiatic cast, this

post-chaos civilization of which so many intelligent

people expect so much. We shall not attempt to settle

the question as to whether the Russian or the

Japanese element would predominate in such a new

world order, or whether both would blend harmo-

niously. But it is certain that we, as heirs and bearers

of the European-American civilization, should not

feel at ease in this new world.

Such a term,
*

'European-American civilization/' is

not a mere thoughtless formulation. Never before this

hour of destiny did we see so clearly and feel so deeply:

Europe and America belong together. American civil-

ization and morality has its origin in the very Europe
now threatened and forced to defend itself. There are

some Europeans men of high intelligence among
themwho believe that the younger, sounder, more

vital American nation is destined and able to take

over the initiative of a civilization which has grown
weak and tired in the "Motherland," Europe. This

may be so, though we do not deem it advisable to

speak of European degeneration when it is much

more a matter of confusion and waste of effort than of

ebbing strength. Apart from this problem of "cul-
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tural leadership/' which may or may not be soon

decided, we are convinced that the existence and

future of American civilization cannot be saved if

Europe turns into a jungle. There can be no light on

this side of the ocean, when there is darkness on the

other. For the light in which we love to live has but

one source. When that runs dry, darkness sets in.

The moral decision in this country has long been

made. It stood even before the war began. No one

knows as yet what will be the economic and political

consequences of this clear partisanship by the Ameri-

can people. Together with all of the citizens of this

great land we hope and believe that America will not

have to decide the European war. We devoutly desire

that America will play its helpful and significant r61e

in the organization of European peace. May Europe
this time be more willing and able to follow Ameri-

can leadership than in 1919! And may America, on

her part, intervene in Europe's destiny with greater

firmness and consistency! This is our common des-

tiny. There is no other.

There it is again, the great wide land of America,

familiar as of old. But our love for it, as we gaze upon
it, has grown different and new. There is a new hope
in it. We put our trust in the United States as our

strongest ally not for war, but for peace. In the face

of these wide spaces and great cities we feel that the

new Europe and the "other Germany" which is to be
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part of it have a powerful friend this vigorous great

young land which we call the United States of

America.

Greetings to the Pullman cars and the vast reaches

between Kansas City and Los Angeles and all the

beauties of California. Greetings and blessings upon
the skyscrapers of New York City, Pittsburgh and

Chicago, the factories of Detroit, the bridges of San

Francisco, the charms of Florida. Greetings to the

hills, streams and deserts, the fields of wheat, rye and

corn, the airports and auto highways even to the

drugstores. We feel like reciting all the great poems
Walt Whitman ever wrote in praise of his great home-

land. We should like to bow down before America,

smile a little and cry a little, and say: It is good that

you are there! You are not perfect, but we love you
for your tremendous, strapping imperfection. To con-

quer your own great problems the urgent, wild sor-

rows of youth you need peace. It is good, forsooth,

that you have peace! Help us, that our peace may be

a righteous and lasting peace. Else your peace too will

be threatened.

Our fellow travelers, the paternal Negro porters in

the Pullmans, the bellboys in the hotels, the taxi

drivers, the ladies and gentlemen in the clubs where

we are guests they all would be amazed if we ad-

dressed them with such big words. With lively in-

terest but with the reserve customary among civilized
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people they ask us: "What will become of Europe?"

We reply: "It depends upon you." They hastily de-

clare: "But we don't want to get into the war!" We

say: "You do not need to; but we shall need you all

the more when peace comes." Our American friends

remark: "It won't be a simple thing to make sense out

of this European peace, once it comes." For they are

realists and do not care to see things rosier than they

are; on the other hand they enjoy doing difficult jobs;

for they are still pioneers.

We talk to many people, including that energetic

lady who looks like the principal of a girl's boarding

school, and the Brooklyn chemistry student who

cleared his throat before he made his little speech. To
our pleasant surprise he is no longer so firmly con-

vinced that the Treaty of Versailles is the root of all

evil and that the Third Reich cannot be held respon-

sible. He declares: "The invasion of Poland was dirty

business. I can understand that the English and

French lost patience. Hitler is guilty of starting the

war. The Germans will soon find out, for most of

them are fine people." Even the energetic lady who

but a year ago damned everything German now

agrees that there are fine people among the Germans.

If anything, the war should really have deepened her

dislike of Germany. But the tragic seriousness of the

situation has softened her. It is not in vain that she

shows the bearing and mien of a teacher. Whoever
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believes that people can be educated must by that

token believe that nations too can be educated. The

lady draws us aside, puts an arm around our shoul-

ders like an old friend, and says: "I have often thought

of the discussion we had last year. Perhaps what you
said about the 'other Germany' was true, after all,

though events do not bear out your theory. Still, I

have reached the conclusion that the Germans are not

beyond all hope. For I have meanwhile met a few

more of your fellow countrymen. I have even become

quite good friends with a young girl from Leipzig.

She's a hard-working, intelligent person, and she too

says: This is the most dreadful and miserable moment

in all German history. All their lowest and worst in-

stincts are now coming into full play. They can't sink

very much farther into the abyss. From now on the

Germans must move in the other direction upward!

They have no other choice. For they have potentiali-

ties for goodall people have such potentialities, why
not the Germans? "That's the way I am/' the lady

whispers, her eyes suddenly radiant. "When things

are particularly bad I grow optimistic. One has to

have much faith and even more patience, don't you

think?"

We do, with all our heart, though it is not always

easy. Without a good measure of faith and patience

we who have the misfortuneor honor of having

been born into this difficult century full of great
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changes and transitions would perish. Without faith

and patience we could not best the difficult destiny

that today comes to a German and a European, a

European and a citizen of the world. Without faith

and patience we cannot absolve the adventures and

duties, the dangers and fears that are our lot our

lot!" we say significantly to our American friend

whose eyes have so suddenly grown radiant.

Germany and Europe must become reconciled, that

Europe and America together may tread the right

path. Where does it lead this common road? Do not

ask too much of us, dear friend! We can only feel and

guess whether we are going in the right direction or

not. Germany and Europe are now learning where

the wrong road leads to disaster. That has been

proved. Let us now try the other directionthe road

to peace and creative collaboration. To find it we

need you, our American friends! We count on you
not to lose patience and faith at this fateful hour!
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